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In border zones, al1 Our academic preconceptions about cultural, linguistic, or stylistic 

noms are constantly being put to the test by creative practices that make visible and set 

off the processes of adaptation, appropriation, and contestation goveming the 

construction of identity in colonial and postcolonial contexts. 

Françoise Lionnet 

Postcoronial Representatiom 



Dedicated to the memory of Susan Brooks. 



ABSTRACT 

This dissertation examines the works of eight Inuit autobiographers who write 

from contact zones and at sites of métissage between the years 1894 and 1993. The case 

studies presented hvestigate how these writers respond to stereotypical ideas of Inuit 

people and how they write against such stereotypes in some cases, comply with them in 

others, or employ them for their own uses. My project studies the effeas of hybndity on 

the ~e~fashioning of the Inuit autobiographical self, and how that self adjusts to changing 

material and ideologicai circumstances in order to survive. Founded upon the argument 

that the site of métissage is one of contact, and ofien confiict, of cultural expressions, this 

dissertation focuses on the ways in which Inuit autobiographers (and, on occasion. white 

editors/collaborators), by explonng and adapting to these conflicting ideologies, bring new 

perspectives to those life writings hitherto relegated to the margins of the Western 

autobiographical canon. 

The introduction situates Inuit autobiography in relation to perceived 

charactenstics of Western autobiography and of North Amencan Aboriginal life stones 

and Iocates Inuit life writings in areas of cultural crossovers. The first chapter explores the 

influence of métissage on the writings of Lydia Campbell, Margaret Baikie, and Elizabeth 

Goudie, women of Inuit heritage who lived in centrai Labrador during times of great 

cultural change. The second chapter investigates the collaborative autobiography of a 

woman of mixed ancestry, Anauta (Sarah Elizabeth Ford), and American author, Heluiz 

Chandler Washbume. The third chapter examines another coiiaborative work, h h e r :  

Skid Row fikirno (1 976). written by an incarcerated Inuk, Anthony Apakark Thrasher, 

and two joumalists, Aian Mettrick and Gerard Deagie. The fourth chapter situates Aiice 



French and Minnie Aoda Freeman as speakers from the contact zone of the South and as 

transistors of h i t  ways for both their own people and for outsiders. The fifth chapter 

centers on the work of Alootook Ipellie, whose unconventionai text nevenheless 

continues to uphold ancient traditions while adapting to modem times. The conclusion 

hvestigates the reception of Inuit autobiographies in contemporary Canadian societies, 

both Nonh and South, and points to funire directions in Inuit life writing. 
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Introduction 

The Eskirno rnakes his and her appearance with a smile. Imposed 

on the stereotypical background of impossible terrain and 

intolerable weather is an eterndy happy, optimistic linle figure; a 

round, furry and cuddly human with a pet name; a man or woman 

who m u e s  and delights Our European representatives with 

innocent simplicity. (Brody, Living Arctzc 19) 

Inuit have lived with such representations as that descnbed by ethnographer Hugh 

Brody since the tirne of contact with southemers. A reluctance to critique such 

cornfortable myths may explain why Inuit Ise Stones are only now beginning to become 

more widely known outside the North. Canada's southem societies piaure northem 

peoples in a certain light; sociologist Marybelle Mitchell points out that Inuit remain 

important "as guardians of Canadian arctic sovereignty and as a nationalist symbol in a 

country seeking to promote the romance of the original peoples living in harmony with 

nature" (From Talking 3 90). In many ways, the Inuit have become icons of the Canadian 

North, and, having become as much, find themselves relentlessly burdened by southemen' 

insistence that they represent dl that is chenshed. Meanwhiie, their life aones counteract 

this iconicity, instead, Inuit present themselves as individuals struggiing againa 

stereotypes that lock them into such potentiaiiy harmfùi imagery and entrap them in 

categories such as the c'colourfÙl" and the exotic. 

The Iast few decades have seen a proliferation of Inuit life writings and some 



pater  notice has been paid them, especiaiiy by critics Like Robin McGrath, Renée Hulan, 

Penny Petrone, and Michael Kennedy. Against this background of heightening interest, 

Inuit, recognizhg that their cultures were being eroded, have begun to take matten into 

theù own hands. Mitchell states that 

[i]n the Iate seventies and early eighties Inuit began to recognize 

their piight and to resist in small but meaningfùl ways, attempting to 

recapture past practices: living off the land; reclaiming old 

campsites; reverting to Inuit names; . . . setting up museums; 

recording elders' memories; attempting to repatriate artefacts, 

reviving dogteams and other precontact practices; and placing new 

ernphasis on the retention of uiuktitut. (33 1) 

huit have aiso been recording their own memories, and autobiographical writings fonn an 

important part of this recuperation and reinvention of Inuit identities. 

The Inuit perspective has oniy begun to be explored. In her dissertation, Cmadiar~ 

Imîit Literattrre: The Development of a Tradition, Robin McGrath has surveyed Inuit 

autobiographies up to 1984. She states that "of 783 works published by Inuit pnor to 

198 1, more than one quarter can be identified as pnmarily rerniniscent or 

autobiographical" ("Circumventing" 224). McGrath indicates that many of these life 

writings, produced after 1880, were written at the request of representatives of outside 

agencies, such as missionaries, art coiiectors, and anthropologists ( C d m  84). Inuit 

have aiso offered theû life stories to recali dying traditions or to give warnings to the 

Young. Numerous artists have contributed details of their iives to accornpany prints, 



photographs, or drawings. McGrath adds that autobiography is such a popular genre 

among the Inuit because it is one of the first foms of written literature to emerge in newly 

literate societies and contact-cultures; the easiest subject for a new writer to attempt is 

'Viat which he or she knows best"; moreover, Me writings seem to multiply in times of 

upheaval ("Circumventing" 223). 

huit Iife stories do not fit seamlessly into the Western canon of autobiography, or 

into the category of Native Amencan autobiography, as it has been delineated to this 

point. Numerous critics have outlined the histoly of the autobiographical genre and have 

pointed to its identification as a Western mode of representation based on the idea of a 

unified self. The general path of the genre has often been traced fiom Augustine through 

Rousseau to Newman and down to the present day.' The assumption has fkequently been 

that the (usually masculine) "I" that emerges dong this path is a "universai human 

subject," one that is "rational, agentive, unitary" (Smith and Watson, De/Coloniri»g xvii). 

In the pas, little notice was taken of femaie autobiographers in the traditional canon, and 

even less of those authors writing from the margins of autobiographicai discoune.' 

However, in recent years, autobiographical writings have elicited more and more 

commentary and criticism; questions continue to aise about the nature of autobiography 

itself. As Paul John Eakin points out, "most readers nahiraiiy assume that ali 

autobiographies are based on the vefiable fàcts of a life history, and it is this referential 

dimension, imperfectiy understood, that has checked the development of a poetics of 

autobiography" (3). A poetics based on a multifaceted subjectivity variously intenected by 

and under the influence of such factors as gender, race, and geographical location is 



indeed deveioping; autobiography reveals itseif as much more cornplex than was first 

Unagined. Timothy Dow Adams, for example, refen to the "generic ambiguities" of the 

genre ci). He assens that "autobiography cannot reaiiy be dehed" (2). James Olney also 

wams of "the impossibility of making any prescriptive definition for autobiography or 

placing any genenc limitations on it at dl'' ("Some Versions" 23 7). 

Arnidst the burgeoning interest in autobiography, critics w m  of the dangers of 

ready generdizations and categorizing within the genre? Some theonsts have alluded to 

the problems of essentiaiism which plague autobiography that emanates from the margins 

of Western societies, and wam that such writings mn the risk of becoming embroiled in 

identity politics. Biddy Martin asserts that "challenges to the erasure of difference in the 

narne of another identity . . . Iirnit the potentiai for subversion and critique by recontaining 

the discursive/institutional operations of 'differences' in discrete categories of individuals" 

(79). 

A danger exists in narning universal attributes of particular groups of 

autobiographies, and it is also h d o u s  to prescriptively separate "male" Iife writings 

£tom "fernale." Domna Stanton calls into question preconceived ideas of Western 

autobiography and genderic differences based on a "preselected corpus of male 

autobiographies and a preeaabiished set of common traits" (1 1). Smith and Watson state 

that 

alI of the features once claimed as hallmarks of women's 

aut obiography-nonlinear narrative, fiagrnent ed texhiality, 

relationality, the authority of experience-have been chaiienged as 



gender essentialism, f?om within feminist theory . . . and fiom 

outside it. (Women 40) 

Againa a background of controversy, then, 1 concern myseif in this dissertation 

with particular case studies of Inuit autobiographicai writings from the years 1894 to 

1993. 1 place on view the authors' own voices through interviews where possible. and 

present their responses to critics. This project continues the study of an expanding body of 

Inuit Life writings, and proceeds with the work of identifjkg the ways in which Inuit 

autobiographers represent themselves in areas of cultural transferences and interactions. (t 

examines how their works, infiuenced by differing ideologies at such sites and refusing to 

follow predictable trajectories, evade and elide tidy boundaries. In refemng to the works 

examined here as "Inuit autobiography," 1 do not intend to generalize or essentialize. One 

could Say that "Inuit autobiography" is a label for political use and a lever in identity 

politics, but, as this dissertation will show, not ail Inuit writers see their texts as political, 

even though othen may designate them as such. This project demonstrates, though, that, 

despite this disavowal of a political dimension, huit autobiographers' works do contribute 

to a political agency that may help deal with modem-day dficulties. 

1 situate my readings of these Inuit He writings in the context of changing 

ideological conditions in 'tontact zones." Mary Louise Pratt refers to "autoethnographic 

representations," in which "subjugated subjects engage, and seek to engage, the 

metropolis's constructions of those it subjugates" in order to constmct "self-afnrmations 

designed for reception in the metropolis" (Imperia[ 143). She sees such representations as 

a "very widespread phenornenon of the contact zone" (9). that zone being "an attempt to 
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invoke the spatial and temporal copresence of subjects previously separated by geographic 

and historical disjunctures, and whose trajectories now intenect" (7). The autobiographies 

studied in this dissertation are not primarily designed for a southem, metropolitan 

audience; they are also meant for a readership of others in the societies from which they 

emerge. Nonetheless, they do contradict southem misconceptions about northern cultures, 

and they rebel against subjugation by testifjing to its consequences for those forced to 

adapt to drastically altered circumstances; at the same time, they underline the importance 

of Inuit cultures and of the writers' own autobiographical pefiormances. 

The texts studied here do emanate from "contact zones"; rnoreover, this project 

also locates Inuit life writing as issuing fkom what Mauritian theorist Françoise Lionnet 

would term "sites of métissage." Lionnet refers to these "border zones" of culture, where 

a hybrid language and continual heteroglossia resist dominant ideologies, and where 

societies intedngie and exchange ideas (Posicolonial6). She also descnbes areas of 

métissage as open and empowering spaces, where dEerences are respected and 

muitiplicity celebrated (Auîobiographicd 5). Ideas about "authenticity" are questioned at 

such sites, which produce cultural mixes and iduence the creation of multifaceted 

identities. Transculturation shapes the discourse of Inuit autobiographers. Aithough their 

texts may appear simple and straightforward, they are actudiy complicated and layered for 

the reader informed about the many conflicting forces that may exist simultaneously at the 

site of métissage. The writers speak from a situation of hybridity, often, but not always, 

innuenced by the orality of their societies. 

Some may not see this hterconnection of cultures in a positive Light. Linda J. 
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Knirnhoiz elaborates on Pratt's description of autoethnography, and concludes that "Pratt 

emphasizes the perilous and indeterminate nature of the reception of texts in the contact 

zone" (90). But individuals, wiliing to nsk the danger of being misunderstood, persist in 

presenting written texts from that zone. Pratt does gant some agency to minonty groups 

in such areas; she asserts that subjugated peoples do control "to varying extents" what 

they take and use of the materials transmitted to them from the metropolis (Imperia1 6). 

My dissertation suggests that contact zone and site of métissage are sometimes more 

complementary than might be expected, and that negative connotations associated with 

wnting from a contact zone may be outweighed at tirnes by the positive aspects of 

producing life writings at a site of métissage. Lionnet emphasizes the subversive power of 

métissage (Atitobiogrnphical 12) and its emancipatory potential(248). The 

autobiographer confronted by disparaging opinions may become more motivated to take 

up the practice of métissage to represent the autobiographical self more clearly or to 

render a Native autobiographical identity in a more favorable light. Partial collaboration 

with the dominant society may result in the dissemination of new uifonnation and the 

overtuming of bereotypes. On the other hand, the site of métissage may not always be as 

open to positive influences as Lionnet suggests, and the Inuit autobiographer may not be 

able to refite the stereotypical ideas of the dominant culture. However, what Pratt refers 

to as "appropriation of the idioms of the conqueror" (Imperid 7), common to 

autoethnography emanating fiom the contact zone, may not signal capitulation for Inuit 

authors, but rather may provide an opportunity for translating for outsiders the ways of 

their difFerent Native cultures. Inuit autobiographers present themselves to both northem 
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and southem audiences; at the same the ,  they attempt to balance the dEering infiuences 

of the contested sites fiom which they communicate. 

Writing, then, in the midst of transitions and transformations, Inuit authors 

establish their individual subject positions and s u ~ v e  by partial adaptation to 

contemporary, mixed societies. As 1 shaii discuss in specific detail in later chapters, the 

narratives examined here resist easy categorization and labelling, edging as some of them 

do into other genres and areas. Numerous Inuit texts may be classed as what Sidonie 

Smith calls "autobiographical manifestoes" (Sztbjectivity 157), in which the authors speak 

of and for a group and address concems for the future. Some Inuit life stories also border 

on testimonio, which John Beverley denotes as s i g m n g  "the need for a general social 

change," projecting "an urgency to communicate" and depicting "a struggle for survivai" 

(Beverley 14, 23). Intruding into these other temtories, Inuit life writings demonstrate 

fluid subject positions, hybridity, and adaptability, making for difficulties in determining 

their attributes; parameters put in place tend to slip. 

Robin McGrath, has explored Inuit autobiography and offers two major 

characteristics: first, that it fiequently contains traditional stories or legends, often inserted 

abniptly, and, second, that the authon exert great control of form and style, perhaps 

because they "hd it easier to be intimate on the prkted page than in person" (Canadian 

91-92). McGrath has also focussed cfosely on Inuit women's Me writings, listing many of 

their traits. 

In her "Circurnventing the Taboos: Inuit Women's  autobiographie^,"^ McGrath 

has noted ditfierences between Inuit male and female self-representations. She reports that 
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twice as many Inuit autobiographies are written by men as by women. She also states that 

Inuit men "tend to pattern their autobiographies upon already established narrative 

structures borrowed fiom the epic tradition," while Inuit women seem to observe a taboo 

against drawing attention to their adult selves and confine their life writings to memones 

of pre-adolescence, or else do not write about themselves until they near old age; she adds 

that Inuit women often fictionalize their lives ("Circumventing" 224). My own work 

points to the fact that such sharp gender-based delineations in writing may not be so easily 

justified now. Although Inuit women were indeed traditionally trained to be patient, 

humble, and self-contained, Marion Jackson, one of the editors of the recent book, h r i r  

Women Artists: Voices From Cap Dorset ( 1  994), states that "modem Inuit women are 

no longer culturally bound to defer quietly and patiently while their interests are 

interpreted and represented by others" (38). A changing culture alters boundaries. A new 

assertiveness on the part of both male and female writers is reflected in the works of 

autobiographers like Nice French, Anthony Apakark Thrasher, and MUuiie Aodla 

Freeman, who refuse to remain stereotypicd, passive, and uncomplaining Inuit "types." As 

1 shail demonstrate in this dissertation, since 1984, other Inuit Life writings have appeared 

which contradia some of McGrathJs premises, as well as those of other academics. For 

instance, the oral tradition has linle innuence in Alice French's nie Restless Nomad 

(1992). Both French and Freeman take issue with some of the characteristics attrîbuted to 

them as Inuit women autobiographen. Voices such as theirs may af]J-ont and contiise 

critics; on £irst examination, their texts may induce a kind of cultural vertigo in the reader 

who is accustomed to southem societal noms. 



Here the work of Shirley Neuman proves helpfiil in deciphering the 

autobiographical text. Neuman promotes a poetics of dzerences in dealing with the 

autobiographical subject who "exists at particular and changing intersections of race, 

nationality, religion, education, profession, class, language, gender, sexuality, a specific 

historical moment, and a host of material conditions" ("Poetics" 224). Each Inuk author 

cornes to herhs work from a dEerent perspective, viewing an huit hentage dserently; 

each speaks from a unique subject position at a site of multiple influences and cultural 

crossovers. The writen I examine share geographical locations of childhoods in the North 

of Canada; al1 share some Inuit hentage. However, a number of them lived or live in the 

South and interpret their experiences fiom positions of transculturation and 

dise~anchisement. My interest lies in demonstrating the vexed subject positions of al1 

eight Inuit writen brought under consideration by this dissertation. 

Where possible, 1 conducted intewiews with the Inuit authors, and my own 

positioning in relation to them may have influenced their responses. It was not my 

intention to contaminate the interviewing situation, but 1 presented myseif as a mixed- 

blood academic with some Inuit heritage and some knowledge of Inuit cultures. In 

descniing my own background, 1 hoped to put the interviewees at ease and to encourage 

an atmosphere of openness. My questions centered around the production of their 

autobiographical texts and the repernissions of writing about the self. I also presented to 

them the comrnents of others on their works, and asked them to respond to those 

comrnents. The main purpose of the h t e ~ e w s  was to provide a means by which Inuit 

writers could express themselves and could counter misunderstandings about them as 



authors and as members of huit societies. 

Inuit autobiographers contrast the misinterpretations of their cultures with actual 

descriptions of their ways of We. In order to defeat the stereotypes, they must h d  some 

common ground or a state of in-betweemess to aid in translation for those unversed in 

Inuit cultural mores. Pratt asserts that "autoethnography involves partial collaboration" 

with the mores and idioms of the dominant culture (Imperia1 7). Sorne huit writers adopt 

the dominant language, English, in which to communkate, but they manipulate the 

language to their own purposes. For some of the autobiographen discussed here, English 

is their "rnother tongue," while, for others, it is not. The use of English is an act of 

interpretation, for these authors are t q h g  to show what it means to express an identity 

often rnisunderstood by others. Hertha Dawn Wong asks, 

How, then, does a Native Amencan express a genuine sense of self 

when that self is rnediated by the language of a member of the 

dominant culture? How does one connmct and maintain an identity 

in a hostile world? Is the act of expressing one's self in the language 

and forms of the 'enemy' an attempt at communication, an 

indication of negotiation, or an act of capitulation? (Sending 5) 

In Inuit autobiography can be found both attempts at communication and indications of 

negotiation, but hardly "act[s] of capitulation." Rather, it reveals a mode of adjustment 

designed to facilitate understanding and ensure survival. As this dissertation seeks to 

demonstrate, Inuit attempt to reach both northern and southem audiences; most view their 

writing in English as an effort to translate for outsiders the conditions of their tives. In 



order to endure, they have adapted in some ways to the "Other," but they do not 

necessarily wish to discard their Inuit heritage and traditions dong the way. Although huit 

autobiographies often a fhn  the remembrance of past customs, they do not advocate that 

their cultures stand stiU. Borrowing ideas and languages tiom other cultures and 

intermingling them with their own is yet another practical aspect of adaptation. 

Hybndity of cultures leads to a hybnd self-fashioning. Critics of Native Amencan 

autobiography now question the assumptions behind the idea of the Westem, unified self, 

and trace the beginnings of autobiography dong a dEerent trajectory that includes 

previously margindized Native voices. They go beyond the scope of an individualized "I" 

following a teleologicai path. Challenging conventionai Western autobiography, Wong 

opens up spaces in the genre to include even painted tipis and buffalo robes as portraits of 

the lives of prominent American Indian chiefs (Sendhg 28). Other scholars point to the 

importance of a sense of comrnunity behind the Native Arnencan self, and posit an "1" 

mediated and shaped by the discourses of that community. 

But is there an "authentic" Native or Inuk self to be discovered through the 

examination of iife writings? Wong points out the problerns behind the idea of 

"authenticity" (16); she refers to "the tendency to dehe 'authentic' indigenes as those 

Linked to ancient tradition," and advocates a resistance to "stereosrpical representations of 

nativity" ("First-Person" 171). Authenticity is not, however, necessarily equated with 

stereotypicaiity. This dissertation illustrates the hazards of searching for that "authentic" 

Inuit voice. In seeking the one voice that speaks for ail, the critic rnay ignore certain other 

autobiographers. Inuit writers have their own distinct identities, innuenced by different 



13 

cultural u p b ~ g h g s .  The identification of a single Inuit voice as authentic rnay lead to 

misunderstandiigs. The changes taking place in Inuit societies and Inuit writing must be 

acknowledged; what might have been considered common characteristics of Inuit 

autobiogniphy twenty years ago may not hold tme in the present tirne. Younger Inuit are 

beginning to record stones of their lives, and their concems (drug use, teenage 

pregnancies, suicides, alarming school leavhg rates) may dSer markedly Corn those 

expressed by older huit  autobiographers.' The long-held image of Inuit living in remote 

areas, closely tied to a hunting and gathering culture, may be eroded with time. Although 

Brody presents the stereotype of the simple, passive Inuk, Inuit have also been associated 

with nonhem settings, primitive urges, and savagery6 Inuit writers present their own 

perspectives in contras to idealited, rornanticùed, or detrimentai imagery. 

Theorists such as R David Brumble have also criticized stereotyping of Native 

authors, and have pointed to some critics' misunderstandings of Aboriginal works.' 

American scholars have offered their own descriptions of Indian autobiographies; some of 

their findings prove pertinent to my dissertation. It is important to emphasize that aspects 

of Inuit autobiography dEer markedly in some respects fiom the characteristics outlined 

for Native American writers, as designated by such scholars as Brumble and Knrpat, who 

have examined American Indian autobiographicai writings, but have not investigated many 

Inuit texts.' 

A strong connection to comrnunity is ofien emphasued in the study of Native 

American autobiographies. Aithough Wong points out that even within a certain tribe of 

Native Amencans "individuaky abounded," she also asserts both that a Native Arnerican 



sense of self is more inclusive than a Western concept of self (Sending 13), and that 

"traditional Native American self-conceptions . . . are defmed by comrnunity and 

landscape" (1 5). She warns, though, against o v e r s i m p ~ g  relations between self and 

community. Rather than the positing of binary oppositions such as Native 

relationalityNestern autonomy, she advocates the examination of "multiple and diverse 

subject positions within both sets of culture groups" ("First-Person" 169). Krupat alludes 

to the "dialogic" models of the selfpresented by Native American autobiography; he adds 

that, in such autobiography, the self is not typicaliy possessed of a unique and separate 

voice, but instead achieves a subject position in relation to a comrnunity of voices (Voice 

1 3 3 ) . ~  

The Native autobiographers midied here do hold co~ections to their homelands 

but also at times speak f?om a standpoint of alienation or in-betweenness, or purposely 

emphasize their own individuality, as does Alootook Ipellie, for example. Some, like 

Minnie Freeman and Nice French, have not lived in their Native communities for years, 

but maintain connections with them from sites in the South. Such a distancing fiom home 

weakens ties in some respects, but the act of remembering that is i n t ~ s i c  in the 

autobiographical act strengthens those bonds again. The Native culture is not forgotten, 

but the autobiographer now fiiters his or her mernones of it through disturbing or novel 

expenences that emphasize great dissimilarities in cultures. It is &en these differences that 

Inuit d t e n  want to d e s m i  to clarify their own feelings when faced with almost 

ovenwhelmllig stereotypes. Inuit authors seek to project a distinctive identity, sometirnes 

in conflict with traditionai teachings of their dture;  nevertheless, they may nill hold 



strongly to their roots in other ways. 

Misinterpretations may ensue fkom sweeping generalizations about Native 

Amencan texts. Detailed investigation of those by huit sornetimes contradicts what critics 

have written, as 1 will discuss in later chapters. h p a t ,  for instance7 defines the position of 

contemporary Native Amencan writers: "ail of them insist on the aorytebg of the oral 

tradition as providing a context, as bearing on and iduencing the writing of their novels, 

poems, stories, or autobiographies'' ( T m  37). However, some of the Inuit writers studied 

here, such as Nice French, do not recall many traditional oral myths. Knipat refers to 

Brumble's assertion that childhood expenences do not figure strongly in Native Amencan 

personal narrative (Voice 152). Again, French's writings challenge the 

accuracy/appIicability of such broad staternents. Inuit are beginning to write themselves 

into the discourse on Natives. In so doing, they raise new questions about the 

characteristics of Native autobiographies; the questions are not easily resoived. Inuit 

autobiography expands Our understanding of Native life writings and demonstrates 

changes happening over the years in the ways in which Inuit view themselves and the 

worlds they inhabit. 

Also problernatizing the snidy of Aboriginal autobiography are issues of translation 

and hybridity that arise from collaborative works with their implications for the 

autobiographical self. My dissertation explores eight Inuit autobiographies, two of which, 

L a d  of the Good S h a h s  and ïhrasiher: S ' d  Row Eskirno, are indeed collaborative 

efforts, dthough other examples brought under examination here have been written solely 

by the authors thernsehes, without the aid of amanuenses. Biculhlral autobiographies 



increase the htricacies around the construction of an autobiography fiom the contact 

zone. h p a t  asserts that "culhiral crosstalk persists" and that "even the apparently 

monologous Native autobiographer is iikely to show his or her biculturalism" (Voice 133). 

He distinguishes Indian autobiographies f?om those autobiographies that have been written 

by "'cidized' or christianized Indians whose texts originate with them and . . . are not 

compositely produced" (For Those 3 1). He also differentiates between them and 

traditional Native American literature; the Indian autobiographies he describes have "no 

pnor mode1 in the collective practice of tribal cultures" (3 1). He regards them as 

constituted by the principie of "original bicultural composite composition" (3 1): 

Indian autobiographies are collaborative efforts, jointly produced by 

some white who translates, transcribes, compiles, edits, interprets, 

poiishes, and ultimately detennines the fonn of the text in writing, 

and by an Indian who is its subject and whose l ie  becomes the 

content of the "autobiography" whose title may bear his name. (30) 

Yet, even in such texts, the person of Abonginai heritage may be heard, albeit amidst a 

thick mix of voices which trouble the subject position of the Inuk author. As 1 will discuss 

in later chapters of this dissertation, the idea of a u n i t q  "I" becomes even more difficult 

to grasp in an investigation of these coilabo rative autobiographies. 

Still more controversy surrounds the labelling of Aboriginal texts as 

"postcolonial." Krupat has emphasized that the term is a vexed one and perhaps incorrect 

when appiied to Native American fiteratures ( T r m  30); some argue that Native Americans 

di live in conditions of colonialism and subdtemity. Others, though, see Inuit texts as 



part of a corpus of postcolonial literature. As Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tifnn state, 

postcolonial writing characteristically questions and subverts Western discourse (196). 

Further, 

[iln tenns of their own developing writing, . . . the position of 

groups such as the Maoris, Inuit, and Australian Abongines is a 

special one because they are doubly marginalized-pushed to the 

psychic and politicai edge of societies which themselves have 

experienced the dilemma of colonial dienation. For this reason they 

demonstrate a capacity, far greater than that of white settler 

societies, to subvert received wumptions about literature. 

(Ashcroft et al. 144) 

As Heather Henderson has delineated in critiquing the life story of Minnie Aodla 

Freeman, the surface simplicity of the Inuit text may imply passivity on the part of the 

author, however, a multilayered identity reveals itself; and the writer proceeds to criticize 

dangerous stereotypes around Inuit peoples and cultures (62). Yet the question remains as 

to how such criticism influences the audience, pwticularly Inuit themselves and the future 

Inuit autobiographers in their midst. Some would suggest that the Nonh has not yet fiilly 

emerged from the colonial era, and hence its peoples stiil do not have access to the means 

to change their lives and meaningfully resist the domination of outside forces. Robert 

Bone's Geogqhy  of the Canadian North (1992) States that Inuit have a high rate of 

funaional illiteracy among Aboriginal peoples, at fifty-three per cent, and that "the 

percentage of high school and university graduates ranges ri the North] from a high of 



50% for non-Natives to a low of 3% for Inuit" (198). He explains that in the Arctic, 

smder cornmunities did not have federal schools until the 1960s, and that only larger 

cornmunities have high schools; in the past, the cumcuium was also entirely in English, 

and many younger Inuit were unable to speak their mother tongue. My own research in 

the M a c k e ~ e  Delta in 1996 suggested that not many Inuviaiuit had read the 

autobiographies of French and Thrasher, although they had heard of them.1° The life 

writings 1 examine in this dissertation may become more iduential with improved literacy 

skills and education in the North. The case studies presented here do chart a path of 

change. Some Inuit may indeed ail1 be dealing with the stresses of coloniaiism, while some 

rnay live in areas where Inuit are taking more control over their own lives, and are tnily 

emerging from a colonial status. New directions appear in Inuit autobiography while the 

Noah itseifis in a state of transition; if McGrath is correct in stating that autobiographies 

flounsh "during times of politicai, technological, or environmental upheavai" 

("Circumventing" 223), then new examples of Inuit autobiography are bound to emerge. 

The autobiographies 1 examine in this dissertation prepare the pathway for new authors 

and provide new directions for viewing the shifting and complex interrelationships of Inuit 

and southem societies. 

Chapter One of this dissertation begins with the investigation of the Sie writings of 

three part-Inuit women fiom centrai Labrador: Lydia Campbell (1 8 18-1905), Margaret 

Baikie (1844-1940). and Elizabeth Goudie (19024982). Al1 write nom a site of 

métissage, where rnixed cultures and traditions of Innq Inuit, and settfers combine. 

Despite pressures to fonake Native ancestry and to assunilate, these women still 



remember their Inuk ancestor, Susan Brooks, but perspectives change with each 

successive generation and the fiirther erosion of ties with Natives. Chapter Two focusses 

on a coiiaborative life story written by American Heluiz Chandler Washbume and the 

mixed-blood Anauta (Sarah Elizabeth Ford [1888-19651). Anauta was bom on Bafnn 

Island, later moved to Labrador and Nedoundland, and eventuaily the United States, 

where she travelled on the lecture circuit, celebrating and describing her Inuk identity. 

Lmui of the Good Shadmvs (1940) shows how a person speaking fkom a contact zone still 

strongly adheres to an Aboriginal identity, despite pressures to assimilate. Chapter Three 

explores the works of Anthony Apakark Thrasher (1937-1989), whose writings £iom a 

prison environment demonstrate a keen perception of stereotypes and a resistance to them. 

His 23rusher: Skid Row Eskirno (1976) is a collaborative work, written by him and two 

white journalists, Alan Mettkk and Gerard Deagle. It firther illustrates the complications 

of such bicultural compositions. Chapter Four examines the writings of Minnie Aodla 

Freeman (b. 1936) and Alice French @. 1 %O), two Inuit women who now speak fi-om the 

South after childhoods spent in a changing Nonh Both women respond to the voices of 

theorists who have cntiqued their works, and explain their own motivations in writing 

their We stories, as weii as what they consider to be the consequences of their 

autobiographical acts. The final chapter studies the complicated subject position of Inuk 

writer Aiootook IpeUie @. 195 1). Ipeliie forcefuiiy insists on his own individuality and on 

fulfilling his creative urges, while sa respecthg and acknowledging an Inuit heritage, 

albeit fiom the contact zone of Ottawa, where he now lives, and fkom where he wrote his 

unconventional text, Arctic Drems and Nightmares (1 993). 
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Examhations of these works lead to questions about stereotypes of Inuit and of 

Native people in general. The existence of their autobiographies proves the persistence 

and hgenuity of those who must adapt to living in sites of métissage, and who hone and 

shape their cultures according to changing times and circumstances. Neither innocent, 

passive, nor simple, Inuit present themselves as individuals who resist denigration and 

categorization. Their works are not transparent recountings of life events; their texts in 

fact raise questions about the application of theories of métissage and demonstrate the 

complex subject positions of mixed-bloods as weU as "pure" Inuit. Identities shift with 

succeeding generations and with differing sites; this dissertation seeks to explore the ways 

in which particular Inuit autobiographers represent their distinctive selves in the context of 

continuing transformation in their societies. Speaking fiom the contact zones, Inuit 

persevere, explainhg their cultures, defying stereotypes, and still recaihg an enduring and 

important Native hentage. 

As the fint chapter of this dissertation wili show, the remembrance of this Native 

heritage persists for people of mixed ancestry, and strongly idluences their Iife writings. 

However, entirely positive perceptions about the possibilities of openness at a site of 

métissage are called into question by the texts lefi behind by three mixed-blood 

Labradorian women. These works, deceptively simple in style, üiustrate the complexities 

of life üved in a multicultural area, where contact zone and site of métissage overlap, 

where some ancient Inuit praaices are discarded and others utilized for daily sunival. 

Despite pressures to assirdate to a Eurocentric society, the writers studied here still 

remember an extraordinary Native ancestor and Ieave a legacy of memoirs t e s t m g  to 



endurance and courage in dficult circurnstances. 



Notes 

1. Brumble states that the history of Western autobiography spans some 4500 years, 

and adds that studies of American Indian autobiography show "taking place in [a] 

single lifetime developments that took d e n n i a  in the history of Westem 

autobiography" (Americmt 5-6). 

2. For a comprehensive o v e ~ e w  of the directions and history of the genre of 

autobiography, see Smith and Watson's introduction to their edition, Women. 

Aiilobiography, KJzeory: A Reader. It should be noted that Smith and Watson's 

view of the canon is not widely shared. 

3.  Such statements do not prevent other theorists like John Beverley fiom sharply 

delineating autobiography f?om testimonio (22-23); Caren Kaplan aiso refers to 

"outlaw genres" such as resistance literature, prison memoirs, ethnography, and 

cuitUral autobiography, which infiringe on and disturb the limits of the 

autobiographical genre (1 35). 

4. This paper, originaiiy presented as part of the Seventh Inuit Studies Conference at 

Fairbanks, Alaska, in 1990, has been repnnted with minor changes in 

Undiscipned Women (1997), eds. Pauline GreenMi and Diane Tye. 223-33. 

S. See the autobiographical writings of Sandra Pikujak Katsak @. 1973 in Iqduit) in 

Wachowich's Saqjluq. 

6. See Gontran de Poncins's KabZoom, for example. 

7. See BrumbIe's Amerkm Indian Autubiogrqhy, in which he denotes problems 

with Bataille and Sands' analysis of American Indian women's autobiography; he 



refers to their checkiist of characteristics of Native women's l ie writing as 

assuhg "a Western aesthetic and Western literary conventions" (14). 

8. In his AmtutedBibliography, Brumble lists and briefly describes a number of 

huit texts, includiig those of Thrasher, Nuligak, and Peter Pitseolak. In Arnrrican 

Indian Autobiography, he dso refers to the texts of some Inuit authors, including 

Freeman and Thrasher. In The T m  to the Native, Kmpat rnakes passing reference 

to Thrasher in association with the mistreatment of Natives at residential schools 

(96). 

9. See Wong, "First-Person Plural," for discussions of the term, "community," and of 

"the myth of a singular, unified, seüldefining cornmunity" as it is still being 

perpetuated, sometimes as a strategy to resist colonial conditions (172-73). 

10. 1 interviewed twenty-four people in Aklavik, Tuktoyaktuk, and Inuvik between 3 

June and 13 June 1996. Twelve were Inuvialuit (as Inuit from the Mackenzie Delta 

area cal1 thernselves), three were Gwich'in (the northenunost Dene in Canada), 

and nine were outsiders who had moved there fiom the South. As both French and 

Thrasher were originally h m  the Delta area, 1 was interested in the reception of 

their particular texts. 



Chapter One 

Thne Labrador Women: Complex Hybrid Identities' 

Racial and cultural "rnixing" has always been a fact of reaiity, however 

feamilly unacknowledged, especially by the proponents of "racial purity." 

It is in large part because of the scientific racism of the nineteenth century 

that hybridization became coded as a negative category. At that time, 

science created the idea of the "pure race," an extremely fdlacious and 

aberrant form of human classification, born of the West's monotheistic 

obsession with the "One" and the "Same." (Lionnet, Azrtobiogruphica~ 9) 

Fascination with the "pure" Native in Bntish and Nonh American literature is 

certainly nothing new; neither is the common depiction of the Aboriginal as somehow both 

noble and depraved. For British writers of the late 1800s, the "vanishing Indian" proved a 

central theme (Moyles and Owram 169), and, although the Native was often pictured as 

savage and unciviljred in juvenile literature, on the general literary scene, a "dual imagery 

of violence and nobility CO-existed comfortably" in depictions of the indigene (177). On 

our contemporary Canadian writing scene, the Native oflen serves as a foi1 for the 

sophisticated outsider. AUison Mitcham explains that many choose to focus on the 

"hinterland" because it provides an "exceptionaiiy dramatic background for the age-old 

confiicts between the material and the spinhial . . . between primitive native and civilized 

intmder" (10). In narratives with the hinterland as setting, "primitive native" is 



stereotyped: the Inuk is routinely depicted as a smiling symbol of innocent sirnplicity, 

cheerfbl, fatalistic, and conforming to a southem puritanical ideal, while the Indian appears 

as a malevolent and intelligent obstruction to the white man's progress (Brody Living 19). 

Such stereotypes t y p e  prevalent views of Natives as one- or two-dimensional subjects, 

easily anaiyzed and categorized, lacking depth and complexity. 

In the past, the mixed-blood was also seen as a shallow and ignoble version of the 

savage, and, perhaps because of that taint of corruption, white writers have never fiilly 

endorsed the concept of métissage. Earlier perceptions of mixed races contnbuted to such 

disapproval. In the 1800s, rniscegenation was regarded negatively; in fact, the revulsion of 

nineteenth-century society for mixed maniages caused many scientists to view interracial 

mkïng as "monstrosity, decadence, and deterioration" (Lio~et ,  Atrtobiographicd 10). 

The typical literaiy characterization of the person ofrnixed heritage has been as an ignoble 

viflain who represents a sullying of both Native and white. Terry Goldie's discussion 

demonstrates how fiequently novelists of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries centre on 

the male mixed-blood as a symbol of evi1 and violence (70, 106). As Lionnet points out, 

"the Ang1o-Amenca.n consciousness seems unable to accommodate miscegenation 

positively through language" (14). It is as though many white writers have implicitly 

pnvileged uncontaminated cultural expressions of a "pure" identity, rarely exploring the 

reasow behind certain portrayals of the person ofmked descent. But it seems self-evident 

that the cornfortable duaiity between savage and cidked has always been interrupted by 

the presence of a person ofmixed ancestry; clear waters are suddeniy muddied. 

Prompted by the rise of cuitural relativism, more recent discussions of the mixed- 
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blood accept arnbiguity and emphasize a postmodem condition in which there is no fim 

ground. The figure of the rnixed-blood now questions facile stereotypes and contradicts 

simplistic binaries. Marginalkation surrenders to an uneasy recognition and even 

facination, and those previously silenced now openly offer their opinions. Chicano writer 

Gloria AnzaIdba refers to her hybrid race, a people living in "the Borderlands," in a 

shifting and uncornfortable area of identity which is nevertheless home; fiom that not-so- 

sheltering site emerges an '"dien' consciousness'7 (77). The rnixed-blood discovers she 

mua develop a "tolerance for ambiguity" and a "plural personality" (79). Lionnet renames 

"the Borderlands" the "site of métissage," a space affirming multiplicity and diversity, 

emberance, and openness (5). Both Anzaidiia and Lionnet refiect a more recent 

viewpoint, embracing "untidy" overlappings of culture and fluctuating vistas of 

experience. 

However, al1 this general theorizing about hybridity has not provided sufficient 

context for the analysis of the three texts examined in this chapter. The authors of these 

works neither exhibit the usual anxiety of white cultures over cultural in-betweemess nor 

write about a mixed heritage with any sense of jubilation. At the same tirne, they express 

no guilt at not being whoily "whitey' in their cultural orientation, yet they also feel no 

regret at leavhg the whoUy Native behuid. These women do not view themselves as 

victims of imperial and colonial agents much more powefi  than themselves. Aithough 

they sometimes put aside the? Native past, they do recd it at their whim. The Métis is 

often positioned as a go-between, a tmnslator who will bridge the gap between white and 

Native (246), but these Labrador women do not subsmbe to such utopian thinking, nor 
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do they attempt to facilitate communication between Native and nonoNative. They exhibit 

no b e r  turcnoil conceming their identities, nor are they writing to create a plural self. 

Their narratives contest the old assumption that the site of métissage is undesirable and 

regrettable, a supposition invested with the ideology of racial punty. But they also refite 

the idea that métissage means an openness to plurality. Neither do they support the notion 

that the site of métissage is one of discornfort, fluctuation, or unrest. 

There is an obvious disjunction between academic cnticism's views of ethnicity 

and these works. Theot-ists Landry and MacLean write that 

[wlhen the native informant is forced to speak, when the native 

informant can speak and be understood, that is, it is of course most 

likely to be in the language of the imperialist. . . . Thus the native 

heard is a native rnimic. The native-effect, as it tends to be received 

by imperialist audiences, is in fact a fom of mimicry, and an effect 

of colonial hybridization. (20 1) 

The women whose texts 1 examine reveal no awareness of being subjugated or reduced to 

puppetry. They do not judge themselves subordinate because of a Native heritage. In fact, 

the gendedmaternal component overrides culturai/racial considerations at this particular 

site: the racial heritage of the Native may not be celebrated, but her feats of courage or 

endurance as a northem woman may indeed be lauded. The works of these Labradorkm 

writers prove that the theory of métissage iwifneeds readjusting. 

This chapter questions that theory as it examines texts of three mixed-blood 

women who call the hinterland home, and who are strongly infiuenced by certain 
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stereotypical views of the Native, particularly that of the "vanishing primitive."' These 

women's writings contrast with popular conceptions of the North and its peoples. Lydia 

Campbel (1 8 1 8-1 905). Margaret Baikie (1 844- 1 940), and EIizabeth Goudie (1 902- 1982) 

lived in central Labrador, where homeland and frontier merged, Native and European 

Lifestyles joined, and traditional gender-speci6c work roles overlapped. Their texts issue 

fiom an intersection of three cultures: the European, the Inuit, and the IMU.) Linda 

Warley points out that "the absence of easy certainties of ancestry, tradition, and history 

makes available a hybrid and contradictory postcolonial subject position that might be 

productive in that it permits self-fashioning" C'LocatingY'133). These women negotiate 

their own temtory and contribute to the shaping of their own "people"; in fact, 

examination of their texts serves to underhie the "sociocultural construction of race" 

(Lionnet, Azitobiographical29). Although their hentage includes Inuit ancestry, they do 

not bout of it. In some respects they conform to expectations about Inuit women, and, in 

others, they do not. They depart from Inuit tradition in their acceptance of imperialist 

Christian doctrine, with its push towards assimilation, but their acquiescence is certainly 

not total. The resistant pull of a Native hentage intervenes, and the Inuk is not completely 

discounted in their iXe writings, nor in the fashioning of their multifaceted identities. 

From the 1700s, these three women's home region witnessed an engagement with 

dierence and hybridity, becoming a complex meeting place of various cdtures. Popular 

stereotypes do not necessarily hold at such a location, and the women whose texts are 

examined here selectively accept certain conventions and reject others. Their narratives 

themselves illustrate the sometimes confushg and contradictory m k  of styles and themes 



often characteristic of the practice of métissage (22). With each Labrador woman's 

situation, the ideological site shifts. Although that site could appear to encourage 

openness, this chapter illustrates that métissage cm itseif become a distorthg lens, and, as 

a result, Inuit heritage is perceived differently by each generation. The texts examined here 

show that it is possible to self-colonize and self-efface, to reject a part of oneself, in order 

to achieve at least an illusion of stability. They also reveal the impossibility of finding any 

"pure" Labradorkm in the text; attitudes and identities alter with each individual. A vision 

foms firom the convergence of various viewpoints, but these life writings demonstrate that 

certain "blind spots," a kind of willed myopia, may result. 

The "blind spots" occur in relation to Native ancestry, and, instead of celebrating 

this part of their background, these wornen's writings de-romanticize North and Native by 

tracing the evolution of a new mythology-that of the "pioneer" mixed-bloods of 

Labrador.' By the 1800s' Europeans were beginning to establish themselves perrnanently 

in Hamilton Inlet (Lake Melville). They borrowed technology fiom both Indians and Inuit 

of the central Labrador area: 

Imbued with a Protestant Work Ethic, the early settlen were eager 

to tap di possible resources and were not encumbered with a 

previous culture [sic] hiaoiy tying them d o m  to either a maritime 

or iniand niche such as were the Eskimos and Indians. . . . It is 

keIy that Indian and Eskimo cultural traits and practices were tried 

and adopted ifproven successfiil but discarded ifthey were not 

practicable or ifthey violated a generalized set of English 



Protestant values. (Zimmerly, Cain 's Land 70,85) 

The settlers' hybrid culture exploited the Native informant, but ultimately rejected Native 

blood. As Carmen Lambert notes, a "mixed" race did not emerge in central Labrador, at 

least not in name; rather, the tendency was to identify oneselfwith the settlen as a group 

rather than with the Inuit (29-30).' 

Campbell, Baikie, and Goudie witness this ascendancy of the settler in the region. 

Born and raised in the Labrador wilds, neither Natives nor outsiders, the mixed-bloods 

inhabit a land of hardship and tragedy but also of community and a shared Christian 

spirituality. Circumstances dictate the kinds ofjobs done, and men and women join in their 

efforts to render trapping and hunting an economic success. For them, Labrador is neither 

outpost nor refuge, but home and workplace. 

Material Factors Intervene 

Campbell's, Baikie's, and Goudie's narratives are dominated by practical 

concems, as are many autobiographies by fernale pioneers. And, like other writings by 

working women, their texts emphasize "literai, factual detaiis" (Harnpsten 2 1). The 

Labradorian women are more inched to itemize the produas of nature than to 

romanticize its beauty. In point of fact, they had little leisure to dweli on appearances; they 

were too preoccupied with the business of surviving- They rarely sentirnentalize the land 

or their own roles in it. 

Material factors strongly hnpacted on the lives ofthe women studied here; in 

particular, it must be remembered that they were part o fa  working class group, ofien 
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struggiing against poverty and hardship, yet deerning themselves superior in race and class 

to their Native contemporaries. The settlers' Protestant work ethic was strongly linked to 

a Christianity which aligned itseif with British imperialism; it neither superseded economic 

interests nor discouraged finher encroachment by settlers on Native trapping grounds! In 

fact, given that Natives were seen as not conforming to the pioneer work ethic, the settlen 

likely felt justified in this encroachment. Their felt supenority lessened any sense of guilt 

and contributed to an economic advantage. 

They also saw the practicality of taking Inuit wives who would prove valuable 

helpmeets in day-to-day chores. Underlining the advantages of such a choice, Zimmerly 

emphasizes the women's talents as seamstresses and the usefûlness of adopted Inuit tools: 

These skills and implements such as the ulu or crescent-shaped 

Eskimo woman's knife, its use in scraping sed skins, the kamutik 

(Eskimo dog-sled), harpoon for taking seals at their breathing holes 

on the ice and the tailored pullover hr-trimmed Eskimo parka 

(called Dickie by the settlers)-al1 these and more have survived to 

the present day even though the custom of taking Eskimo wives 

was discontinued over a hundred years ago. This latter was due in 

part to the dwindhg number of available Eskimo women, but this 

in tuni may have been caused by disease, northern migration and 

the debüitating effeas of alcohol. . . . Aiso, the mere fact that the 

white settiers were reducing the number of eligibie Eskimo women 

through intemaniage may have been an important factor in the 



deciine of the Eskimo population in Hamilton Met. (Cain's Land 

72) 

Inadvertently, then, the whites acnially contributed to the near disappearance of 

Inuit in the area, even though this was not their overt intention. They merely sought to 

improve theu own chances of survival. AU the same, marriage to mixed-bloods was likely 

deemed more acceptable than mamage to pure Inuit, once more mixed-blood women 

became available. Having acquired the necessary sWls of their Native forebears, the 

settlers proceeded to leave the Native behind. 

Their pragmatism went hand in hand with a pronounced Protestant Christian 

outlook. As Ciiiord Geertz points out, a set of religious beliefs shapes a society's actions: 

The tracing of the social and psychological role of religion . . . is a 

matter of understanding how it is that men's notions, however 

implicit, of the 'redy real' and the dispositions these notions induce 

in them, color their sense of the reasonable, the practical, the 

humane, and the moral. ("Religion" 124) 

Although these mixed-bloods' religious convictions did not necessanly encourage empathy 

for the Native, they fuelled the settiers' domineenng tendencies and pushed them to persist 

through dicult times. The memoirs of Campbell and her descendants demonstrate a 

arong Christian faith that helped them withstand the hardships of northem living. Much of 

their sense of weU-being derives fiom tnisting in a Maker, the Christian God, who knew 

best how to guide their iives and whose invisible presence provided great cornfort, and a 

good part of their pnde s p ~ g s  nom a Protestant Christian work ethic: a satisfaction taken 
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in raishg the chiidren and puning meat on the table. Struggling with difncult daily chores 

brought fitifhent in jobs weU done and meant resistance to ungodly idleness or sloth. 

Campbell's, Baikie's, and Goudie's writings do not merely bear witness to a solid 

Christian faith. They could also be considered autobiographies/ethnographies, for while 

they tell of each woman's Lie, they record the decline of the Native in centrai Labrador. 

Each text presents "salvage" ethnography, the record of a dying people, the "vanishing 

primitive" (Clifford, "AUegory" 112). This is particularly true of Lydia Campbell's work, 

less so of the texts of her descendants, who were more concemed with recording the daily 

happenings around them, than with Natives incidentaily forming part of that context. 

James Clifford writes that even the best ethnographies are "systems, or economies, of 

truth" ("Introduction" 7), and Michael Fischer asserts that "ethnicity is reinvented and 

reinterpreted in each generation by each individuaï' (195). 

The three narratives examined here center on the reinvention of a people, with a 

certain romanticization of Natives yielding to increased fear and aloofness. With each 

successive narrative, with each oew generation of rnixed-bloods, the Native becomes more 

estranged and aiienated. In faa, Baikie and Goudie describe the Innu as threats to the 

security of their families. AU three women witness a stabiliting tendency, a triumph of 

imperialism and colonialism represented by a halt of culturai interchange with Natives and 

a shaping of a hierarchy dominated by the mixed-blood settlers. In fact, these Labradorian 

authors choose to conform to the ways of their white, male relatives in many respects. 

Yet, they do not completely lose themselves in the identity of the male "other" nor do they 

always veld to the opinions and ideas of their male partners or relatives. These women do 
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not exhibit awareness of a process of assimilation, with its pressures to either conform or 

resist. The complexity of these texts reveais a counteractive resistance, a p u h g  against 

the tide of romanticism as weli as a partial capitulation to it. Such conflicting attitudes to 

Native ancestry render theories of métissage much more complicated than has been 

suggested, as further chapten of this dissertation will demonstrate. 

The Memory of Susan Brooks 

Despite the pressure to discard Native heritage, stubbom mernories of an Inuk 

ancestor persist. Ail three writers consider Susan Brooks a figure worthy of mention-an 

Inuk orphan christened by her English husband-who was the mother of Lydia Campbell, 

the grandmother of Margaret Baikie, and the great-great-gandmother of Elizabeth 

Goudie. Al1 might have been strongly Muenced by her in their perceptions of women's 

powers and accomplishments. They singie out that ancestor as somehow separate from 

other Natives. 

They do not overtly connect themselves with her "race," and, indeed, the writings 

of these part-Inuit women cenainly dZer fkom characteristics outlined previously by 

McGrath concemhg Inuit women's autobiography.' In earlier autobiographical writings, 

according to McGrath, Inuit women were reluctant to focus attention on themselves as 

adults and ofien did not write autobiographically until they were elders (McGrath 224).' 

The texts discussed here demonstrate an agency and self-esteem which appears 

uncornmon, or at least veiled, in the tradition of Inuit women's life writings. As McGrath 

States, 



Works by Inuit women . . . seem to be almost entirely childhood 

memoirs, and even those women who have achieved fairly high 

status within the newly formed settlements have not written about 

themselves in the way men have. According to Inuit wornen, it is 

proper to recail the "leamhg years," to show thernselves as children 

or young girls who make mistakes and accept correction, but it is 

irnproper to boast or attract attention as adults. For women to draw 

attention to themselves overtly is to invite ridicule. (225) 

McGrath adds that Inuit men writing autobiographically often use elements of 

narratives of the two main epic heroes, Kaujjaj'uk and Kiviok, the former a rnistreated 

orphan who overcomes his difficulties and the latter an adventurous, strong hunter (224).9 

However, the life writings dixussed here recaI1 the mental and physical fortitude of an 

Inuk woman. Ail three narratives point to a shared sense of solidarity and pnde in 

women7s achievernents. Aii refer to their maternai ancestor, and, although they laud the 

"fatherland" of the male settler, they dso hearken back to a Native "motherland." Inuit 

women's autobiographies usually had no set pattern to foliow; still, Susan Brooks's 

descendants modelied their üves after hers in many respects, even though they held 

themselves aloof nom her race. Landry and MacLean suggest that the imperialist project 

"silences the native speaker while conaituthg her as a native informant, a potential source 

of knowledge/power for the imperialia nibject" (200). Yet Susan Brooks as Native 

informant is not surnmarily used and rejected; she is, in fgct, admired by ber descendants. 

They seem to consider her part of a community of Labrador women, a community capable 
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of ignoring or transcending racial distinction. These Labrador women's writings contain 

many references to mother figures and to their child-rea~g duties as well as many tasks 

usuaily handled by men in traditional huit societies. Their texts celebrate the hardy 

northem female epitornized by their ancestral matriarch, whose image seems to hover in 

the background of their narratives, occasionally achieving sharp focus, then blumng and 

fading away. 

Lydia Campbeii's Sketches of Labrador Life 

Lydia Campbel1,'O the daughter of Susan Brooks, wrote her Sketches ofLabrador 

Life (1894-95) as a favour to a Church of England rnissionary, Reverend Arthur C. 

Waghome. He had been in the habit of exchanging clothing and literature for the skin and 

bead work of women in Labrador and asked the seventy-five-year-old Campbell to write 

him some account of her l ie  and ways, much as rnissionaries to the Arctic asked Inuit to 

write their We aones (McGrath 223). Waghome professed he had done little to alter her 

memoirs, except to correct some speiiing errors." He presented them to the 

Newfoundland newspaper, The Evening Herdd, with a briefintroduction, in which he 

commented on the "pathetic beauty and interest" of her difiïcuIt, yet surpnsingiy 

contented, existence (3 Dec. 1894).l2 McGrath describes her writing as "the earliest 

autobiographical work by an Inuk to be published in Canada" (226), but, anctly speaking, 

Lydia Campbell was a mixed-blood, a "hahreed" with an Engiish father and an Inuk 

mother. This was also not the first version of her autobiography. As she States, "1 had my 

Iife wrote down and gave it to Rev. AA Hadarns, but he Iost it. So, good fiend, ifit goes 
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wrong, correct it for me please" (Campbell 10). Her notebook entries were reissued in 

booklet form by the Labrador periodical Them D@ in 1980 and 1984. 

At the time ofcampbell's writing, the power of the Inuit in her area (then called 

Hamilton Met, now caiied Lake Melville) had severely declined. They had lived there 

from 1600 A.D. on, but, in the early 1700s' trading with Europeans flourished, with Inuit 

bartering for manufactured goods and alcohol (Jordan 179-80). In the last haif of t he 

eighteenth century, the Labrador Inuit culture changed more and more as European 

activity increased. The huit population began to dwindle because of diseases, such as the 

smallpox brought back by Caubvick, an Inuk girl whom George Cartwright had taken to 

England (Zimmerly, Cain 's Land 1 I 1). Hostilities with Indians may also have resulted in 

deaths. 

Againa this decline, Campbell's work refleas a dual perspective of the Native; in 

fact, she was faced with such contlict from an early age. Her father, a British sealer, was 

one of the first Englishmen to teach Labrador children how to read (Zimmerly, Cain's 

Lund 76); Ambrose Brooks's literacy signalled a definite distancing from the Native. 

Religion also brought increased separation, for Brooks had been partially raised by a 

rninister and felt compelled to teach his children to sing hymns and to pray. Campbell 

leamed to write English by looking over her father's shoulder, even as she leamed 

Inuktitut ftom her mother (77). Campbeil had intemalked some of the noms of 

Unperialism from her father, too, for he took her on his knee and told her that his home 

was a better country (Campbell 7). He also interpreted some of his d e ' s  Inuit customs as 

heathen practices, often instructing his three daughters not to allow their mother to eat 
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raw meat during his absence. When young Carnpbeli told her father that her mother had 

been eating caribou fat, he beat his d e  with a rope untit she cried." 

Campbell, then, acted as overseer of her mother's cultural practices. In effect she 

betrays or subverts a part of her own hentage in order to aiign herselfwith European 

patriarchai domination, but hers is not an entirely successfid type of intemal colonization. 

She aiso appears unaware of any act of betrayal on her part. Daniel Coleman describes 

how immigrants to Canada may separate themselves from their racial and cultural pasts in 

a masculine drive "to define the selfby severance from the other" (68). The stones of 

Campbell and her descendants prove that this drive is confined neither to males nor to 

immigrants. However, despite indoctrination, Campbeli is unable wholly to escape her 

Native heritage; she remains attached to her mother. 

Campbell's hybrid selfis difficult to label, and her persona appears mercurial and 

inconsistent. Although she begins her narrative in a rather self-deprecatory fashion-"You 

mua please excuse my writing and speliing, for 1 have never been to schoo1"-she mon 

asserts her identity and authority, and continues to do so throughout the Sketches: ". . . if 

you wish to know who 1 am, 1 am old Lydia Campbell, formerly Lydia Brooks, then 

Blake, after Blake, now Campbeli" (CampbeU 1). Indeed, Campbell then offen a 

statement echoed often: "So you see, ups and downs has been my life all through, and 

now 1 am what 1 amn (1). 

There is considerable pnde invested in this apparently changeable identity, 

although she does not opedy boas of her mixed ancestry. She soon refers to her Inuk 

mother, an ill-treated orphan who escaped her Native cornpanions near Rigolet, some of 
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whom were in the habit ofcutting and bleeding the hands of Susan and her siblings, in the 

belief that this would cure the sick.'' Campbell's mother escaped one autumn with just an 

ulu (Inuit knife) as a weapon. Appropnating Susan Brooks's tale to Biblical storytelhg 

traditions, Campbeii imposes a rather incongruous context when describing her mother's 

journey. In a typicaiiy unusual conflation, her daughter refers to her as an heroic, Christian 

figure: 

. . . she went dong shore, crossing riven on drift sticks and wading 

in shaiow water, crossing points, throu woods, meeting bears, no 

gun no axe, no fire works, but lye down under juniper tree and 

spruce tree. Who does it represent in the Bible. She had to travel al1 

the way-70 miles-on foot. (7 Dec. 1894) 

Emerging at Muliigan River, she was spotted by two Frenchmen, who brought her 

to their trading post and treated her well for several months, while she "did their things, 

and how did she pick and gather berries in the fall, for the winter, how she drea and reflen 

[sic] and tap their boots" (7 Dec. 1894). But in the spring, she was taken by Ambrose 

Brooks, who had corne to Labrador to escape press gangs in his own country and to find a 

better life for himself(Carnpbeli 8). For practical rasons, Brooks decided on an Inuk 

wife: ". . . and as there was no other kind of women to marrie hear, the few English men 

each took a wife of the sort, and they never sorry that they took them for they was great 

workers, and so it came to pass that 1 was one of the youngsters of them" (7 Dec. 1894). 

Thus Lydia Campbeii names herseif as the o f f s p ~ g  of a mixed marrîage: her identity 

hinges unmistakably on a double ancestry. 
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She seems to have spent a happy childhood in the Hamilton Inlet area, passing 

much of the tirnt at MuIiigan, but her later l ie was not so secure. She witnessed and 

survived many tragedies: '4 has been bereaved of my fmt husband and four of his 

children" (2). She makes few references to that first husband, William Blake, except to Say 

that his f id ly  withheld the money he left her (7). Arminius Young, a Methodist 

missionary acquainted with Campbell, dleged that she was forced into marrying Blake 

when she was actuaily in love with another man? M e r  Blake's death, she married an 

Orcadian Cooper named Daniel Campbell. Their apparently happy union lasted more than 

fi@ years and produced eight children. Campbell's reticence about her first mariage and 

the loss of her loved ones may denve fiom the Inuit notion that good girls "don't make 

scenes or complain openly about rnistreatment" (McGrath 228). 

However, Campbell does not necessarily conform to stereotypicai ideas about Inuit 

women, for she tends to depict herselfas a rather forthright and forcefùl person; 

moreover, her writing cannot be readily categorized. Her style is typical of the site of 

métissage, which, according to Lionnet, encourages diversity and allows "plural selves to 

speak from within the straightjackets [sic] of bonowed discourses" (19). Yet Lionnet's 

theory irnplies a characteristic openness which is not necessarily followed at this particular 

site, even though CampbeU obviously does not suppress memories of her Native ancestry. 

W d s  between Native and mixed-blood do not automaticdy collapse; barriers ail1 exist. 

Nevertheless Campbell tends to connect connicting ideologies, particularly those 

surroundmg Chnstianity and what she deemed Native superstition. Her writing combines 

anecdotes about Inuit and Innu legendq adventure stories, and tales of the exploits of 
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northem women, interspersed with pious religious comments in which she ofien pities the 

poor, uncivilwd Natives. Moreover, she reveals a nostalgia for the Native of the past. 

Commenting on the h u ,  she writes: 'Weli, 1 know it is a pretty sight to see a lot of birch 

canoes shining red in the sunshine. 1 have seen them paddling dong, 1 have, men steering, 

the women paddling and the chiidren singing or chatting. . . . where are they now?" (29). 

Similarly, the Inuit are remembered fondly: 'Tt was pretty to see them at that tirne. I do 

not know when I saw the last seal skin tent, the few that is left is living in wooden houses, 

and I seen one kiak this summer, only one now!" (30). But, despite her separation from 

her Inuit ancestors, her memoirs are generdIy highly suggestive of Inuit oral myths and 

legends, with their humour, violence, excitement, superstition, and often unhappy 

endings." She had likely heard many such taies fiom her mother and fiom the Inuk woman 

with whom she lived in her teenage years for a t h e  after Susan Brooks's death in 1830, 

when Campbell was twelve or thirteen years old.lB McGrath writes that "Inuit women do 

not use mytbs and legends to structure their autobiographies" (224); however, Campbell 

proves an exception. Again, as Roberta Buchanan points out, she may have been 

insmicted by Waghome to include instances of local superstition ("Country" 290). She 

includes the Inuit notion of the earth's beginnings, their aory of the ongin of whites as 

pups sent out to sea (18)," and their explanation for thunder-a dned sealskh ratthg in 

the clouds (18-19). 

But Christianity usuaiiy underlies even her unhappiest tales: on the one hand, 

religion is seen as the means ofsalvation for di, while, on the other, it is strongly 

correlated with fear and damnation. Campbell refers to her "sihess" in her younger years 
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(2 l), a theme which McGrath sees as common to many fernale Inuit autobiographers, who 

depict themselves as erring and being corrected as young girls (225)?' Lydia Campbell, 

however, equates that silliness with %ong" notions of Christianity, for she proceeds to 

tel ofbaptising her unconscious three-weeksld baby after it rolled off a bed. She 

rememben "having no better thought that when a little child died, that his or her sou1 

would be lost (as many are thinking yet) unless they was chriaened" (21). The "nght" 

notions of Christianity, though, provide solace through many unhappy times: 

Mother died saying the Lord's Prayer and my dear old father died 

singuig a hymn, with, Oh Lord remember me, at the end of every 

verse. So died my poor parents, 1 hope to meet them in a better 

world. . . . Far fiom any other habitation, only 5 of us, but the Lord 

was with us. (24) 

Strongiy infiuenced by her father's consenmtive Christian morality, Campbell is 

situated at a point of swing loyalties. Such a position is often viewed negatively; Dee 

Home points out that ifNatives intemalize settlers' negative assessments of them, the 

result is a shame cycle which ends in alienation and facilitates assimilation (Contempora~ 

1 13-14). Further, Home describes a "colonial mimic" as one who identifies with the 

aggressor at the expense of alienation fiom her own cornmunity and culture (1 1). Such 

concepts prove problematic when applied to Campbell or her mother, for Campbell was 

clearly not ashamed of Susan Brooks, nor does she express humiliation at her huit 

lineage. It is possible that she did not redy perceive her mother as Native; rather, Brooks 

had become atfiiiated with the settler culture, and was no longer deemed a representative 
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of the Inuit. Aiienated as an orphan, she had willingiy left her original community, and 

might have fared better with the settlers than with her own people. 

Campbell displays affection for both parents; she reveres her "dear mother" (24) 

but looks askance at her race. To Campbell, Labrador Natives less fortunate than Susan 

Brooks, not "saved" by Christianity, appear neither romantic nor heroic. She observes 

them fiom behind a formidable barrier, not just because of their refusal of religion, but 

because of their poverty. She descnbes them as fonerly picturesque and proud people, 

but believes that they have sadly deteriorated under the influence of immoral white men. 

She often interrupts her personal narrative to comment upon her Inuit ancestors, their 

habits, their odd superstitions, and their sorry state: 

In that time the Eskimos was very plentifùl aii dong the shore and 

islands, but now there is only about 6 or 7 families now, since 1 

remember . . . but where are they now? The poor souk had no 

religion whatever, besides the mm bottle and biscuits and butter, 

more shame to the white people that sold them mm and tobacco- 

that wretched weed. How taIl and pretty the fint race of Eskimo 

was, and so tively. When 1 first remember to have seen them but 

they have dwindled down so small with the cursed drink and 

tobacco smoking. . . . Now they are few and smaii, half-starved and 

possibly naked. . . . (1 1) 

The Innu (the Indians of Labrador), too, are seen as diminished, "kil1ed with drink, 

the d i i  tobacco and strong tea" (29). She cornments on their past kindness to her f d y  
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and their later corruption by whites, but she concludes her discussion of them on a curious 

note that may refer to the arriva1 of Roman Cathoiic missionaries who ministered to the 

u U i ~ : ~ '  'Toor despised Indians, the traders seliing them rum and the foolish people buying 

ail they could, and they getting 10% falling overboard, losing bodies and souls . . . but that 

has changed now" (32). 

Adding histoncal background as well as moral commentary, Campbell reports on 

the internai separation amongst the Inuit, with the exposure of some to the outside world. 

Taking the role of distant observer, she records that a number of Inuit in the Rigolet area 

had attended the World's Fair in the United States." When they return, "dl cm talk 

english and dress Iike the people of another country. They has the picture of the World 

Fair in dserent foms" (30). 

Although Campbell rnight have felt a closer afnliation with these 'ccivilized" Inuit, 

her writing firther reveals her separation from traditional Inuit society, which usually 

divided work dong gender lines, with "a strong sense of what is appropriate behavior for 

each sex" (McGrath 225)" Campbell was quite accustomed to doing what were 

traditionaiiy considered men's jobs. Addressing the reader directly as "my dear fiend," she 

proceeds to tell of her own hardihood: 

So d e r  breakfast, 1, old Lydia Campbell, 75 years old, 1 puts on 

my outdoor clothes, takes my game bag and axe and matches . . . 

and off I goes over acrou the bay, over ice and snow for about 2 

miles and more, gets 3 rabbits some days out of 20 or more rabbit 

snares d my own chopping down. . . . And you Say, weii done old 
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She is quick to foUow this self-acclaim with the qualification that such strenuous activities 

are typical of life in Eskhnaux Ba? and the acknowledgement that her eyesight is rapidly 

failing her. But, uncharacteristicaily for Inuit women, comments of self-praise continue to 

surface throughout. She sees her relationship with the men of her family as one of equality, 

and does not hesitate to descnie a joke she plays upon them. The incident that particularly 

amuses her concerns the time when she shot a caribou while her husband and son were 

away. M e r  they retum, having killed two "deer" themselves, she surreptitiously puts her 

animal's heart with the other two: 

1 said what 3 deer hearts is this? They looked foolish like. They said 

some Mountaineers must have brought it hem. I said no Indians has 

been hear. They asked each other who killed it. I said 1 killed it 

today. Then we ali had a good Iaugh over it. (4) 

Her references to the weil-known Hudson's Bay Company trader, Donald Smith,3 

dernonstrate a certain disdain for title and privilege amongst men: 

I have been cook for that great Sir D. D. Smith that is in Canada 

now, at that time he was at Rigolet p s t  (H.B.C.), a chieftrader 

oniy. Now what is he so great? He was seen last winter by one of 

the women of this bay. She went up to Canada and came back this 

summer. He is grey-headed and bended, that is Sir D.D. Smith. (72- 

23). 

hstead of revenng "great men," Campbell proclaims the resüience of the female 
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trapperihunter. She admiringly describes her eighty-year-old sister Hannah, "fighting with 

a wolverine, a strong animal the size of a good dog, she had neither gun nor axe, but a 

Little stout stick, yet she killed it after a long battle" (6). 

In her overt praise of women, Campbell deparis fiom what have been seen as the 

practices of Inuit women's life writings, but she retains the Inuit sense of practicality. 

Economic considerations intervene in what first appears a standard romantic description of 

the nonhern landscape. In the next paragraph, after praising Mulligan's natural beauty, 

with the "birches looking so high and steatly" and the "snow glistening," she exhons her 

readers to charity: 

If 1 have interested any of you at alIl my dear readers, pitty me and 

do send me a few yards of something for a skirt to keep my poor 

old tattered clothes fiom tearing in the woods and pulling me down 

with my snow shoes in deep snow. (7 Dec. 1894) 

References to poverty and clothing continue to surface, sometimes in the midst of a list of 

items or accompiishments. Buchanan alludes to the fact that it was customary for women 

in Labrador to be paid for their work with clothes rather than money ('"Country"' 293). In 

a later section, dated 17 Dec. 1894, Campbell enurnerates aii the things she is taking to go 

berry-picking in May, including "a thimble and needle, Ui case of old clothes being tore in 

the bushes. " 

Lydia Campbell's memoirs, then, combine the mythical and the practical, 

presenting a kaleidoscopic narrative that aptly reflects the shifting and cordicting areas of 

her own background. Her writing inchdes many elements of Inuit autobiography, with its 
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witnessing of profound cultural change. But it also combines British impenalist doctrine 

with Native beliefs. Campbell steadfasty refuses to align herselfwith the Inuit "race." She 

also tailors her writing to the interests of an imagined outside nomNative audience and 

spnnkies her text with stories of tragedy and superstition, as well as information about 

inhabitants of centrai Labrador. Throughout, she forceMy asserts the accomplishments of 

women in the North. 

Margaret Baikie' s Labrador Memories 

Campbell's daughter, Margaret (Campbell) Baikie, appears to have been highly 

infiuenced by her mother's style of writing. Born 6 May 1844 to Daniel and Lydia 

Campbell, she was raised in Muiligan. In 19 18, when she was seventy-four years old, she 

produced her own memoirs, covering the years 1846 to 19 18. Although she writes 

Labrador Memories in a more Literary style and a less exuberant tone than her mother's in 

Sketches of Labrador Life, her work nevertheless contains a sirnilar mixture of tragic 

events, hunting exploits, and tributes to various women. In 1976, a copy of her memoirs 

was given to the periodicai Them Days by her niece, Flora Baikie and was published that 

year as the booklet, Luorador Memories: ReJections at MuIZigm. 

By the tirne that Baikie vvrites, the rnixed-blood settlen had ceased intemaniage 

with Inuit and had increasingly encroached on the trapping grounds of the Innu of the area 

(Zirnmerty, C h  's Land 146). Skills learned f?om Natives were still highiy vdued, as 

Bail<ie notes: "My father did not know much about trapping. My mother used to go with 

him to set the traps" (2). The trapping grounds were of great importance, and Baikie 
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refers to settiers' habitua1 use patterns: 'They were going up to Grand Lake trapping. 

Tney did quite weU with fh-that is martens, foxes, minks and lynx. It was some t h e  in 

Febmary before we saw them again. They stayed a week and then went back in to see 

t heir traps again" (43-44). 

Baikie concentrates on her mixed-blood relatives and generdy takes a more 

distant view of Natives. She does not dweil long on Natives' corruption by the white 

man's alcohol, nor does she see them as [ost to Christianity. The indigenes she depicts 

seem to fit into one of two categories: either they are fearsome, unwanted intruders or 

they are helpless unforninates, orphaned by disease or some other tragedy. Baikie and her 

husband actuaily keep Native helpers and servants, often destitute young people with 

whom they sympathired, Like the Inuit youngsters Peggie and Adam or the Naskapi 

orphan, Mary Mageiien (Baikie 45, 53, 57). William Ikey, an Inuk youth, also stayed with 

them for four or five years. The Baikies' own children attended his wedding, with two of 

their daughters-in-law as bndesmaids, for, as Baikie emphasizes, "Wiliie Iooked to us as 

his own people" (60)? For al1 this, Natives are usually seen as "other"; Inuit are regarded 

more favourably than Innu, but are stiil deemed dEerent fiom the mked-bloods. 

Like Lydia Campbell, Margaret Baikie reports on the Native fkom the point of 

view of distanced observer, she, too, gives examples OP Inuit who Ieave the Labrador area, 

but not to attend the World's Fair. Instead, they are duped into accompanying 

Newfoundland govemor Hugh Palliser on a trip to England: 

Captain [Palliser] came to Rigolet on a schooner. Queen n o r i a  

had wished to see Eskimos fiom Labrador, So he made the old man 



drunk and got two women and a little boy on board and carried 

them to England, where they stayed ail winter. They did not like 

living in England. . . . 1 remember seeing a very pretty dickie, a 

present fiom the Queen to the woman. (5 1-52)27 

Aithough she gives this instance of deception by whites, she offers no svnilar 

exarnple involving Innu. She does not equate Innu with Inuit as a once-great culture sadly 

corrupted as did Campbell. Instead, Baikie's view of them approaches the prevalent 

nineteenth-century literary stereotype of the malevolent and cunning Indian. She reiterates 

her fear of them on numerous occasions and states clearly: "The greatest thing that 1 

dreaded was the Naskaupi Indians for they were not to be tmsted" (45). She depicts them 

begging for flour and tobacco (45) and cornments that she and her husband ofien saved 

them from starvation (54). She appears not to connect the rnixed-bloods' encroachment 

on trapping and hunting areas with the destitution of these people.'" 

She obviously feels admiration for her part-Native mother, whose stones she 

sometimes repeats, but her culturally assigned identity is not that of Campbell's 

generation; ideologies have shified at the site of métissage. However, Margaret Baikie 

inherits Lydia Campbell's penchant for singular and macabre tales, and, like her mother's 

anecdotes, her account retains the flavour of Inuit myth, with its violence, animal stories, 

and often sad conclusions. One such tale describes the discovery of a drowned man, with 

Baikie's dogs tryllig to eat his leg (21). In another, a young boy is attacked and Med by 

huskies (58). Some of Campbell's st06es are also retold by her daughter, such as that of 

the deer's heart (10-1 1). 
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Baikie relates no Native legends, but she often recounts hunting exploits; such 

taies formed a great part of the body of Inuit myth, and the successful hunter was lauded 

by al. Baikie? though, acknowledges the domination of the settlers, and the adventures of 

her mixed-blood relatives comprise a good part of her narrative. She offen blow-by-blow 

descriptions throughout : 

The wolffell back over, he had a buUet through his sides, r@ht 

through. John sang out, "He's dead." The woifjumped up and 

stood looking at Tom. He had to load his gun, then take his cap 

box out of his pocket. The cover was hard to open. Then he fired 

but the wolfwas going at a gallop, a string of blood was al1 along 

the ice. (Baikie 15) 

She takes joy in enumerating the results of the men's expeditions: 

It was two does and a stag. Then he had to get them ashore and 

skin them. They were very fat. Deer are always fat in the f d .  The 

day before he had killed five geese. So they were having plenty of 

fiesh meat. The pmridges and rabbit were very plenty now. (24- 

25) 

However, she seldom dwelIs on her own exploits: "1 used to go hunting around the Iake 

and somedays 1 would kill seventeen [partridges], sometirnes more, and get rabbits in my 

snares" (40). Baikie shows a pdcular fascination with yams about hunting bears and 

wolves. But some of these melodramatic adventures are succeeded by linle cameos of 

childhood delights, nich as a rornantic description oflife in Mulligan (27-28) or a story of 
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keeping baby foxes as pets: "She untied her shawl, oh, such pretty foxes, their eyes were 

üke cats [sic] eyes, Iooking so hard. We made a nest for them in a box and we had to 

catch mice for them, or get meat. . . . They were such nice linle things" (29). As in her 

mother's text, such unusual juxtapositions appear frequently. These are the contradictions 

inherent in the narrative picture of métissage, where the unexpected ernerges suddenly, in 

contrast to what has gone before. Lionnet describes how a complex lineage influences 

writing (AirtobiographicuI19) and how a diffierent dialogue occurs because of "noise" or 

"interferences between contradictory strategies" (23). But "strategies" may not be an 

appropriate word to apply to Baikie's text, which emerges more as a kind of stream-of- 

consciousness, in keeping with the precepts of orality. 

The saga of Susan Brooks is aiso revived, but in greater detail; moreover, in the 

typicai slippage of the oral traditioq2' it proves a dinerent version fiom Campbell's. In 

Baikie's account? her grandmother escapes the other Inuit because "they were talking 

about killing her for they said it was her who was giving them bad Iuck" (49). A kinder 

couple takes her to the mainland, where they leave her an ulu and a small piece of meat. 

Dressed ail in sealskin, Susan begïns her joumey, encountering dangers dong the way: 

"One day she saw a large black bear cornhg dong the shore nght for her. She took her 

ulu in her hand, the only weapon she had to face anything with and she went behind a 

large rock and the bear passed onn (50). Arrivhg at Muiligan River, she beghs 

constnicting a raft when two Englishrnen sight her and rescue her: 

A while after my grandfather got married to her. She Iearned to 

speak a littie Engiish, but she was ashamed, she thought she could 



not talk it right. There were no ministen near them so the best 

leamed Englishmen were the ones to marry them. Nearly dl the 

Eskirno girls were g e h g  married to the Englishmen. My 

grandfather was going to be married so he bought my grandrnother 

a coaon dress. She was ashamed to put it on so she wore a white 

cloth dickie and white and black pants and sealskin boots. She 

never wore a dress. (50-5 1) 

in this description, sharne translates into both a sense of inadequacy and a refusal 

of select customs of the white culture. Home &tes that "in their assimilation projects, 

settlers attempt to sever social bonds within and between Amencan Indian comrnunities so 

that patterns of affiliation are replaced by ones of s e d e  filiation" (Contemporary 1 15). 

Susan Brooks seems to follow another path, stiU adhering to some Native practices 

despite outside pressure to conform. She does not completely reject her Inuit traditions, 

but instead accepts the fact that, in some respects, she cannot assirnilate. Buchanan argues 

that Susan Brooks "was not totaily dominated and acculturated" and that she preferred her 

more practicai Inuit garb; her granddaughter aated that she never wore dresses, "even 

though wearing trousers was taboo in the white Christian society of her day" (Tountry'" 

294). Buchanan aiso contends that the reftsai of the dress may have been "an act of 

rebellion on the part of Lydia Campbell's mother, an effort to resist domination or 

assimilation into the culture of her white husband" ("Autobiography" 72). An element of 

shyness may also have entered into the situation, or a feeling that she was not reaily one of 

the whites and wouid not pretend to be. 
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Baikie does not attempt to explore the reasons for her grandmother's actions; 

instead, she focusses on her mother, who receives much more attention in her text. Baikie 

descriies outings with Campbell (3) and mentions her fluency in Inuktitut (7). She attests 

to her mother's affection for her father, which is proven by the f d y ' s  wdking some 

twenty miles to North West River where Daniel Campbell worked temporarily as a Cooper 

for the Hudson's Bay Company: "Mother said she got lonesome for Father so she had to 

go and see him" (32). With the family reunited at Grand Lake, Baikie recounts another 

example of Campbell's assertiveness: "Mother didn't like Grand Lake so that spring we 

left and went back to our old house at Muiligan River" (41). 

Less direct and forward, Baikie seldom indulges in seif-praise, although she does 

describe her own good deeds. She does not set out on a path of deliberate self- 

aggnuidizement, but she does refer to events important to her. Women's concems take 

their place alongside men's, and occasionaily her own sentiments surface. Although she 

duly admires the successfûl hunter, she places as much value on the Christian 

humanitkan. She and her husband take in and care for others' children (as did her 

mother) and generaliy help the needy. She mentions a widow and her daughter who stayed 

with them one f i  (53), and she descnbes her ward Mary MageIien as "a nice girl, always 

ready to do what 1 would ask her" (57). 

As Christian faith aided her mother, so it helps puil Baikie through ditFcult times. 

She mentions her mother's cornforthg a dying wornan: "Mother was taiking to her of a 

better home where we aii hoped to go someday and then we ail sang a hymn" (21). Baikie 

also descriies the Christian rituals of her home Sie, with her M e r  reading a Bible chapter 
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to them and saying a prayer before they went to bed: "it was always his way" (28). She 

tums to religion during bouts of illness, when she prays that God "would nse me up out of 

my siches" (52). She also tells of bereavement and of the cornfort she denves from her 

reiigious f&h at such times: "My little baby got a cold on teething. . . . 1 found it so hard 

to part with him. 1 was sitting alongside of him holding his little hand. 1 sang ' Safe in the 

arms of Jesus' and at the last verse he was gone" (57). 

Aligning herseifwith her mother's Christian belief, she nevertheless retains little of 

Campbell's nostalgia conceming Natives. She pays tribute to her mother as well as her 

grandmother, but her own relation to the Native is quite diffierent, and her text differs 

significantly from Campbeli's in its depiction of the Innu. With dilution of Inuit blood has 

corne a change of vision; the unreliable site of métissage has again altered with time and 

circumstances. Her writing signals the new hegemony in central Labrador and the 

elevation in status of the mixed-blood pioneer." Salvage ethnography carries a new 

meaning here, for her work praises the accomplishrnents of the settlers and advances their 

cause, even while it evokes images ofa diminishing Native presence; it records a change in 

the hierarchy of peoples in the centrai Labrador area. Baikie's mernoirs bear witness to the 

strength of northem women, but that strength is now bolstered by a growing new "race." 

Elizabeth Goudie's Woman of Labrador 

Elizabeth Goudie's book, Womm of labrudo?' (originally published in 1973), 

continues this trend. Goudiet a granddaughter of Lydia Campbeli's sister, Hannah, 

decided to write her iXe story to uiform her own grandchiidren about pioneer Iiving in 
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Labrador (Zimrnerly, "Introduction" vi). She was strongiy encouraged in this project by 

her nephew, Hector Blake (Hector Blake). At the age of seventy-one, and with a fourth- 

grade education, Goudie recorded her story in school notebooks. This narrative was 

edited for publication with an introduction by anthropologist David Zimrnerly, who 

observed that the original work had somewhat iilogical dates and no punctuation; he 

atternpted '?O keep the writing simple, something she definitely was not7' (Zimmerly, E- 

mail). Zimmerly presents Goudie's book in the context of historical change in Labrador, 

he describes it as an unique tale; not only "the first book written about the Labrador 

woman, it is also the first written by a native-bom, Labrador woman" ("Introduction" v). 

And it is a book, not a booklet, as are Campbell's and Baikie's writings. Woman of 

Labrador adopts a linear order; it is divided into four sections, each introduced by 

fragments of Labrador pioneer songs, and is funher organized into chapters with their 

own titles and sections. However, these segments contain reminiscences told in the 

episodic style that is cornrnon to the oral tradition. 

Goudie's narrative surges ahead of Campbell's and Baikie's, moving more strongly 

towards the veneration of the mixed-bloods. With its author yet another generation 

removed fiom the Inuit, its content demonstrates much less infiuence of their story-teliing 

traditions and concentrates more on the lives of Goudie and her fâmily. Containhg fx less 

sensationalism and melodrama, its descriptions of violent or tragic incidents are rnuch 

more subdued. Goudie makes no references to superstition or legend. She offers many 

more personal revelations than do the other two women and, rather than concentrating 

only on tales of her youth, much ofGoudie7s story centres on her adult Me. That life is 
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depicted as one of tribulation, personal tragedy, and feu of privation. 

Goudie begins her work with an assertion ofher limage, with homage paid to that 

Inuk ancestor, Susan Brooks, in yet another interpretation of her story: 

In approximately the year 1806, Our great-great-grandmother, who 

was an Eskimo orphan, ran away from down [sic] Rigolet Eskimos. 

The Eskimos there thought she had an evil spirit because her family 

died and they were going to cut her finger and bleed the bad blood 

out. She was &aid and ran away and came up (west) on the nonh 

side of Hamilton Met. There were no people living between Rigolet 

and North West River then, but a man narned Brooks was tending 

his salrnon nets on Pearl River, about twenty miles From North 

West River, and he saw her off in the distance. He went and picked 

her up. She could not speak Engiish so he took her to North West 

River and got another Eskimo who spoke English to talk to her. 

She lived with a f d y  in North West River and later Brooks 

married her, but not until he taught her enough English to Say the 

Lord's Prayer. When he marrïed her she was between founeen and 

fifieen years 0 1 6  (Goudie 23) 

This passage, besides offering proof of Brooks's early indoctrination into Chri~tianity,~~ 

also indicates Goudie's veiy different relation to the Native. Her account does not dweii 

on Biblicai-style heroics, as does Campbell's, nor on attributes of courage and endurance, 

as does Baikie's. Her narration is much less romanticized, more distant, to the point, and 
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abrupt than that of either of her predecessors. Brooks is no longer raised to mythical or 

legendary status in this matter-of-fact excerpt, delivered with the spare emotion 

characteristic of this writer. Perhaps, with the passage of time, her relation sees her as 

somewhat less significant, though st i i i  worthy of mention; Goudie may feel more removed 

fiom the Native than do Campbell and Baikie. 

She leaves Susan Brooks suspended in memory, and proceeds to recount events of 

her own childhood, emphasizing the difkulties of northem existence and the interplay of 

male and female roles in the North. Born in the little comrnunity of Mud Lake, she was 

sent out to work fiom the age of fourteen. Her life entailed considerable toi1 and she ofien 

descnbes it as "hard." As in the times of Campbell and Baikie, jobs were not restricted by 

gender. Stili a child, Goudie "had to do girls' work and boys' work too" (26) and "life was 

pretty rugged for a girl in Labrador" (35). Labouring outdoon rneant constant 

interference fiom the plagues of mosquitoes and blacktlies of the Labrador summer, which 

she describes as dangemus to babies and as sometimes fatal for husky pups (62-63). 

Goudie continues to de-romanticize the North as she depicts her adult life. At the 

age ofeighteen, she married trapper J i  Goudie. More than once she speaks of the main 

disadvantage of being a trapper's wife, being alone for three months while her husband 

trapped in the Labrador interior: "1 used to be left alone when he was away in the country. 

Tt was the rnost dreadfùl thing being a trapper's d e ,  as we would not heu fiom them 

nom the time they would go away until they would return again" (45). 

The occasional monotony of her existence sometimes grows oppressive, but she 

persists: "This condition of Me was getting pretty boring, but 1 had to stick with if' (62). 
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Despite this periodic boredom, Goudie expresses an overall contentment with "something 

about that Me that is hard to put into words" and with each day bringing "something to 

make you happy" (51). Still, "to be a trapper's wife and keep up with aiI the chores you 

have to work fiom six in the moming to nine at night" (68). 

Like Campbell and Baikie, she champions the aoicism and inventiveness of the 

industrious Labrador woman, showing a quality that likely stems from the settler motif, 

which encouraged a sense of pnde in accomplishing dinicult tasks in the face of adversity. 

An aunt of hers, whom she does not name, is one example of the endurance of this 

matriarchy. Unable to nurse her children, she instead boiled flour for four hours and made 

a pap h m  it: "She raised eight children like that until they were ten months old. . . . Sorne 

of them grew up to be old men and women. When put to the test we could always 

manage" (7 1). Yet Goudie's aunt also spent moa of her life "haktanring and poorly 

clothed" (7 1). . 
According to Elizabeth Goudie, such women readily assumed "second place," as, 

on the surface, Inuit women appeared to do. The custom prevailed that the man mled the 

home (76). Apparently, such a tradition was not always obeyed by Goudie's forebears; yet 

Goudie attests that "women accepted this and thought nothing about it" (76). However, 

her writing belies any sense of inferiority. She cleariy respected her husband and 

considered him a hard-working, kind man (1 80). 

He had certaully faced many dangers and weathered stressful tirnes, as had she. 

Throughout the course of their lives, they see one child badly bumed and later succumb to 

sickness (96, 100); they Iose their seventh baby to whooping cou& (127). J i i  Goudie and 
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his oldest son nearly fieeze to death (121); Goudie hirnseifalmost dies of bloodpoisoning 

(124). At one point they are so poor they must move in with her parents (1 1 1); her great 

feu, death by starvation, nearly comes to pass (13 1). Ail these events are recounted in a 

matt er-O f-fact manner, with few embellishrnents, but wit h a sincere and spare expression 

of emotion Goudie demonstrates an acceptance of God's will and likely saw the events of 

her life as not much more ditFcult than the lives of many Labrador pioneers. She scribes 

no blarne to one or another culture for the difficulties she faced, and thus seems more 

generous than representatives of many cultures could be. Her stoicism and strength align 

with what Buchanan sees as "heroic images of strong, self-reliant women" in the life 

writings of Goudie and her relatives ("Autobiography" 67). 

The Goudies' powerlessness in the face of nature, illness, and poverty is offset by 

strong Christian beliefs. Like Campbell and Baikie, Goudie was bolstered by her Christian 

faith. From one life-threatening situation to another, "with the help of God we got 

through" (Goudie 127). Her parents always emphasized spûihtality, ensuring that the 

Bible was read daily, and that Sunday was set aside as a day when no work was done (28). 

Goudie sees this strict Christian upbringing as shaping the attitudes of the settlers: 

Perhaps they went to the extreme a little, yet 1 think a lot of their 

d e s  helped us dong the way. Our parents were always reminding 

us to be honest and tntthfùl and kind to others. So 1 think these 

were some of the things that helped us to be contented with one 

another and with what we had which wasn't very much, compared 

with what we have today. (28-29). 
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Buchanan States that both foremothers and forefathers are important to Goudie, Baikie, 

and Campbell, "as opposed to the patriarchal view of history in which foremothers are 

regarded as irrelevant and marginal, and often consigned to oblivion" ("Autobiography" 

73). Goudie here scribes credit to her forebears and their religious teachings. Throughout 

her life, she herselfcontinued to be active in the United Church. 

As in the texts of Campbell and Baikie, so in Goudie's, religious beliefs do not 

necessady lead to romanticization of the landscape or empathy for the Native. Yet beauty 

is appreciated in such rare comments as this: 

I would go outside &er supper when 1 was alone and take a long 

look at the beautiful northem lights dancing across the sky in their 

beautifûl shades of light yellow, purple and orange. This was al1 1 

had for entertainment but 1 loved it. (90-91) 

As with Goudie's predecessors, such narrative moments occur infirequently. 

Instead, a large part of Goudie's life aory concems itselfwith womes and 

concerns, and one prevailing source of distress is the Innu, whom she both assists and 

fears. She observes Natives distantly, as through a telescope. Innu are particularly 

removed, even though her f h t  chapter aates that her husband was part-hdian and that 

her children took pride in their "Indian and Scotch blood" (24). Goudie takes a benevolent 

view of the Inuit, although she cannot understand their language, but she regards the Innu 

as dangerous. As a young mother, she is disconcerted by the appearance of a family of 

starvîng IMU who arrive whiie her husband is away h m  home. Aithough she takes them 

4 she constady womes that her own children wüi contract diseases aecause a lot of 
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Indians at that thne were infected with tuberculosis7' (83). Goudie also describes an 

incident when Innu, angry at infnngement by others on the trapping grounds, held a gun to 

trapper Arch Goudie's head, stole his food, and bumed his tilt (1 88). 

She later hds herself in the odd situation of being mistaken for a Native herself. 

Sent out to St. John's, Newfoundland, for an operation, she spends a cold night in the 

hospitai because the st&, thinking she is From Fort C h o ,  assume she is unaccustomed to 

warmth. A padre also arrives and tries to speak Inuktitut to her. Goudie might have been 

offended at what she would have considered a definite error. She and her brother-in-Iaw 

were certainly arnused at the incident and ascribed it to city dwellers' ignorance of 

Labrador and its people (172). 

Such ignorance prompts Elizabeth Goudie to narrate her life and to explain the 

identity of the rnixed-blood settlers, those "essentiai" Labradorians a hardy breed 

anchored to the site of their temtoiy. The coilective social identity of the settlers has by 

now become stronger and serves to empower the last section of Goudie's book, which 

amounts to what Sidonie Smith would cd an "autobiographical madesto": a text by a 

woman who pursues self-consciously political autobiographical acts and who issues calls 

for new subjects. Such a manifesto serves to appropriate or contest sovereignty, to 

perform publicly, to speak for a group, and to speak to the future (Smith, Subjectivity 

157-60). Goudie becomes a champion of the settlers, who have supplanted the Native and 

declared their agency over the land; she relegates the Inuit and Innu to past glories and 

views them with a vmy eye. Above ail, Goudie underlines the importance of the settler- 

trappen and of her own existence: "1 would Iike to îive to see this writing of our Ke and 
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the life of the Labrador trappers publisheâ" (Goudie 194). Like Lydia Campbell, she aiso 

celebrates the power ofwomen. She reiterates the prominent role of the trapper's wife, a 

combination of hunter, trapper, nurse, doctor, and mother. She declares, "1 am not 

ashamed of it because that kind of Me fit our country at that t he .  There was no other way 

out. 1 d go anywhere and be proud to tak  about itY7 (197). The final section of her book 

at last afTords Goudie the opportunity to romanticize her bbcountry." She concludes with an 

emphasis on her connection to the land and her deep emotional reaction to the changes 

caused by the encroachment of industryY When she exhorts the people of her land not to 

forsake agency, to "take pnde in Labrador" (197), and treat it with respect, she likely does 

include Natives under the title, un ab rad on ans,"^' but the symbolic trapper family seems to 

predominate. 

Fashioning Identity 

The narratives of Goudie and her predecessors testify to the advancement of a 

northern people's romantic vision., even as they marginaiiie and de-romanticize the Native. 

They demonstrate that the troubling site(s) of métissage cannot be explored naively, for 

the ideologicd kaleidoscope/telescope may effectively narrow one's vision and blur the 

periphery. Just as a sudden winter stom causes drifting and obliterates the view, so too 

the mental terrain shifts and reshapes itself; heightened emotions result in a "snowing up" 

of the Iew. Campbell, Baikie, and Goudie cannot utterly deny their Native hentage, but 

they tum daerent gazes upon it and at times avert their eyes altogether. Each takes her 

own sighting on the northland; each articulates her ideas with clarity and sincenty. Each 
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narrative represents a shift of focus, with the Native increasingly relegated to the margins 

of a new society. Examining these texts demonstrates how one's own outlook may be 

shaped, how a land may be "rebom," one "race" created, and another nearly forgotten. 

However, these narratives do not consciously, actively erase another culture; rather, they 

foreground what is happening in each woman's life as the Native is distanced with each 

generation. 

The settlers of central Labrador never consciously sought to destroy the Native 

inhabitants, but their attitudes nonetheless contributed to the Natives' near-dernise. 

Campbell, Baikie, and Goudie were part of that settler community, a group that gradually 

pushed aside their Native connections to form diierent and separate selves. Teresa Eben 

states that we "need to realize the historicity of identities, particularly of gender, sexuality 

and race, and their relation to labor processes" (16). These three Labrador women were 

hard-working individuais whose tasks were practically mapped out for them from birth. 

Subject to the discourses of colonialisrn and imperialism, they took the practical route of 

sometirnes eliding that part of them-their Native ancestry-regarded by some as 

unacceptable. 

However, Smith states that women become "agents of resisting memory" 

(Subjectivity 22). Furthermore, complex and contradictory subjea positions result when 

culturaily-marginaiized peoples enter into language through autobiopphy (62). The voice 

of the Native still echoes in these texts; Susan Brooks has not disappeared fiom these 

women's cultural remembrances. Sorne of the content common to hunter-gatherer cultures 

also endures, and the episodic style comrnon to oral traditions penists. Memory-the 
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stubbom recoliection of a Native heritage-puils against hegemonizing tendencies. These 

narratives prove the complexity of the site of métissage, for their acceptance of 

assimilation is certainiy not seamless. Yet there are no clearcut answers to the problems 

raised by the practices of a hybrid culture. Although Lionnet maintains that métissage 

entails an attempt to "establish nonhierarchical connections" and "encourage lateral 

relations7'(7), examination of these works demonstrates that this process may not 

necessarily be so positive. Optimistic voices proclaiming the plurality and openness of 

"Borderlands7' or a "site of métissage" may seern irrelevant here. On the other hand, 

recovery of the "histories" of these women rnay open up a space to reveal a "sheltering 

site [that does not enclose] us within facile oppositional practices" (5). That site may also 

allow the re-embracing of a previously distanced Native heritage. Contrary to common 

expectations, the huit voice persists and endures, Sie the people themselves. Ironically, 

the texts of these descendants of Susan Brooks, while accepting and promoting settler 

society, balance assimilationist tendencies with stnking particulars of an Inuk woman's Iife 

story. These embedded autobiographical details ernphasize the enduring power of this 

unusual individual, whose change of aiiegiance nevertheless fails to diminish the memory 

of a struggling Inuit culture. Against the persuasive and prevailing influence of 

conventional images of the Native, Campbell, Baikie, and Goudie do not completely 

assunilate to their settler "race." They do not totaiiy submit to the dictates of impenalism 

or colonialism. Regardless of how they generally perceive Natives, they pay tribute to a 

Native ancestor, and their own texts are themselves reflective ofcompeting ideologies. 

They must acknowledge that Susan Brooks remains a part of their history, for her resilient 
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image glaces off stereotypes and alters ail other perspectives at the site(s) of métissage. 

The following chapter aiso demonstrates the strength of the rnemory of a Native 

heritage and poses its own questions on the theory of métissage, especidy in relation to 

coilaborative writing projects involving Native and non-Native authors. Sarah Elizabeth 

Ford consciously foregrounds her Native connections despite being placed in foreign 

environrnents. Rather than relegating this Abonginal heritage to the pst ,  she celebrates it 

and employs it to suMve in a very different culture. Her life story bnngs a different slant 

to theories of subjectivity in a contact zone; it demonstrates the adaptation which enables 

the continuance of yet another complex hybrid identity. It also raises questions about the 

provenance of a bicultural text which emphasizes positive stereotypes of Inuit and 

resolutely denies any negative aspects of Inuit societies. 



Notes 

1. A shorter version of this chapter has been published. Blake 1996. &ays on 

CaMdun Wnring. 59: 164-8 1. Bibliographie information on Lydia Campbell's 

Sketches has been changed and updated. 1 thank Roberta Buchanan for the 

particulars in her paper, "'Country Ways."' 

2. For details on the British view of the vanishing Native, see Moyles and Owrm, 

167-85. 

3. Inuit as weii as Innu (Montagnais and Naskapi Indians) hunted in the central 

Labrador area before the anival of Europeans in the late 1700s. IMU in particular 

hunted and trapped in the Labrador intenor. See Zimmerly, Cain 's Lmd. The 

tendency, though, was for Europeans to borrow from both Native cultures, while 

the Innu did not mix much with the Inuit. In fa* hostilities between Montagnais 

and Inuit enipted in the 1700s. See Jordan 18 1. 

4. In central Labrador, the term "pioneer" usuaiiy refers to the earlier generations of 

mked-bloods residhg in the area. They also refer to themselves as "settlers." See 

Goudie. 

5. Lambert writes: 

. . . les mariages muttes n'ont pas brisé, ni meme affaibli, ce clivage 

ethnique. . . . En fait, les unions mixtes n'ont jamais conduit à la 

naissance d'un groupe intermédiaire, c'est-à-dire à un groupe 

métissé d'existence et de catégorisation. . . . Ii y'eut, semble-t-il, 

une certaine tendance a s'identifier au groupe des Settlers plutot 
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qu'aux Inuit. . . . Les Settlers, contrairement aux Inuit, valorisent la 

propriété privée et l'épargne individuelle a u  dépens du partage des 

ressources et des biens de consommation. (29-30) 

Conflict arose at times between mixed-bloods and h u  in the central Labrador 

area &er encroachment by rnixed-bloods on traditional Innu hunting and trapping 

grounds. See Zimmerly, Ccrin 's Land 202-03. 

Ail page references to McGrath in this chapter are taken fiom her "Circumventing 

the Taboos: Inuit Women's Autobiographies." 

This is not the case with Inuit women's autobiography now, as Alice French's 7ïre 

Restless Nomad demonstrates. It is also possibie that in the past, younger Inuit 

women were too busy to devote t h e  to wsiting. 

Kiviok is often featwed as the male hunterhero ofhuit Iegend. See "Kiviuq" in 

Spaiding 5 1-66 and Rasmussen, The Netsilik Eskimos 523-24 and Observutio~ts 

97-99. In Observations 96-97 and 106-07, Rasmussen also refers to tales of 

homeless boys, Kavjagaik and Ahataq, each of whom overcarne adversity. In 7he 

People of the Pohr North, Rasmussen records other tales of orphans who triumph 

despite mistreatment (198-204). 

10. Anne Hart, in an entxy prepared for the Dictionq of Canadian Biography 

(1994), reports that În Happy Vaiiey-Goose Bay, the building which houses the 

periodical magazine, Them Days. is named in Campbell's memory (1 14). The 

magazine was founded by Dons Saunders, a great-great granddaughter of Lydia 

Campbell. 
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1 1. In his introduction to Campbeii's work, Waghome states that he presents it as she 

wrote it herse& "except that 1 have here and there omitted a sentence or two of no 

particular interest, for the sake of brevity, and venture to give a little punctuation, 

for the sake of rendering her narrative clearer" (3 Dec. 1894). 

12. The publication of Lydia Campbell's memoirs in book form in 1980 and the 1984 

reprint omit nurnerous sections of the original manuscript, pubiished as excerpts in 

the Evenirig Herold in 1894 and 1895. Because transcripts, kindly sent to me by 

Robin McGrath and Leslie Baikie, of Campbell's original manuscnpt ftom the 

Evening Herald, are unpaginated, references herein are to dates of entries. One 

date of entry may actually include various headings with different dates therein; for 

example, the newspaper entry for 3 Dec. 1894 includes an entry by Campbell dated 

25 Dec. 1893. No changes to Campbell's spelling and &rammar have been 

introduced in the quotations. 1 supply page numbers rather than dates for those 

passages that appear in the 1980 edition and 1984 reprint. The microfilms of Lydia 

Campbeii's original text in the Evening Herald can be found in the Centre for 

Newfoundland Studies at the Queen Elizabeth 11 Library, Mernorial University, St. 

JO hn' s, Newfoundland. 

13. Ihem Days, a quarterly periodical published in Happy Valley-Goose Bay, 

documents the early days and old ways of Labrador. Its editor, Doris Saunders, 

states that, unbeknownst to her, when Campbeil's memoirs were received by Them 

D q s  in 1980, four of thek thirteen sections were missing. See Buchanan, 

"Counvy" 304, for additional bibliographical information. Accordiig to Saunders, 



the next printing wiU include the whole text, with additional accompanying 

phot ograp hs (Saunders). 

14. See the account of Rom Baikie (CampbeU7s granddaughter). 

1 S. For more idionnation on the customq treatment of Inuit orphans, see Guemple. 

16. See Young 16-18. 

17. Inuit myths have often been bowdlerized by white translators and reissued as 

children's stories. For additional information on this bowdlerization and on Inuit 

myths in general, see McGrath's "Monster Figures and Unhappy Endings in Inuit 

Literature." For examples, see Nungak and A h a .  

18. She relates a typical tragic anecdote, this one conceming her old Inuk cornpanion: 

. . . she was married to one of the first Englishmen that 

visited this country, but as the Eskimaux was not civilized at 

that the ,  her half-brothers killed him while crossing from 

Double Mer through the woods. . . . When they got haif 

way across the neck, they kiiied him. And the other man 

was left with his wife and this poor man's wife and her poor 

little boy. (Campbell 23-24) 

19. Campbell refers to the tirne of a great flood, when the one Inuit fâmiIy that 

N M V ~ ~  took some h i e  white pups and sent them out to sea, where they dnfted 

to some islands and became white people. The usual version of the myth teils of an 

Inuk girl mating with a dog, being sent to an island and bearing pups. She sends 

some of thern off in boats made fiom the soles of her boots. These become white 



men. See Rasmussen, Polar 104-05. 

20. This theme is not restncted to Inuit women, as Bernard Irqugaqtuk's iife writings 

demonstrate, 

2 1. See Zimrnerly, Cain 's Lunà 146. 

22. This is probably a reference to the 1893 Chicago Exposition, which a number of 

Labrador Inuit attended. Some retumed destitute and with contagious illnesses. 

See bbExpositions and Epidemics." 

23. According to Kjelistrom, 

among the duties of a wife were to prepare and sew 

clothes, cook food and, chiefly, have charge of 

evennial children. . . . A woman could, it is tme, 

catch certain animais and even fish, but a number of 

hunting activities were considered unsuitable for 

women, as it was thought that some animals would 

have been offended ifthey had been hunted by 

women. (33) 

24. This is the old name for the Lake Melville area of Labrador. Campbell lived much 

of the time in a tiny settlement caiied Mulligan, located about twenty-five 

kilometres northeast of North West River. 

25. In 1848 Smith was assigned as assistant to the chief trader at the Hudson's Bay 

Company post in North Wea River. He stayed for twenty-one years and later 

became Lord Strathcona and governor of the Hudson's Bay Company. See 



Zimmerly, Cain 's Land 96-97 and Preston. 

26. See Young 100-02 for M e r  details of Ikey's mamiage plans. 

27. This appears to be a reference to the Inuk woman Mikak, who was taken to 

England in 1769. She visited the King and the Dowager Princess Augusta. The 

princess took a l i g  to her, giving her a fine jacket ("dickie") and other items 

which she brought back to the Rigolet area. See Taylor for a very diEerent version 

of Baikie's narrative. 

28. Zimmerly writes that by 1900, "the Indians were cornplahing to the Hudson's Bay 

Company that the settlers were encroaching on their hunting grounds and several 

incidents occurred. The settlers, however, emerged victorious in their westward 

quest for more trapping grounds" (Cain 's Lund 146). In the 1 WOs, the Indians, 

who were more often in danger of starving, sometimes aole supplies fkom the 

settlers' tilts (203). 

29. See Cruikshank for details on the oral tradition. 

30. Zimmerly points to the "decided class boundaries" that had developed in the 

centrai Labrador area: ''ln terms of a hierarchy of relative power, the Indians were 

at the bottom followed in close order by the Eskimos, then the settlers and finally 

the H.B.C. officials and others from the 'outside' world" (Cain 's Land 16 1-62). 

3 1. The original handwritten manuscript of Goudie's book is held on file at the Centre 

for Newfoundland Studies Archives of the Queen Elitabeth Ki Library, Memorial 

University, St. JO hn's, Newfoundiand. P e n d  of the two noteboo ks reveals the 

extent of Zùnmerly's editing, as the anecdotes of Labrador life, presented in a 
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rather hgrnentary fashion in the notebooks, were sorted into orderly segments, 

and excerpts fiom Labrador songs were introduced at the heads of the four 

sections. The many speliing and grammatical enors were excised. 

32. Elizabeth Goudie was wel1 known and respected in central Labrador. As Buchanan 

States, she received an honorary doctorate fiom Memo rial University of 

Newfoundland in 1975 "in acknowledgement of her contribution to the cultural 

history of Newfoundland''; a government building in Happy Vaiiey-Goose Bay, 

Labrador, was narned after her in 1980, and a ballad, "Wornan of Labrador," told 

of her accomplishrnents in living off the land ("Autobiography" 67). 

33. See also Young: "Brooks' wife became a Christian, and when she died left the 

grand testimony behind that she was gohg to be with Christ" (14). He attests, too, 

to the piety of Lydia Campbell, who yearned for a minister to visit her at her 

deathbed (1 5 1). 

34. More change had occurred in the Hamilton Met region 6om 1942 to 1972 than in 

d l  the previous 166 years of European occupation (Zimmerly, Cain's Land 229). 

35. For additional information on the identities of Labradorians, see the Master's thesis 

of Richard BudgeU. 



Chapter Two 

Sarah Elizabeth Ford (Anauta): LbAutobiography in the Third Person" 

The division of labor between two people (at least) reveais the multiplicity 

of authonties implied in the work of autobiographical writing* as in all 

writing. Far from irnitating the unity of the authentic autobiography, it 

emphasizes its indirect and calculated character. . . . By relatively isolating 

the roles, the collabo rative autobiography calls into question again the 

belief in a unity that underlies, in the autobiographical genre, the notion of 

author and that of person. (Lejeune 188) 

Theorist Philippe Lejeune has referred to the difficulties and perplexities of the 

"autobiographicai contract" (125-27); no longer can we be assured that some tacit 

agreement exists between author and reader that the "truth" about a life is being revealed. 

The "contract" becomes even more nebulous with a collaborative life aory, itself 

subversive of prescnptive ideas about autobiography. When the Iife involved is that of a 

Native, and the ammuensis is nonoNative, even more complications arise. Arnold Knipat 

c d s  collaborative Nonh Ame~can Indian autobiography "original bicultural composite 

composition" (For ï h s e  3 l), in order to allude to the "doubiing7' of both the Native's and 

the non-Native collaborator's diffèrent cultural codes. Further, he descnbes an imbalance 

of power in early American Indian autobiographies, with the outsider or non-Native 

collaborator predominating (33-34). Carole Boyce Davies adds that "attiliations or 



disjunctions of gender, class, nationality, language, and shared politics seem to be the 

primary facilitators of, or interferences in, the collaborative Me story teliing process": 

at the point of writing, then, the dominant-subordinate relationships 

are enforced and the editor becomes a detached, sometimes clinical, 

orderer or even exploiter of the life stories for anthropological ends, 

research data, raw matenai, or the me. Wnting another person's 

Life can become an act of power and control. (12, 13) 

Davies writes that she is guided by an approach, though, that "asserts that the storyteller 

often exercises control of the narrative" (7-8). Knipat aiso points out that "an Indian 

autobiography could be achieved by no white alone" and that reciprocity between the 

collaborators had to be acknowledged (For 7hose 52). But it is also possible that the 

idonnant may take advantage of the perceived naiveté of his or her amanuensis; perhaps, 

too, it may be to the collaborator's advantage to portray the Native as more naive and 

primitive than he or she redly is. The Native idornant may not necessarily be victimized, 

and may even overcompensate for negative attitudes towards Natives by promoting 

stereotypes of nobility and honour. Certain perceived ideas about Natives may dso serve 

to promote a particular philosophy of lûe that is either known, or thought, to appeai to the 

audience. 

SeE-invention enters the mix, dong with issues of authority and control. Questions 

of referentiiality, problematic in the autobiographical genre in generai, become even more 

pronounced in the text discussed in this chapter. Although the reader of a collaborative 

autobiography may expect the vniter to respect the speaker, retaining as much of her oral 
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performance as possible, the writer may adapt and change what was uttered to suit her 

own ideas of market demands and the perceived niles of the genre (Lejeune 189). The 

complexity of autobiography deepens, too, for artince is involved: Lmd of the Good 

Shadows, the narrative under discussion in this chapter, tends towards the melodramatic 

adventure novel even as it claims to present a genuine life story, that of a Native who 

remains untainted by the pressures of so-cailed "civilization." 

Aside from questions of genre, the work raises issues concerning identity and 

authority. A joint effort of an American children's book writer, Heluiz Chandler 

Washbume, and a Baffin Island rnixed-blood, Anauta, Land of the Good Shadows (1 940)' 

could be categorized as what Lejeune calls "autobiography in the third person" (3 1); 

although Anauta (Samh Elizabeth Ford) supposedly worked very closely with Washbume 

on the book, it refers to her not in the first person, but as "Anauta," except for a final 

section entitled "The End of My Story By Anauta Herself." According to Lejeune, the use 

of the third person brings out the "inescapable duality of the grammatical 'person"' (33). 

But "duality" may not suffice to desmie the complexities of this work. Some questions 

may never be answered. Just how contnved is the autobiography? Does the book 

constitute an appropriation of Sarah Elizabeth Ford's life story, an instance of exploitation 

of the subject? Or does the subject exploit her ammuensis? What were the purposes 

behind the work? Was it meant to satisfy the curiosity of the public about exotic cultures? 

Was Washbume necessary to lend authenticity to Anauta's voice? 

The identity of the non-Native coilaborator impacts strongly on the text, for she is 

hardiy an objective editor. And, as Davies points out, "clearly, the ideological orientation 



of the editor is a critical issue in collaborative storyteliing" (14). Heluiz Chandler 

Washbume was bom in Cincinnati, Ohio on 25 January 1892. She had written numerous 

books for children, working in travel geography, fiction, and popular science, before her 

collaboration with Anauta. She interested herself in "bringing to children a sympathetic 

understanding of life in other countries" (Who 1483). Her husband was a school 

superintendent, lecturer, and author of many educational articles. 

According to Washbume's introduction following the table of contents, it was her 

husband who first met Anauta d u ~ g  a trip to Michigan in 1936, when she was lecturing 

to schoolchildren in Dowagiac (Lmd xiii). He booked her for talks in his own school 

system in Wimetka, Illinois, and Anauta came to the Washbumes' home a few weeks 

later. After speaking to enthusiastic audiences in the area for two or three days, she 

proved popular enough to be invited to neighbouring cornmunities, and she retumed to 

aay again, this tirne for severai weeks, with the Washbume family. Heluiz Washbume 

writes that 

[nlot long before, 1 had gone through much of the available Iiterature on 

Eskimos for a stoiy article I was writing for Britmnica Junior. 1 had 

found nothing about the Eskimos of Bafnn Island, the land fiom which 

Anauta had corne; and now 1 realized, fiom what Anauta had told me, that 

here were a people much less touched by white man's culture than were the 

Eskimos of Alaska, Labrador, and Greenland. "Yes, surely," 1 told her, 

"your story should be Wntten." (xiv) 

Later, Anauta was to choose her to help do just that.' It took a year to get the notes 
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down; then the three thick typewritten books had to be sorted into chronological order 

(xiv). Anauta was strongly involved in the editing process according to Washbume. Over 

a period of four years, the manuscript was reread, revised, and retyped repeatedly (xvi). 

But this was not, at least for Washbume, an emotionless undertaking, for she 

unasharnedly endorses the idea of the "noble savage," as exemplified by Anauta. Doubtless 

Land of the Good Shadows is organized to present Inuit in a certain "authentic" and 

honourable light, pro perly praised and promoted by prestigious non-Natives. Preceding 

the written text is a photo of Sarah Elizabeth Ford in full Inuit costume, just as she 

appeared during her lecture tours in the United States.' Foliowing the title page is a 

foreword by Sir WiEed Grenfell, who recomrnends Land of the Good Shadows as a true 

story, not only true, but unique "in the fact that no one other than Anauta has ever been in 

the position to write a personal record of such a kind, and probably never will be again" 

(v). Moreover, he underlines and approves of what he sees as its inherent philosophy, 

[slhowing how true it is that we humans may be bereft of almost al1 that 

wealth can ever obtain, even in times of peace, and yet be as happy and 

often better off with the vety simplest assets life has to offer-so long as we 

are redly living and not rnerely existing. (v) 

He proceeds to praise the gentieness, peacefulness, and merriment of "these little people," 

"these 'little northem neighbon,"' the Inuit (vii. From the am, then, certain conventional 

ideas are reinforced. Aithough the Inuit are refend to in tenns of diminutives and 

aereotypes, their attitude to life is heartiiy sanctioned. 

The actuai autobiography proves to be highly dramatic, and ofken melodramatic, 
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beginning with the birth of Anauta in the midst of a raging blizzard, with giant icebergs 

crashing together in the background. On the night of her bhh, a strong young hunter by 

the name of Anauta dies, and his rnother, Oomialik, becomes her guardian; she is then 

narned d e r  the deceased son. She is brought up îike a boy, in the belief that the dead 

man's spirit resides in her. The book then traces her childhood and her teenage years, her 

rnarriage to William Ford and the birth of three daughters, the tragic death of her first 

husband, her subsequent travels to Newfoundland and then with two of her daughters to 

the United States, her second marriage to Hany Blackmore, and her iife as a leaurer. 

Her daughter Mary Buckner contirms some of the details of her mother's Iife, that 

Anauta "was bom at Chekettaluk on the northern tip of B& Island in 1888" and that 

"she had English parents (her mother was part Eskimo) but she was raised also by 

Oornialik, mother of the dead hunter Anauta whose name Mother inhented. Anauta was 

raised to hunt Iike a man as she bore a man's name" (Letter 1996). Anauta's later life took 

her to Indiana where she married for the second time and subsequently was divorced d e r  

two infant deaths and the raising of one surviving daughter." She went on the lecture 

circuit and died in Ashiand, Kansas on 13 January 1965 (Buckner, Descendmts 139). 

Buckner reports that 

[slhe was a vety cheery person and found something to laugh about in most 

situations. She died in Kansas while on a lecture tour. Her heart just gave 

out-she didn't suffer. She is buned in Indianapolis, Jan. 13, 1965. She 

would have laughed at her buriai as weli. We suffered 12 inches of snow 

and couldn't get to the cemetexy. We needed a dog sled. We al1 thought 



Mother was playing a joke on us in Heaven. (Letter 1996) 

The book which emerged nom her lecture tours achieved little financial success5 

and seems hardly known today. Kathenne Woods responded to it with a very favourable 

review for the New York Times Book Review, citing Anauta's "singular combination of 

naiveté and adaptability" and remarking upon the text's "detailed narrative picture of 

Eskirno W' (6). The book is taken at face value, with little cnticism of the events 

reported (perhaps a mark of the American public's own naiveté conceming Inuit life), just 

an admission that "if [Inuit] life is a bit ideaiiied in her mernories, that is natural enough" 

(6). 

Robin McGrath touches on Land of the Good Shudmvs in "Circumventing the 

Taboos." She refers to Anauta as "Lizzie Ford Blackmore of Ford Harbour" and States 

(perhaps erroneously) that she was twice widowed and at least three times married: 

. . . Anauta seemed to have a penchant for wandering, and after travelling 

al1 dong the Arctic Coast and the southem shore of Newfoundland with her 

various husbands, she moved to the States where, Ore Pauline Johnson and 

Grey Owl, she made her living as an exotic on the lecture circuit. Dressed 

in caribou clothg, she gave inspirational taiks to church groups. Two 

more books foiiowed, Wild Like the Foxes (Blackmore 1956) and Children 

of the B k m d  (Washbume 1960),6 but they tell us little about Anauta's 

adult We. They focus, Uistead, on the lives of her parents and on her 

childhood in Labrador. (227) 

Deeper exploration of Anauta's We story reveds many greater complexities; the 
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text presents the huit as a homogeneous people, while at the same t h e  it refutes many 

commody held notions about them. Land of the GoodShadaus elevates Inuit to mythical 

status as a noble, fastidious, and honourable race. Anauta takes characteristics which may 

have applied to her particular group of rnixed-bloods and superimposes them on the entire 

Inuit society. Many generaiizations are made concerning Inuit: Eskimos do not cheat 

(Land 30); an Eskimo does not hold anger from one day to the next (37); Eskimos are 

naturally quick to observe and anxious to leam (54); teasing is a part of Eskimo nature 

(87); there is no intirnacy between the sexes amongst the Young, and boldness is taboo 

(96);' modesty is highiy esteemed by Eskimos (139); they eat no oil or fat (297);' they do 

not trade wives (297);' Inuit women are ail1 independent after marriage (3 10). Inuit are 

obviously idealized throughout the text, perhaps to meet an Amencan audience's need for 

romanticized stot-ies, to reinfiorce the image of the "noble savage," or simply to reflect 

Anauta's concem to present Inuit in j u s  such a Iight. Everywhere in the book, the Inuk is 

referred to in terms of superlatives; the characters are almost without exception larger 

than Me. Yet in the midst of ail this melodrarna come authentic snatches of Inuit syllabics 

(2 12-1 S), as well as directions on how to carry out numerous tasks of the Inuit, like 

making a snowhouse (1 7- 1 8) and hunting seals (20-22). 

The authentic and the questionable combine in a puzzling narrative that seems to 

contradict factual details of Anauta's Me. According to Washbume, sources were 

confirmed during the writing of the book, and it seems that Anauta then suddenly 

discovered that her mother was not a "pure7' Inuk: 'Znglishmen had corne over to the 

Labrador, leamed the language, and mmied Anauta's Eskho great-grandmother and her 
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haiGEskimo grandmother. They apparently settled into the Eskimo way of Mie, so that the 

children were brought up speaking only Eskimo, following Eskimo customs, living as 

Eskimos live" (xv).'' Alea (Hamiet), Anauta's "gentle M e  Eskimo mother" (4) of the 

text, is actually a rnixed-blood. It also appears that as an adult, Anauta was not 

accustomed to European-style clothing (24445), yet the Ford family genealogy contains 

photographs depicting her in just such apparel as a young girl of about ten, and at the time 

of her first mamage, as well as when she was later widowed (Buckner, Descendants 37, 

43'46, 95). Her disregard for dates and numbers is cited more than once in the 

autobiography; as Washbume states in her foreword, there was some difficulty in sorting 

the notes for the book "because in her country the people kept no track of time. There was 

no calendar, no record of birthdays, no counting of the passage of years" ( L d  xiv). 

Further, "she had no idea of the passage of the ,  for in her own land there was no narning 

of days, no division of weeks and months, no counting of years or celebrating of 

birthdays" (249). The text also States that "she still does not know her own age or the 

exact ages and birthdays of her children" (3 18). However, the Ford genealogy lists 

Anauta's date of birth as 5 Febniary 1888 (Bucher, Descendants 139), the date of her 

fint mamage as 22 Apd 1906 (39)' and the date of the death of her fust husband as 18 

Augua 19 13 (39); it also gives the years of birth of her chiidren (39, 13 9). In fact, her first 

husband, who worked for the Hudson's Bay Company at its George River post, kept a 

journal, and the entry for 1 1 January 19 10 states that "Mrs. Ford gave birth to a daughter 

todar (41).11 

Anauta's husband died bagicdy while on a canoe trip, duck-hunting off Cape 
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Wolstenholrne with a cornpanion. h d  of the Good Shadows ïncludes a photograph of a 

mernorial to William Ford and C.G.T. Shepherd, drowned on 18 August 1913, "erected by 

their fnends in the Hudson's Bay Company's Service" (facing 234). Anauta witnessed 

their deaths, and, although she saw no sharks, the book mentions the possibility that the 

men were pulled down by one ( L d  230-3 1). This is cited as fact in her later lecture 

Anauta is portrayed in Land of the Good Shadows as quite naive in the ways of 

outside civilkation, even after her anival in the United States. Yet, for seven years d e r  

her husband's death, she ran a hotel in Twillingate, Newfoundland (Buckner, Descenda~zts 

47). Of this career, no mention is made in Land of the Good Shadows.." She is descnbed 

in the autobiography as having a very limited English vocabulary in 19 13 (Land 248), yet 

the Ford genealogy quotes a newspaper article in which she and her brothers are said to 

have been brought up speaking English as fiuently as Inuktitut (Buckner, Descencians 

120). According to this article (1 20), '' she received her education in Newfoundland, then 

retumed to Baffin Island and married. Her first husband was also educated in 

Newfoundland, in Twiiiingate and St. John's (45). Land of the Good Shadows does not 

offer this information. As a widow in Twillingate, Anauta met her h r e  mother-in-law, 

Mrs. Blackrnore, and the Ford genealogy reports that she foliowed her to Indianapolis: "In 

19 19 Barry Blackmore] brought his mother back to Indianapolis. Widow Sarah Elizabeth 

Ford was a neighbour of Mrs. Blackmore and followed her to Indiana in 1920. She and 

Hany were manîed 27 April1920" (135-36). However, Land of the Good Shadows 

depicts Anauta and her daughten as simply travelling for the sake of wanderlust and of 



choosing Indiana on a whim and the advice of a ticket salesman: 

Anauta watked over to the ticket window. "Ifyou were going some place," 

she asked hirn earnestiy, "where would you go?" At that he smiled. "Why, 

I'd go to Indianapolis, Indiana. That's my home," he said. "I'd go there 

tomorrow if1 had a chance." "AD right," Anauta said. "Give me tickets for 

there." (Land 268-69)" 

Her later encounter with Mrs. Blackmore and her son in the same apartment building in 

which she stays is depicted as sheer coincidence (273). In later lecture tours, she was to 

refer to the chance decision to go to Indianapolis, based on the statement of the ticket 

agent. 

Some of the other tales in Land of the Good Shadows seem highly melodramatic. 

One such story concerns an Indian trapper who perishes in the cold, a crucifix fiozen to 

his lips (125); another tells of a man sleeping between two men, yet being dragged away 

and Wled by a wolf(196). Still another describes the demise of Cawley, a doctor who had 

fled north to escape the law after accidentally killing his mother, wife, and children with a 

new medicine he had invented: he dies clutching the newspaper that tells of his crime 

(174). On another occasion, Anauta cuts off the fiozen fingers and toes of a minister she 

calls "Man of Love," after he deliberately loses himselfin the cold to provide matenal for 

a book he wants to write (220). Such wildly sensational stereotyping of the fiontier as the 

proper setting for implausible and otherwise extreme behaviour probably gratified readers 

back at the "centre" of "civilization." 

However, such snatches ofstorieq reminiscent of the oral tradition, appear in the 



midst of a linearly and chronologicaily amtnged text. Lund of the Good Shadows is 

divided hto three sections, "Childhood," "Wie and Widow," and "Anauta Looks At Our 

World." A last chapter, "1s This Civilkation?", examines the problems in American 

society. The final section by Washbume and Anauta is entitled "Anauta Today," and 

serves to reinforce the stereotypes of Inuit promoted throughout the book. It includes an 

admiring final description: 

Anauta has the v h e s  of her people-courage, helpfûiness, humor, 

absolute dependability, resourcefùlness, straightforward honesty, the 

ability to work long and hard, and those complementq attributes, the 

enjoyment of sociability and a love of solitude. . . . They form the pattern 

of the Eskirno's social development and corn infancy every child is 

educated to adjust to this pattern. (3 19) 

Following this chapter appears a section, the title of which, "The End of My Story 

By Anauta Herse&" suggests a separation from the remahder of the book, yet it is told in 

the same style as the rest. Here Anauta reiterates the strong ties that bind her to her 

people: 

As for me, someday, perhaps, when I am no longer needed here, 1 shail 

retum to the land of my birth. Then, ifmy hand has not lost its skill, 1 shall 

spear fish and birds, set traps, harpoon the seal from the edge of the ice, 

follow the caribou to their feeding grounds. . . . And when the tirne cornes 

for the long sleep 1 shall be content knowing that I have corne home to my 

people in the Shadows. (322) 



These headelt allusions to authentic Inuit life appear throughout. In fact, the 

coiiaborators seem to feel a need to attest often to the authenticity of the text. After 

Anauta's chapter appears a postscript including letters fiom a Hudson's Bay Company 

officiai praising Anauta's father for his pleasant personality and his loyaity to the company, 

and other Ietters, including one fiom "Minnie," the daughter whom she lefi behind in 

Newfoundland, concerning the death of her brother, Sai~rno.'~ Then corne the syllabics of 

the BafEn Island Eskimo alphabet and a glossary of Inuktitut tenns used in the book. Such 

documents undencore the value, importance, and "tmthN--hence the authority-of the 

whole autobiographical text. 

Examination of genealogy and autobiography still leaves this reader unconvinced; 

Sarah Eliabeth Ford remains a character of mystery and intrigue. She demonarates the 

validity of Lejeune's statements: "How can we think that in autobiography it is the lived 

life that produces the text. when it is the text that produces the We!. . . Telhg the truth 

about the self, constituting the self as complete subject-it is a fantasy" (13 1). How much 

of Anauta's persona was invented and how much reai? Was she sincere or just a very 

clever performer? A practical woman who needed to make her living, she must have 

known how to please and attract audiences. Did she purposely portray herseif and her 

people as more primitive and "uncivilized'' than she and they reaiiy were, in order to draw 

more followers on her lecture circuit? Or was this the work of storyteiler washbume?17 

What resulted was the invention of an ideai society, but a practical bent may have 

motivated the coliaboraton: the stories could b ~ g  money and enhance interest in 

Anauta's lecture tours. 
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The contradictions continue in the advertising pamphlet, Anmrtu, and newspaper 

articles that reported on those tours. She was cleverly marketed by an advertising agency, 

which produced a large brochure depicting her in a coloured photograph in Native dress, 

hand uplifted towards the bright northem lights." Inside the cover is a brief biography 

detailing her proficiency in tasks performed by the Inuit, k e  sewing and hunting, and 

t e h g  of the tragedy of her husband's death and her subsequent travels in Canada and the 

United States. It ends with a reference to her ruling ideology: "Any smail portion of this 

amazing Iie, as presented by ANAUTA [sic], gives an audience a narrative of breath- 

taking interest--full of thought and opening a new 'Philosophy of Life"' (Anuzitc~). A four- 

paragraph quotation from a newspaper article, "Eskirno Speaker Amuses Chautauqua 

Audience," follows; it emphasizes her sense of humour and depicts her being "besieged by 

individuals from her audience who were eager to know more." Below this article appear 

appellations, given her by "enthusiastic cornmittees," including "the White Seal of the 

Frozen Wastes," "the Humonst From Baffin-Land," and "A Bnlliant Star of the Northern 

Lights." The next page begins with another description of her, in which she agrees with 

the explorer Stefansson that the people of the far North are the happiest people on earth. 

She is aIso described as "a close %end of Dr. Grenfeil." The vuriter mentions that she "has 

a strain of English in her blood." The brochure proceeds to cite sixteen headlines about 

Anauta nom various Arnerican newspapers of the 1940s. The last two pages offer twenty- 

eight one-paragraph quotations fiom various clubs, schools coleges, t o m  hails, and 

universities concerning her success and charm as a speaker. One such example quotes 

Clyde E. Wddrnan, president of Depauw University, Greencastle, Indiana, who wrote on 3 
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November 194 1 that '"Anauta' delighted a large audience; her lecture was perfectly timed. 

The main thing which the faculty and students cornmented about was her philosophy of 

Me. Her inauence on the college was wholesome." 

Obviously, Americans were very interested in Anauta as a speaker; the reasons for 

this popularity may have been numerous and diverse. Perhaps she answered a need for a 

retum to basic values after the war years. Her simple philosophy of life proved very 

appealing to her audiences. Indeed, as David Shi explains, 

[tlhe pastoral urge, the agrarian myth, the Adamic identity, the noble 

savage, the Jacksonian persuasion, and the image of the New World garden 

have been recumng themes in American thought, themes that have 

fiequently intersected with the ided of simplicity. (7) 

Not many Americans actually put such ideals into practice, and the notion of a ''New 

World garden" far away in the fiozen Arctic may have been appeding not just because of 

its ide& of sharing, community, and anti-materialism, but also because of its safe distance 

from Amencan society. 

Anauta lectured to a variety of audiences in the United States: school children, 

church congregations, women's clubs, university students, radio lineners, Kiwanis clubs, 

and Masonic lodges. The Cincinnati Zïmes-Star described her as "a linle Eskimo woman 

gayly clad in her Native costume." The writer elaborated: 

Anauta's coat of bear skin was covered with bright beads. Her deer-skin 

trousers and Ieather shoes were worn with the fùr on the inside and around 

her head she wore an ermine band. Copper pennies dangling fiom her coat 



jingled m e d y  as she wallced. ("Eskimo Pualed") 

Her topics umaily included details of her life in the North and references to her book, 

Lmd of the Good Shadows. 

She particularly interested herself in refiiting faise notions about Inuit: "She 

enjoyed especiaily, she said, debunking accepted 'truths' about her people-that they 

'never take a bath from the day they're bom till the day they die,' that they eat raw meat, 

that they enter their 'ice houses on hands and knees'" ("Eskuno Woman" 24). She ofien 

emphasized that her people did not eat fats ("Baffin" 2, "Woman's" 3), reiterating that it 

was "not true that Eskimos eat oily blubber-we eat the meat-not the blubber-eat the 

meat d e r  it is 'cooked' by being frozen several days" ("Eskimo Puzzied"). She decried 

her audiences' ignorance and said on at least one occasion that she resented being called a 

"blubber eater," reminding Americans that "when 1 see you eat so much butter, 1 think you 

are blubber eaters'' ("Anyone" 7). She added more information for the board of directors 

of the Town Club in Buffalo, stressing that Inuit ate meat that was nahirally saited "by the 

animais licking the ice" and that it was fiost-dned for three days after killing and needed 

no cooking ("Real"). She also stated that Eskimos lived in igloos built of snow and not ice 

("Baffin" 2, "Eskirno Punled") and that they never had colds, that in fact there was no 

sickness, as genns could not survive in the cold clirnate ("Bafnn"). She aiso asserted that 

Eskimos did not nib noses as a sign of affection ("Eskimo Pualed").'9 She described their 

sharing aninides, their belief in a Good and Bad Spirit, and their absolute abhorrence of 

murder and thefi ("Eskimo ~uzzled").'~ 

In detailing her own We, she afnrmed that her age was unknown, as were the date 
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of her husband's death and the dates of birth of her three daughters ("Clocks" 1); ages 

were not recorded ("Baffin"). She described events detaiied in her autobiography, 

mentioning again the coincidence of the ticket agent who inspired her to go to Indiana 

("Anyone") and her arrivai in Newfoundland after her first husband's death with no 

knowledge of the English langwge or American customs ("Eskimo To Speak," "Eskimo 

Woman" 24, Lasher). Her first husband was described as a victim of a shark ("Anyone")." 

The power of her personality was duly noted by the press: "She captivated her 

audience, holding their attention throughout her lecture with the charm of her personaiity 

and with quick, descriptive gestures that added much to her words" ("Eskimo Woman" 

13). She did not hesitate, however, to criticire American society, and the newspapers 

seemed to enjoy reporting her rebukes of urban Americans, as when she told her audience 

of club women in Vincennes, Indiana that she sympathized with them: "'1 feel sony for 

you people,' she said, laughing with the quick, charming wit of her warm personality. 

'You spend too long in one place. You clean wallpaper, wash woodwork and paint, you 

do curtains-oh my, oh my!"' (Eskimo Woman" 24). In Athens, Ohio, Anauta lectured on 

the fiantic Pace of "civiiized" iife: 

"Americans huny too much," said smaii energetic Anauta, an 

Eskimo who has been lecturing to Athens groups this week. "They 

hurry even when they have no place to go or nothing to do. And the 

women-their lives are so futile; they live merely to be entertained 

and then to die, aiways they m u a  be going to their bridge club, to a 

lecture, or to some other place to be amused, never do most of 



them make themselves necessary to the people around them outside 

of perhaps their own family." (Lasher) 

Some of her fernale audience in Chicago were moved to jealousy: "Women attending a 

luncheon of the Executives' club in the Sherman hotel yesterday sighed with envy as they 

heard described to them a land where no woman has to clean house and where a woman 

may fib about her age ail she wants, with no one to prove her wrong" ("Addressing"). 

In her lectures, Anauta also described Inuit as "a kindly people" who could not 

understand "how the so-called civilized peoples can slay each other by the tens of 

thousands in a world war" ("Eskimo Punled"). In Ohio she lectured once more on the 

peds of civilited life, but did admit to some advantages of living in urban Amenca: "Your 

electric lights and your religion are wonderful things, however. The story of Jesus is the 

one thing 1 would like to take back to my people. OtheMnse they are far better off without 

'civiliition"' (Lasher). She stressed her people's innocence and peacefulness and offered 

her brother as an example of their pleasant nature. She gave details of his request that she 

send him a mirror. When she asked hirn why, 

he wrote me, "Why, Anauta, 1 thought you would know. Laughter is good. 

Now I cm look hto the looking glas and laugh any old t h e  1 want to." 

"That is why," Anauta said, "my brother broke up the looking glas h o  

s m d  pieces. He wanted everybody at home to laugh, too." ("Eskimo 

Woman" 24)= 

Foflowing her lectures, Anauta often mswered questions and signed autographs ("Eskimo 

Woman" 24). 
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Despite her English heritage, she was obviously detemhed to portray herself as an 

authentic Inuk. Were Anauta's Inuit a race unto themselves? Reference is made in Lond of 

the GoaiShadows to an old Inuk named Peter, who helped care for the orphaned child of 

William Ford's hunting cornpanion: "Minnie formed a great attachent to him, prefemng 

this ugly black Eskimo to ail others" (Land 238). Was this description of an "ugly black 

Eskirno" a reflection of Washbume's biases and a sign that Anauta was more acceptable 

because she looked more k e  a white woman than a Native?" Were this reflection of bias 

and this portrayal of her tacitly agreed to by Anauta? Were the lighter-skinned rnixed- 

bloods more acceptable and "real" in the collaboraton' eyes? Are the Inuit whom Anauta 

describes actually her own close-knit group of mked-bloods, seen as superior to other 

full-blood Inuit? The book refers to the difFerent kind of Inuit of Nachvak, Labrador, 

darker-skinned and strangely clothed, all unable to read or write: "this seemed strange, for 

in her homeland a person would be ashamed to have his child grow up and be so ignorant" 

(1 18-19). In his George River post journal, her fint husband, William Ford, makes 

numerous references to "Huskies" (Buckner, Descenrirms 41-42).*' He seems not to 

clearly ailude to dogs, but may refer to Inuit; if so, this reference suggests a separation 

between hirn and them. In fa* he appears not to have had any Inuit blood (8, 1 l)? 

It seems evident that Washbume portrayed Anauta as much more the primitive, 

noble, naive savage than she realiy was. AIthough it is impossible to say how much Anauta 

figured in the wrîting, Anauta's daughter asserts that her mother Otely strongly influenceci 

the text (Buckner, Letter 1997). The stereotype of the exotic and unsophisticated Native 

may have catered to the tastes of the Amencan public of the 1940s, but the contradictions 
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in that stereotype aiso interest the reader. It appears that Anauta wished to portray herself 

as naive with respect to the unpleasant aspects of civilkation, but as wiser with respect to 

the simple, sensible Me. Whether she was advised to do so in part by her marketing 

Company or whether she chose to represent herselfin this manner is difncult to determine. 

Her daughter refers to her pleasing nature: 

She seemed to be happiest when she would dress in her Eskimo suit and 

entertain a crowd of people. She seemed to know jus what to say whether 

it was a room f i iU  of male Eiks or small children. She never disappointed 

the program chairmen responsible for her appearance. She didn't reflect a 

hard Lfe-she was always smiles. (Buckner, Letter 1997) 

Cenaidy, details included by Anauta in her lectures accord with those found in 

Land of the GoodShadms. She likely instinctively knew what the public wanted and 

expected. Perhaps the lecturer also began to or felt obliged to live up to the story and 

persona of the book. However, it is also possible that she had been raised on Inuit myths 

by OomiBWc and wanted others to enjoy stories as much as she did. Whether her tales 

were tme or not, her audiences seemed inspired and pleased. "Tmth" in autobiography is, 

after dl, nebulous. How important is the ccautobiographical contract" when the 

autobiographer deems illusion more important than facts? If anything, Anauta's lectures 

and text show how easiiy the genre may be manipulated and how credulous its audience 

may be. 

Where, then, does autobiography end and fiction begin? Paul John Eakin believes 

that memory and imagination have become so closely entwined in autobiography that they 



are scarcely distinguishable (6). In Lund of the Good Shadows, narration in the third 

person adds to a fictional atmosphere. Funher, it was not just the Amencan coliaborator 

who controiied the portrayal of the complicated "self'; Sarah Elizabeth Ford's imagination 

defitely iduenced that depiction. Her "self" was invented to sel an autobiography and 

to amuse a gullible audience. There is no doubt that she was a very aware and intelligent 

coliaborator who manipulated stereotypes to serve her own ends. In doing so, she also 

manipulated the autobiographical text, incii ig it towards the novel. Land of the G d  

Shadows strongly suppons Eaklli's argument that 

[alutobiographical truth is not a fixed but an evolving content in an 

intricate process of self-discovery and self-creation, and, further, . . 

. the selfthat is the center of aii autobiographical nanative is 

necessarily a fictive structure. (3) 

The book and the attitudes voiced in her lectures dramatically present an ongoing 

métissage. Anauta, a person caught between cultures, nevettheless found herself a living in 

the contact zone, despite its dificulties and sornetirnes negative connotations, so that by 

the late 1940s she no longer felt caught but cornfortable. However intncate her story is 

for researchers, its complexity attests to one person's successful exploitation of métissage. 

It seems that Anauta did not set out to de@ the dismal social identity awaiting those of 

mixed blood in North America, but that her life does attest to just such a defiance. She 

belies and defeats the prescnptive rules of the dominant culture and presents the person of 

Native heritage in a very positive iight. Her life and her text offer extreme evidence at the 

positive end of the spectnim, and t e s t e  to the intelligence and creativity of a person who 



refuses to be assidated and insists on lauding an Aboriginal identity. 

This forcefiil championhg of a Native identity is carried on in yet another 

colIaborative work, ïkasher: S M  Row Eskirno (1976), by Anthony Apakark Thrasher 

and journalists Gerard Deagle and Alan Mettrick. Thrasher, like Anauta, experienced Me 

in the contact zone, but his experiences proved negative and eventuaily Ianded him in 

prison. He speaks from a situation of incarceration, stiii refusing to forget his people in the 

North and the place fiom which he came. His voice is fltered through the editing of two 

othen; hence, issues of collaboration play a strong role in his book, as they do in Land of 

the Good Shudms. 



Notes 

1. The "good shadows" in the title dudes to the Northem lights, explained in the t ea  

as having been placed in the sky to help the Inuit (28). 

2. Anauta's daughter by her second marriage, Mary Buckner, writes that 

Mother met Mrs. Washbume in Chicago while on a lecture 

tour. Mrs. Washburn [sic] had m e n  some children's 

books. She encouraged Mother to put her life story in print 

and promised to help her arrange chapters and find a 

publisher. Mother wrote the stones and Mrs. Washbume 

put it in book fom. Mn. Washburne couldn't write about 

the North as she had no knowledge of Inuit life. Mother did 

two books later by herself as she learned the technique. 

ChiIdren of the Blinard and WiZd Like The Foxes can still 

be ordered special edition. . . . (Letter 1996) 

3.  Mary Buckner States that Anauta was popular as a lecturer: "in the 1940~4960s 

she traveled the nation bringing laughter to school groups, clubs and churches7' 

(Letter 1996). 1 note that my reliance on Buckner's view could be contested, she 

being a daughter of Anauta and not Anauta herself. However, for the purposes of 

this argument, Buckner's recoiiections are being regarded as accurate and oKered 

in good fêith. 

4. In February 1997 Buckner wrote to the author as fouows: 

1 would Say mother had a hard life both in the North and in Indiana 
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The North had its hardships but so did Indiana. M e r  my birth she 

lo s  two infant daughters-one to pneumonia and one to a smallpox 

shot. She worked for a tirne in a factory that made batteries. This 

was during the depression when times were tough for everyone. 

5 .  Mary Buckner reports that "the reception of 'Land of the Good Shadows' wasn't a 

financial success as another Eskimo book was released at the sarne tirne. The 

market wasn't large enough for two Eskimo books" (Letter 1996). 

6. My research indicates a different date of publication for Chitdren of the Bt i~nrd 

(1952), which lists Heluiz Washburne and Anauta as its authors. In its 

introduction, Washburne states that "most of the things that happened to Salumo 

in this book really happened to Anauta" and that Anauta had related to her many 

of the stones that appeared in it (6). WildLike ïke Faxes (1956), told in a similar 

style, Lias Anauta as the only author. 

7. Kjellarom's Eskirno M d g e  points out that there is conflicting information 

regarding sexual practices arnong the "Eskimosn and states that "the more 

probable tmth of the matter, in general, is that sexual inexperience has by no 

mems been anything in the nature of a demand in comection with mamage, and it 

has been neither expected nor appreciated" (24). In referring to initial heterosexual 

contacts, Kjeilstrom reports that children saw the sex act penormed at an early age 

and ofien tried to imitate their elders: c'coitus was practised during puberty, and 

somethes even before pubenf (25). Rasmussen aiso refen to boys and girls 

among the Netsilingrniut of the Boothia Peninsuia "lying together" as early as age 
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ten or twelve (Netriük 197). 

8. The cornmon practice arnong the Polar and Hudson Bay Inuit of eating blubber 

and fat as weii as meat is mentioned by Peter Freuchen in his Book of the Eskimos 

(98). Rasmussen mentions the consumption of blubber by the Netsilingrniut as well 

(Netdik 45). 

9. Freuchen refers to the ancient practice of spousal exchange and aates that "the 

Eskimos' rather free sexual mores are based on the necessities of their way of life 

as well as on their point of view concerning marriage" (57). Statements of Baffin 

Island Inuit conceming their relations with American and Scottish whalers also 

contradia Anauta's statements. In When The WhaIers Were Up North (1989), 

Dorothy Eber points out that numerous Inuit on Baffin Island have white whaler 

ancestors. Rasmussen describes the rules of wife exchange arnong the Netsilik 

Inuit (Netsilik 1 9 5) .  

10. According to Descendants of John Ford. Kingsbridge, Devon, the Ford family 

genealogy compiled by M q  Buckner, the father of Anauta was George Ford, the 

son of John Ford of Devon, England, and John Ford's second wife, Mary Ann 

Summers, of Cupids, Newfoundland (v). Anauta's mother @om at Davis Met, 

Labrador) was Harriet Merry£ield, daughter of Elizabeth Lane of Zoar, Labrador 

and of Thomas MerrySeld of Devonshire, England (95'98). A photograph in the 

family genealogy shows George and Haniet Ford and their fàmiiy (iicluding 

Anauta as a young girl of perhaps ten), aii in proper English dress; the photo was 

apparently taken in St. John's, Newfoundand (95). 
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1 1. This was Hamiet Lavinia Ford. A second daughter, Dorothy Jean Ford, was bom 

in 1912, and a third, Wielrnina Watson Ford, was born in 1914, after her father7s 

death (Buckner DescendLmts 3 9). 

12. See "Anyone" and "Clocks." 

13. Buckner writes that "after Mother began lecturing she wanted to appear to be 

more Eskimo than she was so she giossed over her English background. Probably 

why she didn't mention the Ford hotel" (Letter 1997). 

14. The excerpted newspaper article, entitied "Lady of the Snows: Story of a Dream 

and Romance," by Mildred Schoen, gives no newspaper title, nor date and place of 

publication. Mary Buckner has no knowledge that her mother went to school 

(Letter 1996). 

I S. See "Anyone." Also, Mary Buckner elaborates in her 1997 letter to the author: 

I've never quite known how my mother and father rnanaged 

a courtship. But 1 am sure they knew each other in 

Twillingate. The Ford hotel and the Blackmore house were 

neighbon. My father said he went to school with William 

Ford, mother's first husband. When my father went back to 

Twillingate to pick up his mother and take her to Indiana, 

he must have persuaded mother to corne to Indiana later. 

Mother üked the story of buying a long ticket which just 

happened to be Indiana It always got a laugh. I would say 

that some of her stories probably did happen to other people 



she had known. 

16. Wihelmina was bom in 1914. She was left behind with relatives in St. John's, 

Nedoundland, when her mother and two older sisten went to the United States. 

17. Mary Buckner adds: 

Yes 1 would Say mother had a strong Say in the writing of 

the book. And yes she would show herself to be more 

Native than she was. And she would have a right to feel that 

way. As I understand it she was brought up by Oomiàlik, 

mother of the hunter that died. So she reaiiy lived in two 

worlds-English when she was with her parents and Eskimo 

when with Oomiàlik. Her mother was part Eskimo also so 

she Iearned the language and customs well. Mr. Steffanson 

[sic] used mother to translate Eskimo passages for him in 

his works. (Letter 1997) 

18. The brochure, kindly provided by May Buckner, gives no indication of author, 

page numbers, or date of publication. 

19. Freuchen also refen to rubbing noses and States that "the custom was of no 

particular significance, other than olfactory," although he later qualifies this remark 

by stating that noses were perhaps important in a sensual way (87-88). Rasmussen 

observed nosarubbing by the winner of an Inuit game; he "kissed aii the women 

one by one, placing his arms round their necks and nuPling violentîy at their 

noses" (wlik 83). 
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20. Rasmussen refers to numerous incidents of murder (Netsilik 54,205) among the 

Netsilik and to theft nom strangers, although stealing nom felow countrymen was 

apparently very rare (200). Freuchen refers to both murder and thefi among some 

Inuit (1 1 4  125). 

2 1. The author of "Clocks," the article in the Columbus (Ohio) Disparch, stated, 

however, that her husband's and fiend's "doom was sealed by greedy whales" (6). 

22. In studio photographs in the Ford fiimily genealogy, Anauta's two brothers appear 

attired in sophisticated and proper English dress both as boys and later as adults 

(Buckner, Descenhts 95, 109- 1 O, 1 12, 1 17). 

23. Photos of Anauta show her distinctly Caucasian features, although she did have 

olive skin and dark hair. 

24. On 3 L May 19 1 1, Ford refers to a boat: "Got 'Lily' in ballast and will be ready to 

start tomorrow for the Huskies." By 5 August there was "no sign of 'Lily' coming 

up with the Huskies." On 9 October, "Eskirnoes [were] aiil here and unable to 

leave. . . . AU employed attending to Huskies." On 25 December, "Christmas Day. 

Huskies left this morning" (qtd. in Buckner, Descendmts 4 1-42). 

25. W i a m  Ford was the offspnng of John Ford of Kingsbridge, England and Lavinia 

Learning, who was born in Cartwright, Labrador and whose parents were fiom 

Leamington, England and Carbonear, Newfoundland (Buckner, Descendmits 8). 



Chapter Three 

Waming from the Contact Zone: Tony Thrasher, Skid Row Eskimo 

When 1 was in Spy Hill, 1 spent most of my days and nights in my cell, 

putting my thoughts down on paper. My lawyer, Wdiiam Stilweil, told me: 

"Recaii everything you can, Tony." It was something to do to pass the 

time, and it was also a way of educating myself. And 1 thought that maybe 

some day my writing would be read by Eskimo children and they would 

know what to watch out for, so they wouldn't end up like me, in a white 

man's cage. (Thrashet: Skid Row Eskimo 132) 

People Living in "contact zones" usually encounter "conditions of coercion, radical 

inequality, and intractable confiict" (Pratt, Imperia1 6). Some of these people tum to 

writing, expressing feelings of victimization as they relate their life stones. Caught in 

situations of turrnoil, they must adopt new strategies for suMvaI in societies in transition, 

for life in such cornrnunities entails hybridity, fluctuation, and an interchange of ideas. 

Some writers mive for a cultural mixing, through which they may attempt to reclaim 

identities threatened by the pressures of living in a contact zone. Autobiographers caught 

in the middle of these exchanges may have to negotiate amongst stereotypes and counter 

them in creative ways, embracing some generaiizations and refbting others. In so doing, 

they implicitly or perhaps even explicitiy question accepted rules of the traditional canon 

of autobiography and instead establish their own standards. 
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This chapter explores how Anthony Apakark Thrasher (1 93 7- 1989) constructs 

himseif as a victimized, but still powerful, individual who ensures imaginative suMval in 

difncult conditions. It also examines how others influenced his self-representations. He 

remains an autobiographical rebel who retains agency from a position of relative 

powerlessness. His work demonstnites that life writings cannot be easily labelled and 

categorized; it also offers a d i r e n t  perspective for examinhg the autobiographies of 

marginalized people. Such writers, U y  cognizant of the stereotypes often assigned to 

them, may choose to uphold positive conventions while refbting the negative. 

Thrasher, an Inuk f?om the Western Arctic, produced his life writings in the 

particular context of western Canadian prison cells. Pnsonen are generally left with few 

choices and little autonomy: in the penitentiary, the individual is to be classified, tarned, 

corrected, and normalized (Foucault 19 1). Thrasher, however, seems to resist any easy 

categorization amongst the incarcerated or the oppressed. He disconcertingly escapes 

being pigeonholed. Instead, he writes as one who possesses agency, even the power to 

change others' Iives as well as his own. 

On 21 July 1937, Anthony Thrasher was bom in Paulatuk, Northwest Temtories. 

He and his twenty-one siblings were raised by parents with drinking problems, his mother 

dying of alcohol poisoning when he was very Young, and his father and stepmother 

imbibing aicohol fiequently as he grew older. When he was skq Thrasher was sent to a 

Roman Catholic boarding school in Aklavik. He attended this institution until he was 

fourteen, suiFering occasional physicai abuse at the hands of the nuns. While stiU a 

teenager, he was forced to run four miles in winter without boots to avoid a beating fkom 
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his drunken parents, who later drove him from home for good. After holding various odd 

jobs, including reindeer herding, he travelled to Edmonton in 1957 to train as a diesel 

mechanic for the Distant Early Waming Line. Left without money or baggage, he and his 

Inuit companions wound up on Edmonton's skid row. There Thrasher began a long bout 

with alcohol, although in 1965 he managed to quit for a year. 

But on 6 November 1969, in Calgary, he apparently killed Charles Ratkovitch 

when both were intoxicated. Witnesses had seen Thrasher helping the older man reach his 

apartment. Once inside, Ratkovitch suffered bniising, fraaured ribs and nose, laceration of 

the smail bowel, and extensive liver injury, ail evidence of being beaten and stomped. 

Thrasher was arrested later that day for drinking in a public place. Police found that he 

carried two wallets, one of them Ratkovitch's, and that he also had in his possession the 

keys to Ratkovitch's apartment. Thrasher aileged that he could not remember having 

beaten the man, 

So began a case centenng around an exotic and foreign culture, with Thrasher its 

exemplar, for good or il]. Lawyer and judge perceived him as a representative of the Inuit 

"race,"and nirasher himselfappeared to encourage such romanticization. Kis innocence 

and freedom, or his guilt and incarceration, might depend on his adherence to cenain 

stereotypical views of the Inuit. Instead of regarding him as an individual, outsiders saw 

him as a symbol. 

Remanded since the late faii of 1969, arrested and sober by necessity, he decided 

to record his Me stoiy, as weil as his thoughts on Inuit and their predicaments in modem 

times. There was little else to do whiie awaiting trial. When his lawyer, Wtlliam StiiwelI, 



discovered that his client was taking this initiative, he encouraged him to preserve the 

writuigs; Thrasber then sent them to Stilweli in periodic instahents. The lawyer had his 

secretary type up the manuscnpt just as Thrasher wrote it. 

Stilweii was to quote 60m these writings at the murder triai: he likely did so in 

order to elicit sympathy for Thrasher, to show the harm alcohol had done him, and to 

illustrate the cultural distance that existed between Inuit society and that of outsiders. In 

this respect, Stilwell's argument was similar to that invoked at the triais in 1917 of Inuit 

Sinnisiak and Uluksuk, who were accused of murdering two Roman Catholic priests. 

Their lawyer, James E. Wallbridge, stated that the Inuk should be considered primitive and 

child-like, ignorant ofwhite man's civilization, and that he "should be judged not by white 

man's standards, but by the standards of his own people" (Moyles, British 53) . '~t  the 

Thrasher triai, Mr. Justice Riley seemed to take such an argument into account, but he 

nevertheless sentenced the defendant to Meen years in the penitentiary. 

But Thrasher's case did not end with his sentencing. His triai attracted the 

attention of Calgary Herald joumaiist Gerard Deagle, who attended the proceedings, 

heard his testimony and excerpts h m  his writings, and becme interested in working with 

him on his life story. Toronto Star reporter Alan Mettnck, a fiend of Deagle, aiso decided 

to assist in this collaboration. They foiiowed his subsequent apped, set in motion on 3 

ApriI 1970, a few days after sentence was passed. As a result of this appeal, Thrasher's 

sentence was reduced to seven years for manslaughter. His collaborators, their interest 

piqued by Thrasher's writing, then began working with him to produce ?%rashec Skid 

Raw Eskirno, 



The Finished Text 

Thrasher's base manuscript was to be shaped by the two joumalists into the 

collaborative text published in 1976 in clothcover as I;hrmher: Skid Row Eskirno, and 

later the same year in paperback as The lhree Lives of Z%rmher. Dolphin and McCarthy's 

1982 article in Alberta Report claims that "most of the Eskirno's evocative language and 

imagery was presewed" in what were nevertheless termed 'cmdely written" memous (30). 

Unpleasant details of his later life and sexudy explicit descriptions of hornosexuals in 

prison emerge, as do graphic depictions of prison violence, including a riot of the inmates 

of Prince Albert Penitentiary. The selfthat appears is grounded in the material conditions 

ofjail and poverty. Thrasher's existence is inseparable from the life of the outcast and 

prisoner. As the title seems to promise, the focus is on alcohol and its ravaging of the 

Native. 

In his brief analysis of Thraher: Skid Row Eskirno, Bmmbie gives his opinion on 

the editorialinng of the text: 

One suspects that their editonal hand was quite heavy on 

Thrasher's earlier efforts, lighter on the later material, which he 

wrote while he was educating hirnseifin the prison school. There is 

no indication as to which parts of this autobiography were &en 

when, other than intemal evidence which seems to suggest that 

Thrasher wrote his account of his prison years late. Deagle and 

Mettrick supplemented the written record with their own tape 

recordings of his recollections. The result is an extraordinary book. 



. . . This is one of the very good autobiographies. (Annotuted 138- 

3 9) 

Collaboration is a common phenornenon in areas of métissage7' and collaboraton 

sometimes bow to stereotypes in fashioning another's writings. Thrasher's published work 

is itselfan example of hybridity, of what one might c d  "autobiography by cornmittee." 

His "autobiographicai truth" is not just of his own making; because it evolves under the 

auspices of two white joumalists, with their own ideas of what the Native self should be, it 

further cornplicates our view of his character. As Inuk, Thrasher was expected to conform 

to certain noms. 

The two joumalists draw on the common conventional ideas of the Native in 

Canadian literature, as keeper of nature and tradition, close to the land and steeped in 

mystery. They rely heavily on the notion of the noble indigene, closely aiigned with nature, 

threatened by the encroachment of white society and technology.' As Terry Goldie puts it, 

the "noble savage," no ordinary individual, proves more than just a product of nature; he is 

elevated above the generai race (3 1). Indeed, the joumalists' foreword, in the 

romanticizing trend of Thrasher's legal defense, transfomis him into an exemplary figure: 

"In the prime of his life he became a symbol of something new that was happening in the 

fiir north, a crutch for a niggardly white conscience'' ( h h e r  vüi). It also places him in 

the context of Inuit myth: c'Thrasher's antecedents go fàr back into the haunting antiquity 

of Eskirno mythology. He is descended fiom medicine men'' (x). Mettrick and Deagle 

honour Thrasher's words by describing their own scepticism, apparentiy later overcome 

after a thorough check of the details of his story. They characterize their task as one of 



collating the manuscript into a narrative and then to "authenticate that narrative as 

thoroughly as possible and expand it" (x). 

They reference the tntth-value of a "diary" and then the truth-value ofjournalistic 

research. There seems to be an irnplicit necessity for nonoNative, non-convict, non- 

alcoholic approval in order to validate Thrasher's autobiography. The actual details of the 

book's expansion are difiïcult to determine. Perhaps Mettrick and Deagle had their own 

ideas ofwhat would appeai to the public, fiom their experience in their own particular 

medium. Deagle inte~ewed Thrasher extensively in his cell and obtained there the details 

of various parts of the published book. Prison occurrences, as well as descriptions of life 

and acquaintances on skid row, flesh out the collaborative work. Legends of the oral 

tradition are contrasted with life in jail and on the streets; the romantic past and the gritty 

present are juxtaposed and contrasted. 

Khrerher: Skid Row Eskmo is notable for its incongruencies of style and oddities 

of stnicture. Earthy colIoquialisms oAen combine with an ajr pathos: "1 see us staMng 

while others get rich f?om the oit and minera1 resources, cmshed by the emerging giant 

like a page out of Eskimo mythology" (154). In this passage, the heedless white culture 

pulverizes the helpless Inuit. Thrasher's coiiaboratoa help recreate him as a romanticized 

Inuk "type," a symbolic survivor of a deteriorathg culture, victimized by a rapacious 

Other. 

Although Mettrick and Deagle might have promoted their own political agenda, to 

show the Native as the prey of outsiders' greed and corruption, Thrasher also promoted 

his. He may weii have played upon his audience's sympathies in an opportunistic way. 



Collaboration often involves mixed motives, but the subject rnay speak agaùist 

appropriation; 'bcolaboration does not necessarily mean capitulation7' (Goldrnan 183-84). 

Thrasher's own voice may emerge in Thraher: Skid Row Eskirno. Emphasizing Ioss of 

agency, as in the manuscript, the foreword presents hirn as a scapegoat, a casuaity of 

alcoholism and alienation; by beginning and ending identicdy--"We have been silent too 

long" (XJmsher xi, 164)-the text reifies both Thrasher's aatus as victirn and his aatus as 

soothsayer on whose wise insights Inuit salvation rnight be established, so that his demise 

will not have been in vain. He identifies himself as an "easy target," a marginaîized figure 

imprisoned iike an &al in a foreign environment. But he continuaily refers to myth and 

history to elevate himseIf and his people, if not to transcend his squalor. Such references, 

common in the printed book, serve as a temporary escape from the place of incarceration 

or suEering, and boost the seiGesteem so lowered by prison surroundings. The depiction 

of a dead man, his skuii split open on the pavement of skid row, is followed by a Iyricai 

description of an old-tirne Inuit farnily living off the land (ïhmher 10 1); as Thrasher 

writes, "The deeper 1 got into Skid Row and Iiquor, the more 1 would drearn of the 

North" (102). The North becomes a haven, but not a utopia without pitfalls. The 

challenges of battling the elernents render the individual hardier and stronger, no longer a 

victim, but one whose awareness of environment and cultural identity aids sumival. Yet 

this is as iiiusory as Thrasher's dreams, for the profoundly dominant direction of the 

book's plot is downward. 

Thrasher's motives for composing his life story may have been mixed. He seemed 

to possess a genuine hope of b e t t e ~ g  the lot of his people, but a desire for redemption 
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may also have influenced his writing. Robin McGrath attributes to Thrasher's work an 

effort to win acceptance from the Inuit community, to absolve himseif of the crimes he 

committed (Candan 90). McGrath does not agree that Thrasher murdered no one. She 

did not delve further into the intricades of his work, but summarily registered her 

disapprovai of it: 

Written by Tony Thrasher while he was serving a jd sentence for 

killing a man in a Calgary bar, ïhrarher is a horrifjing portrait of 

cultural disturbance. The author recalis drunken sprees with 

obvious relish, makes some dreadfblly racist remarks about blacks 

and Indians, and shows little inclination to take responsibility for his 

anti-social behavior. The most appailing thing about the book is 

that you corne away fiom it with a certain reluctant section for the 

man. (89-90) 

Thrasher, then, if one can accept McGrath's response as widely representative, did 

not behave the way Inuit "should." No ideal huk, he disturbs the homogeneity of al1 

"Others." He did not always adhere to the expectations of readen and critics, but this 

audience was accustomed to depictions of Inuit issuing fiom the pens of outsiders, not 

fiom Inuit themselves. Alternatively pictured as child-Ne, primitive, or inherently violent,' 

Inuit seemed to pouess no voices of their own. Rarely have Canadian authors considered 

in any depth the opinions and identities of Inuit; when they do, stereotypical notions of a 

smiling, passive, acquiescent race usudy prevail, as ethnographer Hugh Brody, one of the 

exceptions, points out in Living Arctic (1 9). 



A Complex Identity 

Thrasher's voice comes as a shock to readers accustomed to conventionally 

passive Inuit characters, for he tends to disrupt and question outsiders' conceptions of the 

Native. He acts as the camy Native informant, explainhg the Inuit to ignorant outsiders, 

reporting from Edmonton's skid row, and then prison. And, as is comrnon in such contact 

zones, the "autoethnographer" represents himself in an act that involves some 

coUaboration with, and adoption of. the idioms of the conqueror or colonizer (Pratt, 

Imperial7). Thrasher identifies himself as v i a h  instead of accused, attempting to right 

injustice through his testimony as one who has suffered diiectly fiom the ills of southem 

civilization. Dealing with cultural shock and necessary adaptations, he then proceeds to 

confront the negotiations required in an area of métissage. 

Acting as both ethnographer and explorer in a southem society, he recounts his 

story fiom a particular area ofconflict, as well as of compromise and dialogue. Thrasher 

reporrs on a different culture, but hardly fiom the point of view of the disinterested 

outsider. ClifFord Geert~ enurnerates the many factors acting on the ethnographer: the 

"self." landscape, isolation, the local population, the memory of home, the passions, and a 

sense of vocation (Worh 77). There is an increasing tendency to nervousness about that 

"self' ÛI ethnographic writing, dong with a sense that ethnography is more and more a 

"work of art and imagination" (135). Autobiography and ethnographic account tend to 

merge and overlap. James ClBord refers to the fieldwork account C'yiefdmg to 

autobiography and self-port&" (CWord and Maas  14) and to ethnography as a kind of 

"performance" (98). That once-lauded idea of scientific detachment is now overshadowed 
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by the idea of the fieldworker's self intervening openiy in the ethnographic experience.' 

Thrasher does not suppress his emotions; he seems to foliow these recent trends in 

anthropology which suggest that the ethnographer caxmot help his own involvement and 

should acknowledge it. Thrasher also practices some form of "sdvage ethnography" in 

which he captures the traditions of a supposedly vanishing culture (that of the Inuit). In 

addition, he embodies what Mary Louise Pratt calls the "naive informant tumed hustler"; 

he becomes a representative of "the indigenous people who, specifically through the 

ethnographic content, have acquired a vested interest in westemization and a concrete 

day-to-day link with the larger structures of exploitation" ("Fieldwork" 44). He reports on 

the southemers' ways only to criticize them for their detrimental effect on Inuit. 

As explorer, he descnbes himself, Kiviok-like, as a wanderer, one cunous about 

new ways and interested in knowledge. However, instead of attaining glory and enhanced 

self-esteem in his adventures, he courts disaster due to lack of education about southem 

society. His is not the thnisting gaze Teny Goldie scribes to explorers' narratives (1 5);  

Thrasher does not try to possess the outside culture, whereas Goldie states that white 

explorers sought indigenization (42). Instead, Thrasher seeks a point of cornfort, an 

adaptation. Whereas explorers of the North usually imposed their own points of view on 

the native, Thrasher must align his attitudes with southern mores and change his behaviour 

if he is to s u ~ v e .  He particularly emphasizes the iIi efFects of alcohol on a people unaware 

of its  danger^.^ Addressing himseif to both Native and nonoNative interlocutors, he 

d e s d e s  the adjustments involved in a hybrid culture, and warns Inuit of the dangers: 

'Yeu can never tell who you7U meet on Skid Row, or what they're up to. They see a 
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simple Eskimo who knows nothing of h e - u p  artists, bookies, loan sharks, crooked 

ticket-seIIers, bootleggers, pimps, prostitutes, queers, muggers, and they prey on you" 

(ï3rasher 96-7). 

In some ways he still resists the colonizer's rules. In adopting this position of 

resistance, he does fit into the expected noms for skid row residents. Hugh Brody refen 

to the distinctive subculture of skid row, with its "colonially exploited groups" (Indians 3) 

and a "conspicuous disregard for the dominant mores of Canadian society [that] solidifies 

the community" (1 9). Furthemore, the majority of Indian criminals are inebriated when 

they commit crimes (22). The rebellion of Thrasher, like that of many skid row residents, 

represents a "more or less complete indifference to the strictures of puritankm in the 

larger society," with no great desire for econornic secunty or advancement (Brody 25, 

30). Perhaps it is this dEerent lifestyle that contributes to the problems the reader 

encounters in trying to pin down his character. The repeated ditnculties of understanding 

his contradictory persona/personae suggest a need to consider them as fonning a skid row 

encIave in the midst of a traditional canon that would have silenced him in the past. 

hdeed, Thrasher furthers the idea of what Neuman calls a "poetics of differences," 

a system that opposes itseifto static and romanticized conceptions ofthe Native. But at 

the same time he embraces a poiitical essentialism that promotes a homogenized view of 

his people. Neuman points out that the autobiographical selfis to some extent passive and 

constmcted by discourse, but that it also may assume agency. Thrasher, by operating from 

a series of positions, Uistances what Neuman identifies in autobiography as "a cornplex, 

multiple, layered subject; not only constructed by difFerences but able to choose, inscribe, 



and make a Herence" ("Poetics" 225). Or so he would have us believe. 

As will be seen, past theorists ofNative autobiography seem to oppose such a 

multiple mbjectivity, instead embracing the idea of communality; in this configuration, the 

individual is viewed as responsible to and strongly comected with his or her community. 

Arnold Knrpat, who concentrates on American Indian autobiography and focuses little 

attention on Inuit life stones, writes that egocentric individualism was never legitimated by 

Native cultures; uniqueness was not pnvileged (For ïkose 29-30). This generality may not 

necessariiy hold true for Inuit societies, where the best hunter is ofken Iauded in myth, and 

the istmzataaq, or informal leader of a group, was usually the best at procunng food 

(Mitchell, From Talking 35). Thrasher's is a narrative of a "hero's" Me, of one who has 

suffered persecution but who nevertheless continues to revere and uphold his "race." 

Thrasher does follow the conventions of Native autobiography in numerous 

respects. Paula GUM Men writes that rnuch Native American writing is imbued with a 

"pervasive sense of uneasiness, of having been shut out or disenfi-anchised, of anger at 

circumstances that have resulted in overt or covert denation ftom the basic source of 

one's consciousness . . . though its expression is often disguised by historically justified 

anger and culturally supported romanticizing of the old ways" (129). Men generalizes in 

some respects about Native cultures; she tends to mythologire Native women and theu 

power in the past (266). However, Warley points to the heterogeneity of Aboriginal 

peoples; she asserts that there have always been differences arnong Native groups, 

languages, and cultures, but that the "discourse of Abonginality has sought to minimize 

those merences in order to mount a politics of resistance based on unity" ("Locating" 
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64). Thrasher is an individuai who dennitely rails against his rnarginalization in both Native 

and nonoNative societies, but he aiso expresses his anger against the injustice he perceives 

peqetrated against his people. He embraces diierence and yet purports to conform to 

Inuit ways. 

He does demonstrate the clear influence of Inuit legend which is not uncommon in 

huit autobiography. He romanticizes old custorns, with his fiequent references to ancient 

tales: "The first of my people came on the ice, blown by the wind, brought by the magie of 

the Northem Lights and the North Wind" (l3rusher L 53). His writing also encompasses 

violence, scatology, and sexuality so ofien sanitized by white editon of Inuit myth 

(McGrath, "Figures" 57). As has been stated earlier in this dissertation, according to 

McGrath, Inuit men ofken base their narratives on legends of two major Inuit epic heroes, 

Kaujarjuk and Kiviok.' The Kaufiarjuk myth involves a poor orphan who gains strength 

after humiliation and eventually takes revenge on his tomentors. The Kiviok myths 

revolve around a strong, womanizing, wandering hunter-hero who is both daring and 

boastfiil. McGrath sees such works as Bob Cockney's I. NuZigak and Peter Pitseolak's 

People F m  Our Side as paralleihg the adventures of one or the other of these heroes 

("Circumventing" 224). 

Thrasher's works, however, seem to be pattemed on both Kaujarjuk and Kiviok. 

Humiliated by his alcoholism and jailed many tirnes before 1970, Thrasher uses his 

wrilings to re-invent himseif and to regain self-esteem. He transfonns hirnseiffiom a 

Kaujarjuk to a Kiviok. Abused by others, bulied at school, he nevertheless cornes to excel 

at physical tasks like woodcutting and is a successfbl hunter. He often refers to his hunting 
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prowess and his success with women, to his physical strength and his travels. His writings 

are to him a source of pnde, a sign of talent and intelligence, a triumph over the conditions 

from which he writes. In the autobiography, he introduces myths and legends that his 

father and grandfather told him, as weiI as the adventures of "real" Inuit living in the 

North. 

Aside fiom refercing to Inuit myth, his works conform to conventions of Inuit 

autobiography in forming testirnonials to upheaval. Inuit autobiographers also comrnorûy 

refute stereotypical ideas about the Inuit and the Nonh. Thrasher, like Minnie Aodla 

Freeman and Nice French, addresses hirnselfto white readers, trying to increase 

outsiders' understanding of Inuit ways of Sie and thus their comprehension of the 

disorienting effects of the contact zone upon huit. Thrasher also follows the perceived 

patterns of Inuit autobiography in his continual efforts to tie his identity to that of a 

communal Inuit society. 

But Thrasher also rebukes that society for its acquiescence and urges change: he 

repeats, "[wle have been dent too long" (Thraher 164). He dues to criticize his own 

people; such a gesture is unumal in a communal culture. He ignores "ilira.," that feeling of 

awe and intimidation often felt by Inuit in the presence ofpowerfbl outsiders (Brody, 

Living 217); instead, he wilIingiy offers his opinions. Wth this constant juxtaposing of the 

individual and communal, we see no real ''tmth," but many pefiormances, and, after we 

read his work, many questions remain. 

Far fiom subordinating hÎs individual views to those of a communal culture, 

Thrasher leaves many traces of a flamboyant personality. He displays energy, vitality, and 



humour in the rnidst of sordid conditions. Constantly asserting himself, transforrning 

hirnseif into a martyr, he telis of his dream visions and his waking aspirations. But he is no 

indigene mysticdy outside of tirne; tirne is crucial to him, as with other prisoners counting 

away the duration oftheir sentences. 

He remained marginalized until the end, "othered" by both whites and Inuit. 

ïhrasher: S ' d  Row fikirno did not receive much critical attention, perhaps because, as 

Ioan Davies comrnents, prison writing in Canada forms a backwater, largely ignored in 

favour of prison writings from other countnes (7). A solitary review by Colin Ross in the 

Canadian Book Review AIIMIO~ for 1976 reads as follows: 

This is a good book. Thrasher's original diary has been worked on by two 

joumalists, and they have done their job weil. Ody occasionally does 

white, southem sentiment creep in. For the most part it rads  convincingly 

iike the unadulterated Thrasher. I crin Say that with some authority, since 

his sister used to make phone c d s  from my shack in Inuvik. (82) 

Once more an outsider expresses the need to find a "pure" Inuk, not under the 

influence of the "othet" The remark about the sister simplifies the character of the Native, 

rendering him readiiy definable and accessible. Such sirnptistic comrnents serve to dismiss 

Thrasher and rob him of agency and complexity. 

Whether or not Thrasher ever read this review or any other about his book is 

unknown. He conthued his dMking afker he gained fieedom fkom his last prison sentence, 

and eventually was found lying in a parking lot Ui downtown Edmonton in July, 1989. He 

died two days later; no fou1 play was suspected. Ody his acquaintances on skid row and 
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the workers who knew him at the hostels he fiequented seemed to accept him. About forty 

of these fiiends, many weeping, filed past his CO& after his funeral. Dennis Barker, a 

worker at Urban Manor, the hostei where Thrasher lived for the 1 s t  years of his me, 

commented, "Me was always hl1 of wit-he could keep you laughg for hours if he was 

in the mood. . . . 1 dearly loved that big bear." Yet Thrasher left the w d s  of Urban Manor 

hII of holes which he had punched in hstration. Hostel director Paul Neville summarized 

the Inuk's Ke: "He wanted to reach out for people, but society didn't seem to reach out to 

him" (Kent). 

This statement seems aptly to describe Thrasher's existence, his never quite 

successfil attempts to cornmunicate, his hstration at being unable to convince others of 

his innocence, and his efforts to transform himself through written Ianguage into a larger- 

than-life figure. When penising Thrasher's works, one may wonder ifthey reflect what is 

commonly seen in post-colonial societies as the ''cultural denigration, the conscious and 

unconscious oppression of the indigenous persondity and culture by a supposedly superior 

racial or cultural model," in a "dialectic of place and displacement" (Ashcrofi et al 9). 

Thrasher uses that idea of conscious oppression to present a wronged self, drained of 

agency, though heroically battiiing harmfiil stereotypes. Alberta Report (1982) States, 

"Although Mr. Stilweli thinks it's time perhaps Mr. Thrasher accepted some responsibility 

for his actions, Mr. Thrasher continues to view himselfas a victim" (Dolphin and 

McCanhy 32). 

To place himselfin a better light, he chooses advantageous ideologies, embracing 

what outsiders would deem the foreign and exotic aspects of his culture and disavowing 
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the label ofMprirnitive savage." Neither pure natural man nor passive colonised subject, he 

instead contradicts both positive and negative depietions of the Inuit. Somehow he is both 

coilaborator and resister, opportunist and dissenter. Marginaiized and disiocated in 

Canadian society by his race and his incarceration, Thrasher strains against imposed 

boundaries. He refiises to be bracketed, reinventing himselfand his culture to suit other 

ideologies and ideals. 

Wnting of, but no longer fiom, the North, he offers little stability as he weaves 

himselfaround stereotypes, skirts huit mythology, and emerges fiom the collaborative 

situation. The "reai" Thrasher remains just out of reach. His works illustrate Eakin's 

assertion that autobiographical truth is not static (17) and "in making the text the 

autobiographer constructs a self that would not otherwise exist" (26). However, Thrasher 

hardly subscribes to Eakin's mode1 of autobiography; the identity he presents often seems 

a fluctuating composite, a combination of an ethnographic as well as autobiographical self. 

Thrasher absorbs some of the alien, outside culture at the same tirne as he espouses the 

authority of his Inuit background; hence, he gives up some of that "purey' Inuit identity 

even as he upholds his hentage and attempts to c lah an ethnographic selfhood as part of a 

disappearing people whose culture he wishes to salvage. 

Seen through the fiIters of his various autobiographical performances as writer, 

alcoholic, Inuk spokesman, and possible murderer, he remains a diïcult subject. Yet his 

works speak to racism and oppression as much as to a criminal's motivations. Aliuding to 

stereotypes of Inuit in order to label h i .  proves hitiess; he transcends conventional 

conceptions of culturai identity and endures instead as a complex se& one whose unusual 
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and compelling life writings preserve a troubling and extraordinary identity. His writings 

cumulatively adumbrate in most agonizllig fashion a body and mind imprisoned between 

two cultures. That space is pGon or skid row or (perhaps) residential school. Here Pratt's 

"radically asymmetrical relations of powef' (Imperia1 7) common to the contact zone are 

clearly demonstrated, and Thrasher cannot emerge unscathed. The negative aspects of 

existence here outweigh the possibilities for improvement or empowerment; the baiancing 

act required of the writer located at the overlapping of contact zone and site of métissage 

is not achieved. Métissage, in this case at lest, is t e m g .  

Thtasher attempts to translate his experiences from a fiightening foreign 

environment, as do numerous Inuit autobiographers. Minnie Aodla Freeman and Alice 

French, the writers whose works are exarnined in the next chapter, also endeavour to 

facilitate understanding of their experiences as Inuit in situations of métissage. They too 

speak from the contact zone, for they aiso eventually left their homes in the North to enter 

very diEerent surroundings. Their experiences proved not as harrowing as Thrasher's, but 

nevertheless they still expenenced culture shock. Through personal i n t e ~ e w s  and their 

autobiographical texts, they, iike Thrasher, wish to explain the ways of Inuit societies and 

to wam young Inuit of the dangers of the outside world. 



Notes 

1. See Moyles's British Law and Arctic Men for full particulars of the 19 17 trials, the 

first rnurder trials of Inuit under white man's law. See aiso MacLaren and 

Laframboise (261) for additional references to the trials of Uiuksuk and Sinnisiak. 

They ais0 refer to the trial of other Inuit, Tatamgana and Aligoomiak, arrested for 

the murders of an R.C.M.P. officer and a white trader. Although "a reprieve was 

sought on the grounds that Inuit were insufficiently familiar with 'the laws of 

civilization"' (245)' the men were executed at Herschel Island on 1 February 1924; 

they were the first Inuit executed for murder under Canadian law. 

2. See Brumble, who states that, of more than six hundred pubiished Indian 

autobiographical narratives, some forty-three pet cent were collected and edited by 

anthropologists and forty per cent edited by other Anglos (AmeRcm 72). 

3. See Moyles and Owram for details about the primitive savagddignified nobleman 

dichotomy, especially as the idea appiied to Canadian Indians viewed from the 

British perspective. 

4. See, for example, the novels of Yves Thénault and the Robert Flaherty film, 

Nmook of the North. 

5. See, for example, Margaret Blackman and Fiorence Edenshaw Davidson's Ocring 

My Time and Blackman's Sade Brower Neakok: An Inupiaq Wurnm, in which 

Blackrnan as ethnographer purposely explains her own feelings and biases and her 

reasons for intervening in the texts. 

6. He foUows other Inuit voices which have, since at least Campbell's diary in 1894, 
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documented the deterioration of their customary ways under the influence of 

alcohol. Thrasher typifies a more recent trend to Inuit written assertion of agency 

in the stniggle with alcohol. Kis book precedes a special issue of the magazine 

Imrit T i ,  entitled Alcoholim: A Northern Dilemma, published in 1978. 

7. For more information on Kiviok and Kaujarjuk, see McGrath's Cmudim Imrit 

Literature, 7 1-72, 



Chapter Four 

Translating Life Writings: Minnie Aodla Freeman nad Alice French 

DEerent texts fiom dEerent locales require us to develop dEerent 

theories and practices of reading, what we might cal1 'stand-point' 

reading practices. Such practices c d  ali of us, positioned 

specifically in our own locales, both to engage the autobiographical 

practices of colonial subjects and to ctitique Our own points of 

observation. (Smith and Watson, De/Coloniring mriii) 

We do not sit with each other long enough to understand each 

other. We do not educate each other enough to understand each 

other' s cultures. (Freeman, "Dear Leaders" 1 8 8) 

Readigs of some academic cnticism of Native women's autobiographies leave 

impressions of these women as foliowing certain estabiished patterns of writing, or 

adhering to certain political beliefs. However, with changhg times and in situations of 

métissage, such impressions may not necessarily be correct, for numerous critics, although 

not weli-informeci conceming Inuit cultures, choose not to consult Inuit writers. Instead, 

they speak for them as ifgranted an intuitive knowledge of thei. opinions, in effea, 

skewing the images of the autobiographers. It appears problematic for some theorists to 

reach beyond such depictions. The temptation is to categorize, rather than to explore the 
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individual woman's life and works, it is adrnittedly diaicult to work without some atternpt 

to fuid commonalities. Additiondy, because Inuit women's works do not readily fit into 

the acadernic canon, scholars have grouped and marginalized them with others of Native 

background. Yet, in the general theorking concerning the genre of autobiography, gaps 

and differences in the writing and among writers frequently occur.' Such dEerences also 

manifest themselves in Inuit women's life writing. But there seems a discodort in dealing 

with texts Eom an untamiiiar culture, and the discrepancies are sometimes glossed over or 

dismissed too quickly. 

The representation of the Inuk woman's voice by the critics and by the woman 

herseif leads to the question of what exactly constitutes "authentic" Inuit wornen's 

autobiography, as this chapter delineates. Sara Sulen points out that 

the claim to authenticity--ody a black cm speak for a black; only a 

postcolonial subcontinental ferninist can adequately represent the 

lived expenence of that culture--points to the great difficulty 

posited by the 'authenticity' of female racial voices in the great 

game that claims to be the first narrative of what the ethnically 

constnicted woman is deemed to want. (760) 

The writings and remarks of Inuit autobiographers Minnie Aodla Freeman and 

Alice French demonstrate the difnculties of translating "aut hentic" Inuit wo rks for 

outsiders; they also attest to the p i a s  of prescriptive notions about Inuit women and 

their wntings. Although Freeman and French appear as translators or interpreters of and 

for their cultures, they do not always adhere stnctly to communal ideas, as Natives have 



been reputed to do$ in their works, we observe the individual wrested fiom the oral 

community, still Linked to it, but continuing to express her own distinctive needs and 

opinions. The reader may ask: are the autobiographical voices of Minnie Aodla Freeman 

and Alice French redy those of "genuine" Inuit? Perhaps the admission that there is likely 

no such person as the "true" Inuk is dinicult to grasp. The tendency to see Inuit as 

unchanging and silent icons of the Nonh may biind the audience to what are very distinct 

dserences among individuals.' And when authors speak fiom sites of métissage, as has 

been demonstrated in earlier chapters of this dissertation, ready generaiizations often 

prove deficient. The dEering strategies of adaptation frequently accompanying a mixture 

of cultures make it difficult to establish patterns. What may appear to the critic as 

politicaily motivated texts, even verging on testimonio, may not seem so to the individual 

Inuk writer. John Beverley notes that "the situation of narration in testimonio has to 

involve an urgency to communicate, a problem of repression, poverty, subalternity, 

imprisonrnent, stmggle for suMvd, and so on, implicated in the act of narration itself' 

(14).4 The struggle for s u ~ v a l  is often emphasized in Inuit autobiographies, either in 

battle with the elements of nature or in enduring the cultural shock fkequently expenenced 

in times of transition or situations of métissage. However, the Inuk writer may define 

"politicai" in a dEerent way, and, given the opportunity, may question a scholar's 

opinions about the purposes behind an autobiographical work. 

Much of my chapter centres on taped inteMews with Minnie Freeman and Aiice 

French, and it must be remembered that the i n t e ~ e w  process itselfrnay be biased by my 

manner of questionhg and the î n t e ~ e w  situations. As Gwen D. Reirner comments on her 
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i n t e ~ e w s  with twenty-five Inuit women in Pangniming in 1992, "[iln retrospect, if 1 had 

done things dEerently, would 1 now know things dEerently?'(78). She adds "[l]ooking 

back on my situation, 1 realize again how limited is the researcher's view of the 'Other's' 

life and culture" (97). Freeman and French are responding directly both to questions 

concemuig the intluence of the autobiographical enterprise on their images of self and to 

requests by me to react to the writings of various critics. The i n t e ~ e w s  cited here involve 

retrospective comments from the Inuit autobiographers themselves, responding afier the 

fact to cnticisms of their works, in particular to the academic discussion of Robin 

McGrath, especially conceming Inuit women's autobiography. 

McGrath has travelled widely in the North and has written extensively and 

impressively on huit texts. Her dissertation on Inuit Iiterature, as weii as her writings on 

huit mythology and poetry, stand as important landmarks in the study of Inuit writings. 

However, 1 would question some of her statements about Inuit autobiography, especidy 

Inuit women's life writings. It is possible that the direction of Inuit women's 

autobiography is changing with tirne; it is also liely that increased consultation with Inuit 

women writers would reveal different points of view. AU-encompassing statements do not 

seem waminted or tenable in situations of cultural change. Both French and Freeman 

implicitly dispute some of McGrath's assertions conceming Inuit women's He stories. 

McGrath's statements in her essay, '%ircunventing the Taboos: Inuit Women's 

Autobiographies," do not necessarily apply to French's later work, The Restless Nomad 

(1992)' which seems to signal a new trend in Inuit women's life writings. McGrath stated 

that Inuit women tend to observe a taboo against drawing attention to themselves as 
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aduits and that they frequentiy fictionalize their lives ("Circumventing" 224). Neither 

French nor Freeman appear to be ~e~effac ing  autobiographers, seldom revealing their 

innermost thoughts, saving their writing until old age. French, in particular, does not 

confine her memoirs to chiidhood incidents, and proceeds to describe her depression as a 

young manied woman, the trials of manied life, and her subsequent divorce and new 

marriage. McGrath also declares that Inuit women did not write about themselves in the 

way men have: "to draw attention to themselves overtly is to invite ridicule" (225). At 

lest  &er she had published her later work, French's view did not align with McGrath's: 

1 don? think so. A lot of the women that I knew growing up-the 

women were the mainstay in Inuit society in the Delta and 1 

couldn't tell you that they were shy . . . in any way to put forward 

their ideas. My grandmother-she was the head of our house, you 

~ O W . ~  

French warns against generalizations about Inuit women: "1 think it depends on the 

individual you know. . . . We aii have our own way of writing" (Inte~ew). 

McGrath also refers to the tendency of Inuit men to include traditional nories with 

their reminiscences, but adds that ". . . Inuit women do not use myths and legends to 

structure their autobiographies" (224). Although, in My Nme is Mmak (9 I), French 

refers to one legend about shamans told by her father, and bt-iefly mentions traditional 

ceremonies for the dead in The RestIess Nomad (142), she includes no other digressions in 

her second book. As she States, she does not remember many oral narratives: '4 did not 

commit to memory as I should have the many stones and legends that the older people had 
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told us by word of mouth, because 1 thought we would always have them. 1 have often 

regretted my carelessness in taking them for granted" (Nomad 136). 

Minnie Freeman, too, has responded to McGrathYs analysis of Inuit women's 

autobiography. She agrees that Inuit women are "cdturdy brought up not to be outward 

as women; it's always been that way"; however, she believes that Inuit women are more 

outspoken today and that since the 1960s there has been a change in their attitude. 

Freeman aiso maintains that she has not fictionalized her Me; in faa, she declases, "1 wish 

mine W ~ S .  made up." She adds, "AU we Inuit women who are writing about the North, the 

weather, the snow and ail these things, rnight be [the] sarne, but Our experiences are very 

dserent fiom one woman to an~ther."~ 

These writers with their diffenng cultural backgrounds seem to have partially 

escaped the confines of tradition, aithough they do acknowledge its importance. Freeman 

refers to the quiet respect show to elders; French alludes to obeying the aged. Freeman 

avows, ". . . as an Inuk brought up with very deep traditional values, 1 found it very hard 

to take the lead, especially as 1 have been raised never to speak out knowledgeably in &ont 

of elders" ("Introduction" 16). Alice French concurs: "Most Inuit girls are taught to listen 

to theù elders and not to question them. Even at home 1 never questioned my elders, like 

my grandmothu; 1 would never speak back to her"; however, she sees young people today 

as much more forward in expressing their opinions (ùite~ew). 

It is clear that Inuit writers, whiie agreeing on some points, do not necessarily 

agree with each other on the purposes of Inuit autobiography, or in their outlook on Inuit 

cultures. There are obvious dissimirarities between Freeman and French, The two writers 
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have met each other and conversed. In a 1997 interview, Alice French spoke of Minnie 

Freeman: 

m e  Freeman and I] don? have sort of long enough tirne to sort 

of talk about everything, but we kind of touch on things, but most 

of aii 1 think what we touch on is the diierence between our two 

cultures. You know, she's nom the east and I'rn from the West and 

we compare a lot because 1 think she's like me; 1 like to know what 

the other h i t  do in dEerent parts of Canada, how do they live, 

what do they hunt, and how do they make their clothing because 

even in our clothing [we] are different, you know. ( In t e~ew)  

Freeman and French assert and establish their identities through their writing, in 

texts that strongly resist labelling. As the introduction to this dissertation asserted, the 

autobiographical selfis affected by multiple and changing factors and circumstances, and 

métissage may encourage a fluid identity. The influences on the Inuk self are no different, 

but such complexity is o h  not taken into account. Inuit societies vary across the Arctic. 

Even in the sometimes strict circumstances of upbringings with clear rules and taboos, in 

t h e s  of cultural upheavd, these d e s  may be defied or forgotten. And they vary with each 

Inuit culture. Moreover, through contact with southem ways, individuais' behavioun and 

perceptions have changed and continue to change. It may be convenient to speculate about 

their autobiographical personae as representing Inuit cuIture, but, in the long nin, such 

generalizations may prove fade. One could argue, though, that both French and Freeman 

are t d y  representative in that Inuit do speak fkom contact zones today. French and 
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Freeman refer to customary ways of We, but each must leave traditional environrnents and 

adapt to dserent, non-Inuit conditions; such conditions diier with the individual. This 

chapter proceeds to examine the emerging new directions of Inuit women's We writings, 

the diverse influences on the "selves" of hrlinnie Freeman and Alice French, and their 

stances as Inuit women autobiographers as represented in their texts and in in te~ews.  

Minnie Aodla Freeman 

Born on the Cape Hope Islands of James Bay in 1936, Minnie Freeman grew up 

with the custornary ways of her people; her grandfather, Weetaituk, was a highiy 

respected elder and leader of his group. M e r  losing their mother at an early age, Minnie 

and her brother were raised by their grandparents and father. As a young chiid, she was 

taken to St. Thomas Anglican boarâiig school at Moose Factory. She writes, %th one 

hundred and ninety-nine Indian children 1 was the only Inuk child, for a total of two 

hundred girls. 1 was leaming two Ianguages at the same tirne, one with three dBerent 

dialects" (Life 104). Later afflicted by tuberculosis, she was sent to hospitai at Fort 

George and there learned the basics of nursing skills, with the sisters at the hospital 

encouraging her to become a nurse and to help her people. Instead, at the age of twenty, 

she went to Ottawa as a translator for the federal govemment; she interpreted for many 

Inuit who were sick in hospitals at the time. Her book, Life Among the QaIZunaat (1 978),' 

describes her life up to this age and her expenences in adjusting to southem ways.' 

Life Among me QaIIunaat was considered for the Govemor-General's Award. It 

was wrîtten in three months. Although its more than four hundred pages were edited to 
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two hundred and fifty-nine, Freeman was not pemirbed; she assumed she could always use 

the rest in some other writing. The autobiography has been translated into three 

languages: German, Greenlandic, and French. It has received considerable usage in the 

Canadian school systern in the North. Reviewer Jan Roseneder, in the Cm&m Book 

Review An&, 1978, seems to cornmend its pedagogicai qualities when she writes, "[tlhe 

matter-oGfact accounts of her own experiences will help many who read this book to 

realize what has happened and stil1 is happening when Native cultures are overwhelmed by 

the white man's govenunent, religions and industries" (32). 

Aithough Freeman reacted to her autobiography's success with a certain amount 

of pride, her recalling her grandmother's saying, "if you produce anything good, don't get 

your head big" sharply qualified any resulting egotism. She later regretted not more 

forceMy promothg her material, and questioned her own actions because "in writing . . . 

it's like dog eat dog in the South" (interview). In her text and in her Me, she 

acknowledges the problems of adaptation involved when two cultures meet. She often 

faced the dilemma of trying to find a path between her traditional Inuit society and the 

demands of a southem lifestyle. 

The foreword of her autobiography refers to the turmoil amongst Inuit during her 

youth. Aiex Stevenson, former Administrator of the Arctic, writes of the "dficulties and 

misunderstandings" Freeman faced in southern Canada. He ternis her book "enchanting" 

and lauds Freeman for having "made a fine contribution to Canadiana, helping . . . to bnng 

about a better understanding of Canada's multi-cultuml society" (Life Il)? It is 

questionable how much understanding the author or her book has actudy received 
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outside the North, as fbrther critical assessments in this chapter will illustrate. 

Freeman opens with a quandary in translation: how to define "qaiiunaat." Are they 

"people who pamper their eyebrows" or "powerfùi, avaricious, of materialistic habit, 

people who tamper with nature" (n.p.) ? A translater herse& a mediator between her 

society and southem Canada, she points out the diniculties of interpretation. Some matten 

remain uncertain and irnprecise; although she attempts to convey the story of her early life, 

it is impossible for the reader to grasp fuUy the conditions under which she lived. As Eakin 

asserts, autobiography is a complex genre whose referential basis is unstable (1 86); 

further, the process of self-discovery is inextricably entwined with ~e~invention (55). Add 

to this the additional complications of writing from a foreign culture and in a second 

language, and the complexities of autobiography deepen. 

The actual Life story commences with a contnist between white and Inuit views of 

weather: 

Whenever a white person meets me for the first time he or she will 

always ask, "How do you like the weather?" The weather is 

something I am very aware oc just as 1 am aware of many things 

which the qaiiunaat, the white people, take for granted. Surely 

people in the South must have more intereshg questions than 

"How do you me the weather?" (Life 17) 

M e r  this critical beginning, she proceeds, in what will become a familiar pattern 

throughout the book, to ask many questions of the outsider. Using an elevator for the first 

tirne in Ottawa in 1957, she asks herself 'Wa 1 have to do the same thing later? What wil1 



1 Say to make it go, or what d l 1  think? S h d  1 jus  push a button like she did?" (19). 

Such questions interspersed in episodic descriptions of events contribute to a mood of 

disorientation throughout Life Among the Qallunaa~ through her details of cultural 

confiict, that mood grows stronger. The text constantly juxtaposes Inuit and qailunaat 

ways, comparing and contrasting, with Freeman revealing her contiision and sadness. 

Feeling caught between two lives, she establishes an Inuk seifwho wavers, making efforts 

to adapt, and then remaining loyal in some ways to the culture in which she was raised. 

Such fluctuation may not be unusual for narratives written at a site of métissage. 

And such narratives may be judged unsympathetically by outsiders to the culture. 

According to Heather Henderson, Minnie Freeman's h t i n g  has been perceived as "naive" 

and "artless" (62); Henderson herself does not agree. She States that "Freeman's 

deceptively simple style belies her narrative sophistication and concern with language" 

(61). Misconceptions about Freeman's writing may result from a lack of understanding of 

the oral tradition and its infiuences or from ignorance of the dificulties sometimes 

involved in writing in a second language. In reality, Freeman effectively conveys the 

discornfort she experiences in a dserent environment and culture. The fiagrnentary nature 

of her writing is common to the oral tradition1' and fits the shifting pattern of un-ease that 

her Me seemed to take. Academic "translation" ofien proves deficient for such a text; it is 

not knowledgeable enough to make an informed analysis. There is a tendency, then, to 

stereotype Native women's writings as uniformiy uncomplicated texts. 

The inclination to view Freeman as naive is reinforced by events that occur in her 

lie. She is soon positioned as a representative of the Inuit, viewed with a mix of dension 
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and fascination, and exploited by the white culture. Freeman becomes complicit, albeit 

unwittingiy at tirnes, as when she is tricked into coiiaborating with consumensm and the 

mas media which employ her in s e h g  soft drinks: 

Seeing my picture on the back of Pure Spring Ginger Ale trucks 

made me feel uneasy. My feelings were hurt, especially when girls 1 

knew would corne to me and Say, "Who do you think you are? Why 

did they pick you? Why does it have to be an Eskimo?" . . - 1  

decided that 1 would rather keep my fiiends than have my picture 

behind a truck, so 1 refused the next time 1 was asked to advertise. 

The man who taiked to me about it told me that 1 should do it to 

make extra money. 1 started to cry; it seemed he did not care for rny 

feelings. (Life 4 1-42) 

Later, she is duped into selling savings bonds: 

1 did not know; 1 was not informed why my picture was taken, least 

of al1 for whom. . . . We began to turn the pages. Sure enough, 

there 1 was, big as life, holding the savings bonds agalnst my chest 

and Iooking at the c d g  wÏth a big srnile. (65) 

To southem eyes, Freeman had become an icon,'' a static picture of the Inuit who could 

be ernployed for others' hterests. By her seeming passivity and acquiescence, she may 

have conuibuted to this kind of iconicity, but sometimes nich complicity may be a 

necessary step in leamhg the ways of another society and discoverhg how to avoid 

pittiills and still maintain one's sanity. Hers begins as a compliance without understanding. 
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She descnbes herseif as a stranger in her own country and soon forms an opinion of the 

qdunaat as sad, worried, and humed (2 1). 

She concludes that it is impossible to escape her own background. She States in an 

article in Compass, '"1 do not think it is totally possible to change physically from the 

culaire you corne fiom. . . . To me it proves that we cm never really leave Our physical 

culture, even if we adopt many methods and systems fkom one another" ("How" 26-27). 

For her, adaptation has its lirnits. Again, this mood of disorientation may be natural for 

narratives about betwee~ess and translation. There are lirnits to adaptation that Vary with 

each Inuk writer; a barrier to cornpliance with other societies' niles means that the author 

may retum to ways of her own culture, resulting in a m k  of behaviours and a combination 

of cuaoms. The familiar to both Inuit and southem audiences is replaced, sometimes 

ensuing in a feeling of disorientation, of an inability to find solid ground. 

Nonetheless, Freeman is determined to try to cornmunicate with the South, for its 

sake and for the sake of future Inuit. She believes writing should be more important to 

Inuit today 

[blecause a lot of our old people that have al1 the traditional stones, 

not only aones but also a history of their land and hunting . . . not 

just nice things, but tragic nones, too . . . like people losing their 

legs fiom frostbite . . . are not written. Nobody can describe them 

but Inuit. (Intewiew) 

She expresses a hope that there will be more Inuit writers in the fuhre to Save their 

culture 'Yiom being totdy bwïed in another." She also beiieves that Inuit autobiographies 
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Alice French 

Alice French holds that same point of view. She was born in 1930 on Baillie Island 

in the Nonhwest Temtories, her father and mother Alaskan Eskimos, her patemal 

grandfather a Laplander. In 1934 French's farnily moved to Cambridge Bay; three years 

later, her mother contracted tuberailosis and died shortly thereafter in Al1 Saints Anglican 

Hospital in Aklavik. Meanwhile, French and her brother, Danny, were taken to a 

residential school in that same senlement. French was to spend moa of the next seven 

years at the school before being once more returned to her own people, after having I o n  

much of her Native language and having missed out on teachings of traditional ways and 

skilis. Later she wrote about these experiences in My Nome Is Masak (1976), designed for 

her children and conceming the formation of her identity, as well as delineating the 

conflicts between the traditional Inuvialuit world and the society of the residential school. 

She sets estabiïshed beiiefs and aistoms against the rituals of an institutional setting, 

where Inuvialuhn was not spoken. 

French reports no difnculty in getting the book pubiished; it received iittie editing 

(Interview). My N m e  1s M d  received some critical attention, much more, in fact, than 

has her second autobiographical text, The Resrless Nomad (1992).12 Barbara Fingerote 

describes the fint book as ''very enjoyable and uiformative"; however, an irnplicit cxiticisrn 

of French for being cornplacent is discemible in her remark that the author shows an 

acceptance of the situation in which Inuit find themselves today, "but the reader is not so 
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e d y  convinced that modem ways should have been imposed on the people of the North." 

In her short review, Fingerote does not elaborate on this comment; however, she 

demonstrates a nostalgia for the old Inuit traditions: "The lifestyle descnied is fascinating 

and one wishes that it could have been maintaineci" (86). Such romanticism may be 

widespread arnongst outsiders, but impractical for those actually living the lifestyle to 

which she refers. A review by Joan Sadler describes the events of My N'e 1s Masok with 

an emphasis on cultural displacement, with French's "ditnculties adjusting back and fonh 

between traditional Eskimo ways and life at an Anglican school." "When Mrs. French was 

14," Sadler continues, "she left school for good to retum to her family and their way of 

lie, but years Iater she again suffered a culture shockN-during a visit to a large city, 

Vancouver, in 1958, to accompany an Inuit art exhibition. Three years later, while 

traveiiing with her second husband, who was transferred from Cambridge Bay to Ottawa, 

she expenenced another "drastic change in liestyle" (29). 

The author is depicted as a proud Inuvialuk, concerned about the tiiture and 

womed that old ways of Me wiil be forgotten. Sadler reiterates French's concems about 

Inuit today: 

Mrs. French says Eskimos should o r g h  and pool their money in 

the scholarship fùnd to send some of the bnghter children south to 

be educated as doctors, lawyers or teachers. They could then retum 

and work for a few years--at least-to repay the people for theY 

educations. (29) 

French herselfhas received many favourable cornments 60m those who are fiimiliar with 
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My N i e  1s Marak begins by t e h g  of French's background and describing the 

taboos of her people sunounding pregnancy and childbirth. Traditional customs receive 

equal weight with the rihials of the school where she soon finds herself. Her times away 

from there, spent with her family in traditional hunting, fishing, and gathenng, provide 

opportunities for the writer to convey the beauty of nature. These descriptions of lie on 

the land appear fiequently in the text, as when French teUs of the coming of spnng: 

In the spring, the Mackenzie Delta was beautiful. It was a land of 

muskeg, rivers. lakes and trees. It had mountains and hills on some 

parts of it. "Amauligaqs"-the snowbirds--came first in the spring. It 

was a joy to see them after a season with few birds. It signalled that 

spnng was on the way. The ptarrnigan fed on the pussy-willow 

buds and we children gathered young willow leaves to eat. We 

stnpped the bark off the branches and sucked them; the juice tasted 

sweet and good. (44-45) 

Against these passages about times of tieedom, French delivers tales of boarding school 

life, not always unhappy, but nonetheless senous because they tell of the imposition of 

disciphe and conformity: 

1 was luckier than some of my girl fnends because 1 had learned 

English fiom my father. We had not been allowed to speak our 

Native tongue since coming to school and it was hard on some of 

my fiiends. If we were caught speakuig in Eskimo we were 
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French addresses remarks by Robin McGrath, who notes that French's first book 

contains no hint of the abuse reponed by other Natives in AU Saints Residence; she 

speculates t hat perhaps French did not s a e r  "fiom the interracial feuding, the chronic 

lack of food, the beatings and sexual abuse reported by other girls and boys in the 

residence, but surely she must have seen some of it" ("Circumventing" 228). McGrath 

surmises that, "in a published autobiography, some things may be just too public, perhaps. 

Good little Inuit girls don't make scenes or cornplain too openly about mistreatment" 

(228). 

French counters: 

Probably it was a little tame but you have to remember I was 

writing it not to be as a published book, just to show my children 

what we took in school, what it was like, and 1 suppose she's right; 

maybe they were painfil memones that 1 had to work through but 

didn't write down. 1 went through like we got strapped for 

speaking our language and things, but maybe I don? know, maybe 

we didn't have quite the same things that 1 heard since coming from 

people down here at board'ig schools. Most of us were strapped 

and made to stand in corners, that sort of thing, but I've never 

really heard of great abuse. Maybe 1 just didn7t hear, 1 don? know. 

(interview) 

The more striking parts of the autobiographical text concern French's grandmother 
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Susie, who often criticized the ten-year-old for not performing traditional chores pro perly 

or for not sewing weli. Susie imposed her will on the f d y  tirne and time again: 

My grandmother was most buli-headed when she wanted to be. No 

one dared oppose her when she decided on the course of action to 

take next. AH of us, including her married sons and daughters who 

lived with her, had a healthy respect for her temper. She was a 

remarkable woman and kept the family together until her death. 

(63) 

Perhaps this woman's exmple inspired French to exert her own strength of will in writing 

the texts that she has, for the second autobiographical work was to prove difficult and 

t axing. 

However, the reception ofMy N m e  1s M d  inspired her to continue, as she 

stated when 1 inte~ewed her in J a n u q  1997: 

1 had an awfûl lot ofcomments from people saying when are you 

writing your second book? What happened after you left school? 

and 1 thought, weli, now that I've started, 1 might as well do the 

other book. It was dso sort of a therapeutic book for me because 1 

had to get rid of a lot of th@ fiom the past, fiom boarding school 

and from going back home, a lot of heartaches because at that tirne 

it seemed nobody r d y  wanted me; the school said, now we've 

educated yoy it's tirne to go home. Therets no more for you. 1 

went home and found that 1 was no longer able to live k e  the Inuit 
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with skins or sew or anything. So it reaiiy caused a lot of problems 

for me because I didn't know quite where 1 fitted anymore. Yes, 1 

found that [first book therapeutic] too because 1 could go back 

into-1 could visuaiize the boarding school and how it was and 

work through some of the things that had redy . . . given us all a 

heartache . . . üke sort of being denied our language and being 

made to feel that we weren't quite up to what 1 suppose the white 

people thought people should be like, that we weren't good 

enough, we were children, and so it really was a good thing for me 

to do this. 

The Restless Nonrad (1 992), the continuation of My Name Is Mprak, addresses, 

then, a situation of displacement even as it provided necessary healing for its writer. It also 

chronicles an eventfiil existence in which French bears four children, sufers through a 

bout of severe depression, and ends her first m d a g e  through divorce; it then follows her 

life after she meets Irish Mountie Dominick French in Cambridge Bay in 1958, marries 

him, moves out of the North in 196 1, and bars  three more children. Aiongside these 

aspects of her personal Me, the book deals with the problems of adjustment and of 

adaptation to a changhg world, as weli as a growing rebeliion against Iabelling and 

conformity. French reveals her dicuities and selectivity Ui shaping her autobiography: 

It didn't corne easily. It took me about three years 1 guess of-1 did 

a lot of my books Ionghand-and it-there was a lot of tunnoil 



inside me you know because 1 could remember certain things and 1 

had to kind of try and sift through a lot of things that weren't 

relevant you know in putting down my final drafts, kind of things 

that-and they were all sort of personal things, not to do with other 

people, but how 1 felt, you know, 1 suppose a lot of anger that 1 had 

to resolve and it wouldn't make sense to put it on paper because it 

reaily doesn't concem other people. . . . Probably i f1 wanted a 

really sensational book, but then that would be only sensational and 

not a book that would help others understand what Inuit people 

were like. . . . 1 want them to understand who we are, how we live, 

and that sort of thing, and not the sensationai parts that there are 

always going to be. . . . 1 think that a wder that writes an 

autobiography will tell you that . . . there are a lot of things that you 

leave out because it doesn't do anybody any good. (Interview) 

A review by Keny Abel describes 7?ae RestIess Nomad as a "char~ning'~ book, 

"sufised with a refreshing opemess and honesty" (2029-30). Abel States that "the author 

niccessfully communicates the dilemmas and anxieties faced by her generation as it tried 

to corne to ternis with . . . changes, but she never pomys  herseif as a victim" (2029). 

Indeed, French depicts herseras a person with mounting agency and hope. 

n e  RestIm Nomad, like My Nme Is M d ,  teus of the continuhg pressure at 

school to comply with rules imposed by others. French writes, "[w]e ai i  looked alike with 

the same unifonns and the sarne haircuts, and 1 was sure that unless 1 was looked at fidi 



face I could not be distinguished fkom anyone else" (Nomad 5). From her yean of 

fluctuating between two cultures, she concludes: 

Each group of people has their d e s  and way of life that are best 

suited to their own environment. They should be allowed to keep 

that heritage and not be told it is not the nght way of life. Both 

cultures should be used as a means of growth for both nationalities 

so that they may better understand each other. (13) 

She reiterates her feeling of powerlessness as a child, but the second book traces her 

stniggie to regain control over her own life: "1 had never been allowed to think for myself 

first it was the school and then it was my grandmother who made ail my decisions for me" 

(5 1). She confesses to errors dong the way: 

1 could not criticize this lack of keeping our language as 1 was also 

guilty. 1 spoke only in English to my children and never thought of 

the importance of teaching them about our rich culture. 1 neglected 

to realize that in a short time we would be t q h g  to undo what we 

had let happen. Now, in some of our northem schools, we teach 

Our children their mother tongue. (136) 

French proceeds to express her feelings about autobiography and how the writing 

of her books has altered her own life: 

1 think [writing has changed me]. . . . 1 used to be vev reluctant to 

talk about myselfand about what went on in my life as a young 

person, but since I've written my books it cornes easier because I 



find that people are more understanding than 1 thought they would 

be, you know, that 1 wasn't complaining but that 1 was just stating 

facts in some cases when 1 did h t e  something. . . . I'm glad that 1 

wrote them and . . . I'm mostly glad because my children can then 

read them and then come to me with questions about what it was 

like . . . and they can understand now also why their mother was the 

way she was . . . before 1 started writing, so it's done an awful lot 

for my family and me. (Interview) 

French sees the purposes of autobiographical writing as increasing self-esteem and 

understanding, as well as promoting healing: 

1 think it's really good for the Inuit to write. Other artists that do 

come up become then a source for younger people to sort of look 

to. Role models, maybe, is the better word. Then they can Say, oh, 

okay, so that's how it was done then. Now I cm understand how, 

why, my grandmother is the way she is; it's because it wasn't done 

the way we do it now, but the way they used to do it. . . . Then they 

can understand the two cultural dEerences and it makes for better 

relationships. . . . Yes, they do have a healing purpose, yes, maybe 

mostly heaiing because a lot of the young people sort of dismiss the 

old ways, the old stories and everything as something that they 

didn't need, no longer need, and so it made the older people think, 

you know, weli, I'm not quite good enough to be teaching my 



chiidren. I think the younger people need to look to their past to be 

who they are now, you know, they need that healing process 

between the two gaps. (InteMew) 

For Aiice French, autobiography means recuperation from loss and the shaping of 

a new, healthier identity, a type of positive self-fashioning: 

. . . when you lose your culture, there's nothing that can make you 

feel proud of who you are, of what you are. But when you have 

your culture back. then you can stand up and Say, hey, I'm who I 

am. . . . 1 no longer have to try and be this person that I was told I 

was supposed to be because of going to school and that sort of 

thing. But 1 cm Say, no, I've got my Inuitness back, 1 can be that 

person but 1 can aiso leam from this other culture and be a whole 

new different person. (InteMew) 

Out of autobiography, good cm issue for the community, as the autobiographer 

rediscoven herseif and promotes Inuit pride. Although every autobiography is unique, it 

might stilî speak to a whole group's experience with a common psychological or 

sociological occurrence, such as being nomadic, or being between cultures. The 

autobiography may be powerfbl in galvanizing a community's experience, and in 

encouraging others with siniilar experiences to write their own Me aones. For French, at 

least, the autobiographical act helped her to understand and employ the practice of 

métissage and to reevaluate her own Inuit heritage. 



"Political" writïngs? 

But is the new selfthat emerges fiom autobiography a "poiiticaiiy concerned" 

huk? Those outside the cultwe seem to think so, but nonoNative theorists and critics 

sometimes judge the Native society in ternis of theû own pmicular value~.~%tematively, 

to suit certain potitical ends, huit women may be represented as conveniently supporting 

the academic's arguments. Critics tend to position Native women as representatives of an 

oppositional movement or participants in a fight for a greater cause. Anin Mukhe j ee  

points out that "much critical theory continues to be churned out in Canada that is 

prernised on notions of Canada's duality and remains profoundly oblivious to Aboriginal 

and racial minonty voices" (429). Those critics who do pay attention to Native works 

sometimes apply Eurocentnc standards in their analysis of Native literature. Guy Lanoue, 

in a review essay of a speciai issue of Cmadim Literarirre on Native writers and Canadian 

writing (1990), refers to many of the poems contained therein, including two by Alootook 

Ipellie, as having "no more going for them than a mishmash of sprung rhythms and 

haphazard verse and stanza structure coupled to indierent, clichéd, and nostalgie 'Native' 

imagery" (296). He praises one of Daniel David Moses's poems, though, for its "fluid 

interplay of trochic and iambic rhythms" (297). As more critics and reviewers emerge on 

the iiterary scene, dSering evaiuations result; Mukhe rjee asserts that Native writers, "by 

writing from the specificity of their cornrnunity's expenence, . . . have called into question 

the universalist stance adopted by white Canadian writers" (437). She invests Aboriginal 

women with strategies of resistance, but this, too, is a generalization; there are further 

issues involved. The critic's own opinions ktnide even here, possibly giving the Native 



work a purpose the author did not intend. 

Labelling such authors' texts as resistance literature is indeed tempting. Seen ô-om 

the outsider's standpoint, but not necessarily fiom the Inuk writer's, the work rnay seem 

ideologicaiiy coloured. Perhaps the definition of "political" is a troubled one. As Eakin 

States, "[ilntention becomes the decisive consideration in dealing with both the generatio n 

and reception of autobiographical texts" (20, my emphasis). Political effects have been 

attributed to Minnie Freeman, whose Life Among the QaIIunuat has received some 

attention fiom academics. Henderson underlines the book's "truly radical re-evaluation of 

seif" (6 1); Freeman's writing is seen as "the route Freeman foIlows to help the self- 

effacing Inuit preserve their vanishhg way of life" (62). The latter statement seems borne 

out by Freeman herself; but not the further declaration that she is a "true citizen of neither 

[culture]" (62). Henderson also describes her as "moving beyond the personal to the 

public and politicai" (65), and refers to Freeman's autobiography as "a fom of political 

activism" (66). This chapter demonstrates that the accuracy of such statements may be 

questionable, as Freeman proceeds to refute them in a later interview. 

Julia Emberley also attributes political intentions to Freeman when she describes 

Life Among 7he Qallunaut as an "huit feminid' book (165). She asserts that Freeman's 

roommate, who disparages her for not wearing a gifk of babydoii pyjamas (Life 58-60), is 

an imaginary rnancist-feminist critic. Emberley proceeds to admit the problems of 

interpreting this Native te* as weN as her own discornfort with "Freeman's moraiism" 

(l68), but she nevertheh assigns Life Among the Q a f l u n ~ t  a ferninia voice. Her 

statements seem incongrnous in light ofFreeman7s comments regardmg huit women 
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artists of Cape Dorset: "Despite the sudden introduction of new ways, the huit women 

have remained the kind of people their traditional culture trained them to be: patient, 

polite, giving, and always pleasant to see, with miles on their faces" ('cIntroduction" 14). 

Freeman adds, "one of the important qualities required of a woman is the ability to be 

patient and to work without ever complalliing" ("Traditional" 249). 

In my interview with her in February 1997, Freernan desdbed herseIf as 

undoubtedly apolitical; she also sees herseif as very much a citizen of both white and Inuit 

societies because, as a translater, '"you're doing service for both cultures." When asked to 

comment on Henderson's depiction of her as a "spokeswoman protesting injustice" 

(Henderson 65), Freeman denied that there was any politicai angle to her autobiography: 

"AU my grandparents were leaders of our comrnunities and I used to think as I was 

growing up, why are people wasting their t he?  So it has never had any intention-you 

know-the book to be political at aii." When asked ifshe was speaking out against 

injustice to Inuit, she responded, "No, my culture says . . . you do not speak out of how 

you're treated because t h g s  üke that are looked after by somebody else." Her main 

purpose in writing Life Ammg The Qallunuat was to keep memories from dying out: "We 

need to put it on paper for Our fume children, for huit by Inuit7' (Interview). 

McGrath describes Life Among The QalIunaat as "in many ways a ruthiess 

indictment of white culture"; she adds that Freeman clearly transrnits the bitterness of 

young Inuit and fhddy describes sexual hanassrnent that Native girls sometirnes suffered. 

However, McGrath believes that Freeman directs aIL of her criticism "outward, away nom 

her own culture" ("Circumventing" 228-29). 



Indeed, Freeman's writing, an unusual combination of passivity and rebellion, 

sometirnes points accusingly at white society, even as she herself glances back and forth 

between North and South. Although she denies that she has political motives, she 

nonetheless soundly criticizes the Department of Indian M a Û s  and Northem 

Development for its goveming of her people: 

1 do not know of anything that has been done for the comfort of the 

Inuit in the South. The department has taken families out of the 

North to employ as translators. Before coming out, the farnily had 

no training whatsoever or any kind of preparation on how to 

s u ~ v e  in the South--though they do not forget to tell the Inuit 

what tirne to corne in to work, where to sign their names in their 

black books and how to fil] out an income tax fom. There are no 

homes made available to couples who have children. There is no 

prograrn for them to follow to find out where, how and what kind 

of living quarters are suitable, where and how to shop for groceries, 

what kind of entertainment is available to them, where to go when 

one of them becomes il. They are expected to know al1 this for 

themselves as soon as they step off the plane. (Life 63) 

This cnticism is not veiied, but neither does it automaticaily position Freeman as being in 

opposition to the qallunaat. As Stephen Slemon underiines, resistance is often complicit in 

the apparatus it seeks to transgress (37). In conununicating with the dominant society, 

Freeman and French must in some ways cooperate with it in order to be understood at ail. 
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The Inuk author (writing and pubiishing in English) may then transgress the teachings of 

her own society in spite of herself. What seems a contradictory attitude may be a means of 

survivai, a kind of adroit adaptation to changing times. It may be controversiai to label 

Inuit women autobiographen as "colonial subje~ts,"'~ but Sidonie Smith and Julia 

Watson's cornmentary seems apt: "Yet even if the colonial subject does mime certain 

traditional patterns, she does so with a diference. She thus exposes their gaps and 

incongruities, wrenches their meanings, calls their authority into question, for 'illegitimate' 

speakers have a way of exposing the instability of fonns" (DdCoIoniiling xx). Smith and 

Watson wam that "the power of cultural forms to recolonize peoples cannot be 

underestirnated," and suggest that "the retationship of the colonial subject to 

autobiographical inscription is indeed troubled" (xxi). 

Tt is difficult to determine whether or not these Inuit women see themselves as 

colonized subjects within Canada. They are unreserved in expressing their feelings 

concerning their status as Canadian citizens. Reacting to Mukhe jee's remarks that Native 

people often do not feel themselves true citizens of Canada, and that "such dienation fiom 

a national entity called Canada and fiom 'Canadians' is quite commonplace in the writings 

of Aboriginal and racial minority Canadian women" (424)- Freeman explains: 

Myself, I've never questioned that for myself but . . . when you 

r d y  think about it, we the Inuit people and Indians who were the 

fmt people here in Canada, they're [sic] treated like second-class 

citizens, you know. My grandmother used to say, "the strange buliy 

aiways takes over," . . . country, Iittle group, fh i l y  group, 



everywhere. 1 think that's what [sic] we ended up, in that kind of 

situation. . . . I thuik we need to do a lot of educating before that 

ever really changes because ignorance makes a lot of prejudice. 

(Interview) 

French seems to agree: 

1 think we think we're Canadians, but 1 think sometimes we're sort 

of made to feel that we're not quite a part. We're kind of a separate 

khd of people. I'm not sure; 1'11 probably have a lot of people 

contradicting that, but sometimes-we are Canadian and we think of 

ourselves as Canadian--but sometimes the culture is taken as 

something else, you know, and we mua always son of fit into this 

nice little mold that people think what Canadians are like, you 

know, must fit into that pattern and sometimes they have a problem 

with that one when we actually don't fit into it. 1 think they did try 

and fit us into a tittle pattern that . . . did art awful lot of h m  which 

is just now being rectified. . . . Like 1 said in my book, ifwe Inuit 

had brought kids fiom outside and brought them into our homes 

when they were little, taught them our culture, our language, and 

said that's the best, you know, and forget the other, and then when 

they becarne teenagers and . . . you couldn't teach them anymore, 

you said, we, really, we need her space so we'll send her back to 

where she came fiom and we sent you back and your people would 



Say, weU, you know, you're just not quite a part of us anymore. 

You don? know our language, our customs; you know, you can't 

do that with people. (Intewiew) 

Whether or not the authors intend to criticire the Canadian government, their texts 

do verge on testimonio, veer towards resistance Literature, and embrace some of the 

characteristics of autobiographical manifestos. Despite disclaimers by their authors, the 

writing of such works may still be deemed an act of protest. Freeman and French tell of 

years away from home and family in residential schools where Inuit traditions and 

languages were suppressed, then of the pressures of southem society with its very 

diierent expectations and quite stereotypical notions of Inuit. These women do not hide 

their criticism of that southem society. Freeman denies speaking for her group, yet she 

expresses the wrongs done to Inuit since contact with the South. Both Freeman and 

French never retumed permanently to their Inuit cultures; both aiso married outside their 

societies. These factors mua be weighed for both vuriters. For Freeman, particularly, there 

may be some discodort in speaking for a group. However, French does not hide her 

opinions. Her attitude is straightfiorward in explaining the causes of displacement and 

difnculties among Inuit today. She criticizes the w e k e  system upon which many of her 

people became dependent: 

The biggest rniaake the people outside ever made was sending men 

h m  the south, like weIfare officers, to give away money for 

nothing. Family aüowances were not heard of until these men came 

north. We helped one another when times were hard and lived 



without social weIfue7 and then we heard through the radio that 

one could go out and get something for nothing, instead of working 

for it . (Nomad 6 8-69) 

French expresses the hope that her writing will somehow ameliorate difficult situations 

and explicate Inuit feelings: 

We, in the western Arctic, by the t h e  1 was bom, were already 

semi-integrated into the different missionary ideas of Christianity, 

one of which was the idea that our language was unacceptable. We 

were not allowed to speak it anywhere, be it inside the school or on 

the schoolgrounds and ifwe were caught, we were punished. So, 

we leamed to become asharned of it and that divided us fiom Our 

families. 1 often wondered, as now, how many families, especially 

children, suffered and became broken in spirit because of the 

foreign teachings imposed upon us. This was always in the back of 

my mind as 1 wrote and 1 hoped that somehow my writing would 

help others to better understand us. (1 78) 

To reach such a point of comprehension seems difficult, for cultural barriers 

sometimes impede the reader. Reaching for a dekition of Inuit women's autobiography is 

also troublesome and complicated. The texts studied in this chapter edge into the areas ~f 

other genres, troubüng the waters and raising questions about the purposes of 

autobiography. Generalizations do not seem applicable, as each Inuk woman's selfis not 

easiiy defined. That seifis acaistomed to adapting and changing for the sake o f n i ~ v a l .  
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The "authentic7' Inuk woman autobiographer is ephemeral, then, and she is also acutely 

self-conscious, even as the published autobiography renders her substantid and her voice 

assertive and public. Yet traditional teachings may have urged her in the opposite 

direction-towards a quiet strength and an acquiescence to elders' opinions. Slemon 

quotes J e ~ y  Sharpe, arguing that "iiterary resistance is necessady in a place of 

ambivalence: between systems, between discursive worlds, implicit and complicit in both 

of them" (37). Both Freeman and French write from a place of in-betweemess, an 

ambiguous and ill-defined temtory. 

The fact remains that Freeman and French have often felt themselves the objects of 

scniuny, under the gaze of a difFerent society, as well as their own. A mediator between 

cultures becomes a centre of attention and criticism and develops her own defenses. When 

directly questioned about her motives, she can, however, be outspoken. Now that 

Freeman and French are grandmothers and elders themselves, others may iisten to their 

voices and their texts may now receive the respect accorded their positions in Inuit 

society. Their autobiographical writings may be seen as ~e~defensive texts, countering 

exploitation and misunderstanding, but whether or not they can be seen as actively 

resistant is another matter. Both women are keenly aware of the importance of writing for 

communication, but it is doubtful that they, and Minnie Freeman in particular, wish to be 

identified with any kind of resistance movement. 

The autobiographical texts of these Inuit women veer in diierent directions while 

converplig at some juncaires. huit autobiography dso seems to fluctuate; it now seems 

to point towards a new assertiveness and more direct criticism of majontarian culture on 
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the part of its authors. The works of Inuit women authors N e  Minnie Freeman and Aiice 

French comprise an important heritage for future Inuit writers. Fueiled by such texts as 

Life Among The QalZunaut, My Nme 1s Masak, and The Restless Nomad, new elements 

of Inuit life writing will arise, dong with new adaptations, new circumstances, and 

individual and distinctive new "selves." 

Indeed, these texts seem to have paved the way for different kinds of Inuit Life 

writing, heading in experimental directions. One such work is exarnined in the following 

chapter. Holding with tradition in some ways, but breaking with what have been the 

accepted conventions of Inuit autobiography, Alootook Ipellie brings a distinctive hybrid 

text hto the public domain. He, too, wishes to promote healing through his writing and ro 

help Aboriginal people and othen understand the situation of Inuit in today's changing 

world. At times overtly critical of Western society's noms, but adapting them in some 

ways to Inuit culture, IpeUe creates a new image of the Inuk autobiographer surviving in 

the contact zone. 



Notes 

1. As Neuman illustrates, dinerent poetics of autobiography centred around d8erent 

categories, such as 'Native" and "woman," nevertheless "contain within 

themselves both their own exclusions and their own erasures of difference" 

("Autobiography" 2 19). 

2. SeeKrupat,whowrites: 

In Native Amencan autobiography the seif most typically is 

not constituted by the achievement of a distinctive, special 

voice that separates it from others, but, rather, by the 

achievement of a particular placement in relation to the 

rnany voices without which it could not exist. (Voice 133) 

* . See again Brody's Living Arctic, in which he discusses fixed ideas about nonhem 

peoples; he aates that they have had to endure despite constant stereotyping of 

them as a people (xv). 

4. Beverley defines testirnonio as 

a novel or novella-length narrative in book or pamphlet (that is, 

p ~ t e d  as opposed to acoustic) form, told in the fint-person by a 

narrator who is also the real protagonist or witness of the events he 

or she recounts, and whose unit of narration is usually a "iifk" or a 

signincant life experience. (1 2- 1 3) 

5.  This quotation and others by Alice French noted throughout this chapter are taken 

h m  an interview with Dale Blake in Ianuary 1997. 
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6. This comment and other quotations ftom Minnie Freeman throughout this chapter 

are taken from an interview with Dale Blake in February 1997. 

7. "Qaiiunaat" is the Inuktitut tem commody used to desmie white people. 

8. Since then, she has written numerous articles and a play, and has worked in 

producing eight f i s '  ali on Inuit culture, for the Inuit Broadcasting Corporation. 

She has also CO-edited Imrit Women Artists: Voices From C q e  Dorset (1994)' 

and has published articles (either short stories or poems) in tiom fifteen to twenty 

books. In February 1997 she was under contract to the Department of Indian and 

Northem Mairs to write a book on the Inuit history of Hudson and James bays. 

9. Stevenson was writing at a time when, beginning in 1970, multiculturalism was in 

the vanguard in Canadian federai ideology. 

10. See Ong, who descnbes the episodic structure as quite common in the oral 

tradition, and the only wholly natural way of "imagining and handling lengthy 

narrative" ( 144). 

1 1. Jeanne Perreault explores this tendency to iconize Native women, specifically 

Linda GrifEths's making Maria Campbell "Uito an icon, an inverse image of 

Griffiths7s needs" (25). 

12. French reports that she received a great number of c d s  to go to various schools in 

Manitoba to speak about her f h t  book. She reports that it is used in the schools 

and in some universities as a source book Numerous copies have been sold to 

schools in the North. French travelied to various parts of Canada, including 

Toronto and Edmonton, to promote My Nme 1s Meak. She has done little 



publicizing of me Restfes Nomad. She is considering writing a third 

autobiographical text, conceming her life in Ireland and subsequent return to 

Canada (Interview). 

13. My research in June 1996 in Akiavik, Inuvik, and Tuktoyaktuk suggests that, 

although interviewees had heard of Alice French's texts, few seemed to have read 

them, the emphasis in the huvialuit culture being on oral, rather than written, 

stories. 

14. See again Brumble's evduation of Bataille and Sands in his American Indiun 

Atrtobiography. He descriies the two theorists as "typical . . . of those who want 

their Indian literature to corne to them in Western clothing" (15). 

L S. Warley discusses the problems of labelling Native texts "postcoloniai" and refers to 

the social problerns of Aboriginal peoples which are comected to their present 

colonization. She States that "from the perspective of Aboriginal people, the 

colonial period is not over, for they have won neither political nor 

economic independence" ("Reviewing" 6 1-62). 



Chapter Five 

Aiootook Ipellie: Inuk Auîobiographer-Adveaturer 

. . . no definition can outwit the modern author, no solid distinction can or 

ought to be made between confession, autobiographical novel, mock 

autobiography, or autobiography, even though we can sometimes isolate 

nearly pure specimens of each. (Adams, T e h g  7) 

Man explores the universe continuaily for laws and foms not of his 

own making, but what, in the end, he always finds is his own face: a 

sort of ubiquitous, inescapable man-in-the-moon which, if he will, 

he can recognize as his own mirror-image. (Olney, Metaphors 4) 

An adventurous new voice in Inuit autobiography has emerged in the personage of 

Alootook Ipellie, the most prolific huit writer in Canada today. Ipellie has dways been 

forthnght in his work, despite his apparent shyness as a person.' Michael K e ~ e d y  attests, 

t hough, t hat 

. . . [flor well over two decades, the imaginative creations of 

Alootook Ipeilie have been largely overlooked by Canadians iiving 

outside the Arctic. . . . The forty-five year old &ter-artist remallis 

largely unknown among most Canadians despite his impressive 

body of work. ("Southem" 348) 
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However, many Canadians are indeed acquainted with Ipellie's artistic and literary output; 

he seems to have sought and found his audience among aiready established northem 

readerships, as this chapter will demonstrate. He also has aîtracted a certain following in 

the South. At first glance, that southern audience may deem Ipellie too bold and unusuai, 

too difEerent fiom the stereotypical label ofan Inuk as aoic and uncomplaining. 

Nevertheless, interest is growing in his accomplishments, as outsiders adapt and rnodify 

their ways of thinking about northemers in a time when Inuit seek empowerment through 

self-government. Ipellie is one of many Inuit voices speaking out, demanding to be heard. 

He was born in 195 1 in a hunting camp on Baffin Island, and moved off the land 

and into Iqaluit when he was four. He remained there until he reached the age for junior 

high school. He then spent grades seven and eight, as well as two yean of vocational 

school, in Ottawa Ipellie made a bnef return to Iqaluit, proceeded to Yellowknife to 

study, and then retumed to Ottawa to further his education; in 1973, he was hired as a 

translater and typist for the Inuktitut section of lmcit MontMy (349). At this point, he 

began drawing one-box cartoons; in 1974, his "Ice Box" cartoon senes started in Imrir 

Monthly. His poetry was published as early as 1971, and, throughout the 1970s and 

1980s, his illustrations, poems, and non-fiction articles appeared in such periodicais as nie 

Beaver, North, Imit Month& (later Imrit Tociay), Imrkshuk, and Nunatvuq News (3 5 1). 

From 1979 to 1982 he was the editor oflmïit Today. His work has been featured, too, in 

such anthologies as Robin Gedalof and Alootook Ipellie's Poper Stqs Put (1980), 

Northern Voices: Imit Wnting Ïn English, edited by Penny Petrone (1 988), and Moses 

and Goldie's Anthology of Cimadian Natiw Literuture in English (1992). Ipeilie also 
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wrote and edited the newsletter for the Land Claims section of Inuit Tapirisat of Canada in 

the 1980s (Gedaioc "Alootook" 283). From 1989 to 1993, he was project co-ordinator 

of the Bafnn Writen' Project, which combined the efforts of northem and southern 

writers (Alia 59). He has also edited two issues of KNioq: Imit Fiction Magazine (1 990 

and 1992). His art has been presented in Canada, Norway, and Greenland. During an Inuit 

Circumpolar Conference in Greenland in 1989, he exhibited a series of pen and ink 

drawings. He created forty such drawings, twenty of which became the basis for his latest 

text, Arctic Drems md Nightmmes ( ~ 9 9 3 ) . ~  

Ipellie explains the impetus behind his text: 

Acnially . . . 1 was planning to do an exhibition of my drawings one 

year in, well, wherever a gallery would take them, and so what 

happened was that someone 1 know was asking me to do an exhibit 

ofC'Springtime in the Arctic" with the title, eh, so 1 started doing 

those drawings for the exhibit, and it took me like a few weeks 

before 1 got really bored with it, bored with the subject. So I 

decided to drop that and decided just to go ahead and do whatever 

I wanted to do, do my own thing, so 1 planned to create about fifty 

pieces at that time and it took me about close to two years, 1 think, 

to finish forty of them. 1 had been thinking about maybe doing 

stories to these drawings and 1 didn't plan to do a book in the 

beg-g, and then a fiiend of mine who is the publisher at Theytus 

was in Ottawa one year, and 1 asked him to corne over to my studio 



and see my work, and 1 told him I'd been thinking about doing 

stones to these drawings. Maybe we could think about, you how,  

publishing it in a book So nothing happened. He went away, back 

to B.C., and then about a year later 1 got a c d  fiom him: we want 

to go ahead with your idea about the book So he gave me a 

deadline, so 1 started writing aii the stones fkom that day, and it 

seemed like the stories were writing themselves. 1 had been 

working on the drawings for so long, and so 1 would sit there at my 

computer in my studio and pick one of the pieces fiom the forty in 

the group at random, and 1 would just prop it up against the wall 

beside the cornputer and start writing a story about that image. 

(Interview) 

Ipellie received financial help fiom the person who urged him to do the 

"Sp~gtirne in the Arctic" exhibit, as weU as fnends nom Nuuk, Greenland; he aiso 

obtained a gant  £tom the Canada Council to compiete his work (Interview). The resulting 

book signais new generical and pmcedurai directions in Inuit life writings, and is a clear 

departure fiom that genre as it has been estabfished to this point. The text consists of an 

autobiographical introduction, foUowed by drawings and stories. Although it is not 

unusual for Inuit art and He writings to be ~ornbined,~ for the artist to offer his own 

autobiographieal detaüs without the aid of an arnanuensis is rare in books linking Inuit art 

and life stones. 

Ipellie demonstrates that a combination of art forms and traditions ffom dif5erent 



cultures can be both energking and empowering. He transcends marginalization, 

communicating to audiences in the North and the South, and identifies himselfas the 

produa of both regions. Rather than allowing the expenence of one world to overshadow 

or discount the experience of the other, he Însists on fashionhg a third world, an 

empowe~g  space that ailows him a creative tieedom. This act is not purely one of 

escapism, although that theme does figure in his artistry to some degree. Ipellie explains 

that his work shce 1973 as a translater and his attendance at many meetings of Inuit 

Tapirisat of Canada were difficult and stressfiil, as LTC. tned to explain to Inuit what a 

governrnent is and does. He attempted to mirror what was happening through his 

cartooning and editorials. IpeIIie does indeed consider his voice a political one, but 

eventually he wanted to concentrate on his literary output hstead: 

Weil, 1 think there was a point where 1 ended up wanting to begin 

my own work without any connection to the politics of Inuit at that 

time. 1 was sort of trying to get away fiom that process that I had 

been deeply involved in for so many years. I wanted to break out of 

that and do my own work so I think in a way, it was sort of a 

transition for my work. (Intewiew) 

Nonetheless, Ipeilie seems to have been predisposed, through his lived experience 

in two cultures, to an artistry that mediated between and sought out dual perspectives, 

and, as in the cartoon's word and image, even dual forms. Despite his desire to 

ternporarily evade the politicai, poütics and creativity are inescapably intertwined in his 

artistic production. Ipeiiie is weii aware of the importance of the individual voice, aware of 
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the differing influences on his subject position, and of the need to retah a fluidity in his 

writing. He opens himseifup to extemal forces; thus his attempt to control or evade his 

political Ieanings is not quite succesfil. His satincd bent still pulis hirn towards taking 

stances on behalfof the Inuit cornmunity. His response to happenings amongst that 

cornmunity is more humorous than angry. 

Ipellie fbiIy realizes that his work impacts upon others, particularly huit 

populations. His main impetus is to make comprehensible to his own people and to 

outsiders the situation of Inuit. His desire to let his imagination flow is not impeded by his 

position at a site of métissage, but rather ailows him to take advantage of that site to test 

boundaries and enter a world of imaginative exploration. Ipellie remains a mediator, well 

aware of others' expectations of hirn as Inuk writer and artist, and willing to confound 

these expectations in his own and his people's interests. His text and drawings allow hirn 

to create a duai perspective from which he can understand his own identity, and the 

identity of his people in the Iate twentieth century. He asserts that Inuit have to be flexible, 

"and part of that flexiblity is adapting to change and that's what happened and I'm pan of 

it" ( Inte~ew).  

Ipeiiie translates events fiom the perspective of a trammutable shaman character. 

In Arctic Drems md Nightmares, this literary shaman figure has the power to work for 

his people, to influence occurrences in the North, and to effect changes in attitudes in the 

South. He bears sorne resemblance to the Trickster figure, which holds an important place 

in North Amencan Indian literature? No equivalent tr icher predominates in Inuit 

mythology, but perhaps the closest personage is KMok, the hero-hunter whose tales of 
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adventures and misadventures have been wideiy spread throughout the Inuit oral tradition. 

Ipellie seems to have modelled his sharnan identity on such a hero, one who perfoms 

magical deeds of strength and transformation. The comic character is the catalyst that 

dows Ipeliie to forcefidly project his own dreams and visions. His versatility and 

malleability are comrnunicated through cartoonish humour in his drawings and text; he 

portrays himseifas a superhero, able to borrow fiom both the modem and ancient, neither 

of them sufficient in themselves. He had previously developed a sharnan persona in the 

Nunavut land clairns newsletter that he edited in the 1980s: "1 ended up with this character 

who was a shaman, and in a lot of the arips, he would change into images of animals in 

order to . . . go about his business helping Inuit to achieve Nunavut territory That was the 

purpose of that cartoon character" (Interview). 

IpeNe chooses what seems to be a less stressfil way to tackle political problems. 

He adapts this shaman selfto a new format, and, in so doing, he sees a way of using 

exiaing conditions, of combining strategies for living and for maintainhg a cornplex, in- 

between identity. His use of humour pennits the examination of problems nom oblique 

angles and also exploits, juxtaposes, and even celebrates contrary points of view. 

Why has Ipeilie had mch a fascination with cartoons, and why does he aliow the 

cartoon genre to influence his art in Arctic Dremns cmùllrightmmes? Perhaps he sees the 

audience response as faciltahg the communication ofhis messages. He comrnents on the 

significance of this genre: 

1 am, whüe pursuhg other professions, a Mie-known Inuk 

cartoonist, in possession of a slightly warped mind k e  so many of 



my colleagues. It is for this reason that 1 am often saddened by the 

thought that there aren't more people like us in this world. God was 

not very kind to humanity for creating so few cartoonists among a 

sea of blockheads overpopulating this planet. Shame. Shame. You 

and 1 know we will never tire of being entertained by social 

satirists, who are among the best interpreters of this world-wide 

human tragicomedy. ("Thirsty" 96) 

Inuit, in particular, are attracted to cartoons. McGrath points to the "supportive and 

encouraging role" which cornic-strip art has played for Inuit artists, storytellers, and 

writers ("Infiuence" 4); she attests to the popularity of comic books in the North since the 

1930s, and to their high visibility in northem households ( 5 ) .  She refers to Ipellie's 

cartoons as refiecting an "idealized and stylized view" of northem Ise: "Igloos sprout TV 

antennas, dog teams and skidoos hold equal sway" (7). Ipellie achieves a startling 

combination of old and new through his art that may not be attained in traditional 

sculpture or prints; di, the mixture may not be so surprishg when one reaiizes the 

strategies of adaptation undertaken by Inuit in a changing world in which old and new 

ways combine. In faa, his artiary is an apt reflection of the practice of métissage. It is also 

appropriate that Ipeilie chooses a form of art that is popular. Geipel asserts that "like 

verbal slang, [cartoons] tend to rely for their impact on spontaneity, playfulness, popular 

imagery and of'ten deliberate wlganty . . . " (9). He adds that 

. . . [c]arfoons provide a most suitable outlet for man's healthy and 

irresistable urge to poke fün at his feilows, his inmtutions-and 



himseif They are a potent weapon of ridicule, ideal for deflating the 

pornpous and the overbearing, exposing injustice and deriding 

hy~ocri~y. (9-10) 

Geipel also points out that "the most mernorable cartoons are invariably produced dunng 

periods of social stress" (10). Inuit have oniy recently emerged from a tirne of great 

cultural upheaval. Ipeliie markets his work as much to them as to nonhuit audiences. 

This chapter, then, explores how the humonst and satinst, Alootook Ipellie, 

presents himseif to a diverse audience. Artwork produced in the contact zone is sometimes 

miswiderstood by the dominant culture, but Ipellie remains open to a practice of métissage 

to persevere in explainhg himseifand his work to othen, and to fight against the 

subjugation of his people. This Inuk artist emerges as a crossover personality, well versed 

in the ways of Inuit and also accustomed to the South. 1 examine how Ipellie's work fits in 

the autobiographical genre and the general area of Inuit art; 1 then proceed to analyse his 

stories in the light of his subject position as a unique artia positioned between two 

cultures. He embraces a double perspective, just as he projects a double persona in Arctic 

Drems and Nightmmes, Iooking back towards Inuit customary ways and forward to the 

place of Inuit in Canada today and in the fuhire. 

Ipeilie and the Genre of Autobiography 

Ipellie, working alone, reinvents himselfas a disembodied subject, fieed fiom the 

limitations of mortality and the physical self. At the same tirne, he speaks for his people 

against colonization and disempowerment. The "colonizedn is individuaiized in his work, 
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which Veen in unexpected directions and challenges preconceptions of subjugated people 

as anonymous and amorphous. As Smith and Watson point out, "powering and defhing 

centers, margins, boundaries, and grounds of action in the West, traditional 

'autobiography ' has been implicated in a specific notion of ' selfhood"' (DdCoIonizing 

xvii). Ipeiiie explodes this notion, leaving the reader to wonder where "reality" begins to 

merge with fantasy. 

In Arctic Drearrzs und Nightmms, Ipellie employs his self-portraits, both in art 

and writing, to inject his own personality into a world conjoining Inuit myth and modern- 

day storytelling. Some might argue that his work does not redy constitute autobiography; 

however, distinctions between fiction and fact have become blurred, causing various 

theonsts to argue on the merits of "truth" in the genre. Eakin writes that "it is worth 

noting [that] that practice of writing the selftends to lead autobiographers . . . to 

understand the self they sought to express as necessarily a product of self-invention" 

(190). And, as Timothy Dow Adams notes of autobiography, 

[tlhis form of writing, which may or may not be a genre, possesses 

a peniliar kind of tmth through a narrative composed of the 

author's metaphors of seifthat attempt to reconcile the individuai 

events of a lifetime by using a combination of memory and 

imagination-ail perfonned in a unique act that partakes of a 

therapeutic fiction making, rooted in what redy happened, and 

judged both by the standards of truth and fdsity and by the 

standards of success as an artistic creation. (3) 



Ipeliie acknowledges the healing power of his art against the background of 

colonization of the North, the residentiai school experience, and the relocation of Inuit 

families to the high Arctic: 

What 1 have always written about in my articles and essays was that 

we needed to go through that process the healing process, of 

reclaiming Our traditions and hentage and also to retain what we 

cm about our traditions. It's the same thing, the same feeling we 

have in al1 the circumpolar communities, W<e Alaska and Greenland, 

northern Canada. but slowly in Siberia also, because they are just 

coming out of this Soviet system that held them like in a cocoon for 

so long, for centuries and 1 think we have the sarne feeling ail over, 

like in Native cornmunities of Canada, you know, that [sic] the 

feeling that we have to reclaim our own traditions and so on. And 

it's the same thing with Inuit, and I am also hopefùl that things like 

Nunavut, like creating Nunavut, will accelerate that process of 

hedig. But it 'II take a long tirne, and it ' s the same thing in 

Greenland with their home d e  government, which has been around 

since about '79 or so and here we are. 1 suppose we will have to be 

hopeful about that. (Interview) 

IpeUie emphasUes the reclairning of Inuit identity. Through fiction, he reaches a 

dEerent kind of truth, one that history fds to expose and articulate. The autobiographical 

site can indeed enable a process ofhealthy transition and an increase in h d i g  powers. 



Smith and Watson emphasize the many possibilities of such a site: 

On the one hand, the very taking-upsf-the-autobiograp hicai 

transports the colonial subject into the temtory of the 'universal' 

subject and thus promises a culturally empowered subjectivity. 

Participation in, through rdpresentation of, privileged narratives 

can secure cultural recognition for the subject. On the other hand, 

entry into the temtory of traditional autobiography implicates the 

speaker in a potentially recuperative performance, one that might 

reproduce and rdpresent the colonizer's figure in negation. 

(De/Coloniz»g xix) 

Referring to Ipellie as "colonial subject" proves problematic; he seems poised on 

the cusp between colonial and postcoIonial, as do Inuit as a people. He performs his 

autobiographical act in both traditional and unconventional fonns of the genre, balancing 

both as he balances two cultures; he ernphasizes adaptation, not assimilation. Reclaiming a 

people's heritage does not contradid this idea for Ipellie. The heritage provides the 

groundwork for successfiil adjustment, not leaving the past behind, but building on it to 

give a k n  base for exploration outwards. This direction does not mean adhering slavishly 

to the dictates of yesteryear, but taking what is useful and valued and addmg on to it. He 

celebrates another outlook, another point of view not sanctioned by the centre, yet 

valorized by his dture .  He rnirron an "authentic" selfwith an irnagined one, and perhaps 

as much can be lemed about the "reai" Ipeüie through that fmtasized self; that 

metaphorical identity, as through the actual details of his We. In other words, Ipellie is not 



confined by boundaries in the genres of either autobiography or Inuit art; although he 

begins his text with an autobiographical introduction, his opinions are also expressed 

through his satincal and ironic handling of his own self-made myths, grounded in the 

customs of Inuit legend but fiitered through a modem consciousness. He asserts that he 

aims his work at an audience ofboth northem and southem cultures: "'1 attempt to focus 

on the problems of the world and the reality ofevents that are happening in the Arctic. By 

doing that 1 am speaking to both sides at the sarne tirne'" (Kennedy, "Alootook" 161). 

His combination of art forms and traditions fiom diierent cultures does not 

represent surrender on Ipeliie's part, but rather grants him an artistic license and energy. 

His creation of his own in-between world and his location of hirnselfat a site of métissage 

only &nns the strength of such a site and the potential consequences of holding a dual 

perspective on Me. 

Context of Inuit Art Production 

Ipellie's is a forcefùl persona, breaking with past traditions in which Inuit artists 

have been deemed incapable of critiquing their own works of art; their autobiographical 

voices were ofien ignored. In her Master's thesis on the drawings of Pitseolak Ashoona, 

Christine Ldonde writes that Inuit artists were seen as "anonyrnous" producers of art, and 

that Inuit art was "initiaily seen as the exotic expression of the so-caiied 'primitive"' (x). 

She adds that a persistent colonial attitude caused Inuit artists to be viewed as "a 

homogeneous group without individual style or development" (2). Janet Berlo, professor 

of Art History at the University ofRochester, also writes that drawing for money "negates 



the art form's validity" in the eyes of many in the visual arts field: "This economic 

motivation is thought to suggest a lack ofcreativity which then leads to the assumption 

that no individual self-expression is involved and, in circular fashion, no need to idente 

the artist (" Autobiographical" 6-7). 

Conflicts and comments about Inuit art originally arose with the setting up of the 

Canadian Eskimo Arts Council(1961-1989).' In 196 1, a member of the C.E.A 

Comrnittee, Evan Turner (director of the Montreal Museum of Fine Arts), comrnented 

that "the intrinsic value of Eskimo art was its naive quality" (qtd. in Gustavison 14). In 

1962, the cornmittee inspeaed the 1961 collection fiom Cape Dorset, approving fifiy-nine 

of seventy-five prints; some of those eliminated were deemed to possess "a moa 

unfomnate cuteness which rnight even be descnbed as a cornic strip elernent" (14)! In 

May 1962, Turner, as chairman, expressed concem that changes in income would affect 

the amirork and that Inuit were "not sufficiently sophisticated to make maturely . . . 

decision[s]" involving sale and production of their art (1 6). In 1963, the cornmittee 

expressed to Arthur Laing, then minister of Northem AEairs and National Resources, that 

"Eskirno art is essentially a primitive art, and . . . the Eskimo society could not be a 

competent judge of the aesthetic quaiity of its own arf" (22). The Inuit voice was absent; 

instead, Inuit were reduced to standardized "types."' 

In 1967, there emerged a change in Council policy: a new direction towards 

promoting individual artists arose.' But in 1978, Council members again stressed that 

each community's prints should be seen as "a coliection and not as individual works by 

individual artists" (54). Sm, in 1981, Council urged the Igutak Group Wo produce a 
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catalogue, with as much idormation about the artists as possible, not just as a permanent 

record of the collection but also as 'a good s e h g  device"' (63). 

Amidst these disagreements about the marketing of Inuit art, and the beg.U.ngs of 

strengthening autobiographical voices to accompany it, a new exhibition opened in 

October 1994 and continued untiI March 1996 at the Canadian Museum of Civilization in 

Ottawa. It was accompanied by the book, Imril Women Artists: Voices From Cape Dorset 

(1 994). This text contains autobiographical writings from nine female Inuit artists, dong 

with photos depicting them and their prints, drawings, and sculptures. Although some 

critics were angered by the artists' own participation in the exhibition, Marybelle Mitchell 

commented that the curator, Odette Leroux, "was patient and humble enough to involve 

the artists in the project from its beginning in late 1990"; she added that Leroux "also 

established a new collaborative mode1 for huit art exhibitions" ("A New ModeP' 3). 

However, Norman Zepp, former curator of Inuit art at the Art Gallery of Ontario, was 

incensed by what he saw as the exhibition's mixture of uneven and immature art with 

productions of a much better quality- He cnticized Leroux for deiiberately dowing the 

artists to innuence her decisions, and he aated that "artists are not the best judges of their 

works" (Conlogue C 17). 

Berlo responded to these cornments: "At the nsk of fùrther unhinging the 

conservative individuals in our field, I would argue that perhaps the exhibition itselfwas 

not daring enough, in that it did not mirror the book in foregrounding the voices of the 

artists themselves" ("An Exhibition" 34). She stated that it was cornmonplace in art 

galieries in Europe and North America to consult a LWig artist concerning his or her 



retrospective exhibit (35). She concluded that "indeed, this show must have senously 

destabilized the old, colonialist, male-expert mode1 of the museum curator and art cntic as 

the final arbiter of taste, if these howls of protest were any indication" (36). 

Ipeiiie's Position 

Despite such controversy over the agency of individual artists, the 

autobiographical "self' is gauiing importance in the production of Inuit art books, and, in 

future, Ipeliie's work may prompt more voices that are unrnediated by editors or 

outsiders. Inuit artists have in the past collaborated with others to pmduce texts 

combining an and autobiographicai details.' However, Ipellie idomis the reader of his 

own opinions; he creates the written text himself, without outside intervention. 

As a striking individuai, then, Ipellie enters a field fiaught with controversy. He 

does not regard himselfas isolated in his work, yet he &rms his uniqueness: 

When you're an artist, you want to interpret your own individuality, 

your own type of work, to the world, and I have tried very hard, 

not trkd hard, but otherwise consciously just to do, not to be 

infiuenced by other artists' work over the years, so 1 always tned 

hard to do my own thing. ( In t e~ew)  

IpeUie boldly confronts northern and southern societies with his own views, o f f e ~ g  visual 

and written discourse that embodies a fbsion of the modem and the ancestral, He 

proclaims himselfa powerfùl creator, and emphasizes the independent stance of the artia 

through his autobiographical preface and his stones and drawings. 



Lacking sufficient background in Inuit ways, some in his audience may not 

appreciate the nuances of Ipeilie's humour and the nch tradition upon which he draws. His 

work may offend those people, unaccustomed to the content of Inuit myths, who regard it 

as too bawdy and sexual. Paul Gessell remarks on the criticism of some that Ipellie "was 

portraying women in a sexist way," as in one drawing in which an Inuk hunter carries off a 

bare-breasted stripper; Gesse1 adds that "the humor is best appreciated by someone from 

the North and somewhat perplexing for those f?om other cultures" @5). Ipellie adrnits 

that some of his drawings "offended a few feminists" but he adds, "1 had scores of people 

who came to me, hand extended, with perfect Cheshire cat grins, which made my many a 

day" ("Thirsty" 99). For a certain audience, though, there is something disturbing in the 

drawings and stories, something that may be viewed as "eccentric" and bizarre. In other 

words, Ipellie's text may be too unconventional for some readers to accept." Ipellie 

comments on such reactions: 

Weil, as a writer, as an artist, ifyour work is not going to affect 

anyone, what's the purpose of doing it? And I think you have to 

make people think about these things and 1 think in many ways 1 

tried my best to do that, but it took me a long tirne to leam how to 

hopefuliy affect the thinking of other Inuit or people who were 

comected with the so-cded other side, the government or people 

who admuiistered Inuit in Native communities and so on. But there 

was [4 just wide gaps between the two peoples and I didn't plan 

to do the kind of work that 1 ended up doing. . . . I suppose in the 



end 1 ended up trying very hard to make both sides understand each 

other better. . . . Quite by accident. (Interview) 

But not al1 of his audience seems to understand. As Renée Hulan argues, "to the extent 

that the romantic nationalist representation of the North establishes expectations in the 

audience and overpowers other voices, it conditions the reception of work by Inuit writers 

and artists such as Alootook Ipellie" (1). Some may shy away fiom texts that contradict 

cornfortable stereotypes about Inuit. A fascination with an insular and fancihl northland 

and a tendency in southemers to venture there on a quest for self-fiilfiIlment and sel' 

exploration render the Inuit as romantic icons, part of an unchanging and exotic location. 

Ipellie's hybrid creations do not shut out the modern world; they unabashedly show Inuit 

taking advantage of technology and questioning conventional ideas about them, even 

while cherishing some ancient traditions. 

Ipellie, though, cannot escape a difFerent kind of iconization by his own people. He 

acknowledges that he has attained a recognition and a reputation; he has heard many 

comments on his work in both Ottawa and the North. He describes his surprise at some of 

the reactions to his art: ". . . I mean, people I've never met before-I was surprised about a 

year ago. This woman cornes up to me and says, 'You're my personal icon"' (Interview). 

Ipeilie's influence is strong among Inuit, and Hulan underlines the significance of the 

therapeutic aspects of his work, which stresses the theme of cultural s u ~ v a l ;  she 

acknowledges, however, that non-Inuit may not experïence these heahg elements in the 

same way as k t  (9). Non-Inuit may need M e r  information and education about the 

North and Inuit in order to tùUy appreciate his text. Meanwhile, for Inuit in particular, his 
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autobiographical performances are important and point to a dSerent mode of resistance. 

Ipefie's situation of in-betweemess may also exphin the conflicting reactions of 

his readen. In an introduction to his i n t e ~ e w  with Kennedy (1996)' Ipeiiie's poem, 

"Walking Both Sides of an Invisible Border," is cited. Ipellie refers to the banier between 

Inuit and other cultures, and he sees himself as '"wdking in two dEerent worlds/Trying 

my best to make sense of two opposing cultures which are unable to integrate"' (Kennedy, 

"Alootook" 156). He concludes the poem with this question: "'When will the invisible 

border cease to ben' (156). 

Combatting dienation, IpelIie tries to cornmunicate across this border by fiankly 

presenting himselfand his opinions. clearly signding that he is establishing an 

autobiographical persona through both his writing and his art. In his text, creative writing 

and autobiography overlap and complement each other. The first section gives 

autobiographical detaüs, while the second section presents stories and artwork. The tales 

and drawings mirror the self of the autobiographical beginning, for the autobiographical 

performance is enhanced by the creative imagination; both are inextricably interwoven in 

Ipellie's work. Positionhg himself as omniscient shaman, IpeIlie displays his political 

views, his concems for Inuit society, and his love for Inuit culture. To derive a fuller 

appreciation of his work, the reader must take into account the particulars of his We. 

Clearly, the creative artist constitutes a great part of Ipeliie's "self"; artistry shapes his 

existence. As he says, in any kind of work one does, be it drawing or story, some of one's 

own expenences or views about life get written. IpeKe grew up on the land but has lived 

much of his life in southern areas; he is intluenced to include aspects of both cultures, and 



his work has changed because ofthat (Interview). 

He begins his autobiographical introduction as he begins some of his "myths," in a 

traditionai setting, telling how he was "bom in a hunting camp on the shores of Bafnn 

Island" (Arctic vi) and how, up to the age of four, he led a semi-nomadic lifê with his 

f ady ,  living off the land. He was sent away from Iqaluit in 1967 to obtain more 

education, but he states that he "evenhiaily became a cultural cast-off' (vü)." Against the 

advice of his counsellors at the Department of Indian and Northem Mairs, Ipellie decided 

to pursue a career in art. He then became a drifter, unable to fit into school life. 

Hearkening back to his elders' teachings that "patience was a human virtue" (vüi), Ipellie 

equates the determination needed to track and hunt animals to his persistence in his drive 

to funher his career. He asserts his own importance and agency by pronouncing himself a 

"privileged artist," usehl and entertainhg to mankind. He contests his previous 

marginalkation and emphasizes his own wonh: "1 believe what 1 produce is my way of 

contributhg to humanity's quest for the meaning of life" (x). 

In the autobiographical introduction, Ipeliie speaks to his own expenences of 

feeling marginaiked at school and dismissed by art critics, and he does not hesitate in 

answering back, establishg himselfas a rebel, a nonconformist, and a spokespenon for 

other Inuit. In his creative output he aims "to try to make this world and other people's 

Eves a littie more bearable" (Y@. He sees himselfas a mediator "translating the failures 

and accomplishments of a distinct culture caught in an unpredictable cultural transition" 

(fi). He underlines the resilience of Inuit societies, and explains that Inuit are so 

artisticaily inclined because of their backgrounds in manuai work. Admitting that he bas 
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Department of Indian and Northem Af£'airs, IpeUie then proceeds to outline his 

accomplishments and to explain again the irnpetus behind his stones: 

Some of the stories the drawings inspired are tnte in a sense they 

happened in rny dreams and nightmares. Other stones were inspired 

by people and events surrounding my daily We. Stiil other stones 

and drawings came to me inspired by my anceston' extraordinary 

gifi for inventing myths, stones, and legends. So, this book has 

become, quite by accident, a smorgasbord of stories and events, 

modem or traditional, tme or imagined. (xix) 

Hope McLean refers to Ipellie as creating "his own unique fonn of literature" (44). 

S he adds, 

[tlhe cross between comic book and Inuk is one IpeIIie has been 

pursuhg for some the .  He wrîtes and illustrates a comic strip 

f e a t u ~ g  the adventures of a flying avenging shamanic superhero 

that appears in the Inuit press. Now, Ipellie takes his superhero a 

step up the iiterary ladder, where he emerges transformed into 

Alootook Ipeiiie's alter ego. (44) 

However, Arctic Dreams md Nightmares does not dways meet with approval 

fkom critics. Peter Millard asserts that Ipeihe's "command of English is not quite up to his 

vision," and that some of his language is awkward and jolting, reading "like a bad 

translation" (41). The implication is that Ipeiiie is not sufnciently sophisticated in the 
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English language usage to comrnunicate properly with the audience. It may be, though, 

that IpeUie simply does not wish to conform and instead expresses himselfin his own 

unique way, in a kind of in-between dialect that may not necessarily please the ear of the 

audience accustomed to standardized Engiish. 

Drew Hayden Taylor describes Arctic D r e m s  md Nightmuaes as "an amazing 

jump into the fluid and colourful mind of a man whose culture and personal life is in 

transition" (38). Taylor pronounces some of the stones quite humorous, while "others are 

quite fnghtening." He cautions Ipellie's readers: "Be warned this book is not for the 

squeamish. The aones within its covers abound in sex, violence, and sometimes sexual 

mutilation. At least halfof the tales deal in some capacity with subject matter that may 

strain more puntan tastes" (38). 

Ipeilie's voice may at times be brutally outspoken, even audacious for he clairns 

the power to transfomi reality, even as he uses the text to critique southern society and 

up hold values nom the Inuit past . Arciic Dreums and Nightmwes becomes what Dee 

Home refers to as a "creative hybrid text"; she A t e s  of creating a new discourse, one that 

alters the relationship between settlers and Natives, resulting in collaboration rather than 

opposition ("To Know" 256). She states that such "creative hybridization is not 

assimilation-one culture dominating and taking over another culture- but the recognition 

of the interaction between cultures" (258). IpeKe takes elements of popular culture and 

combines them with legendary exploits fiom the Inuit storytelhg tradition. He transfomis 

his subject position as a helpless castout into that of a character capable of adaptation, but 

refusing to be overwhelmed by the teachings of another culture. IpeUie positions h s e l f  as 
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a time traveiler, an observer, and sometirnes a participant in his stories. He combines odd 

comic book imagery, current idioms, and the magic of the shaman. He is a satinst, always 

reaching for new heights and new experiences. Throughout, he emphasizes his own 

agency and his identity. 

Ipellie's Text 

His unconventionality is signaiied by the format of Arctic Drems and Nightmares. 

Ipellie's arresting cover for his book depicts an inverse portrait of himseK contrasted with 

a photographie image of him on the back cover. The photo shows him lying down with his 

hair strearning out around him as he stares at the camera Iens. The drawing on the fiont 

cover (repnnted later in the text) shows him tattooed and yellow-eyed, his palms held out 

and ten smd demonic heads protruding from his fhgertips. Front and back portraits form 

a fitting framework and comrnentary on the contents of the book. Although the first 

section is a conventional autobiographical introduction, it is immediately foilowed by a 

fantasized and fiagmented üfe joumey of Ipeliie transformed into shaman, able to 

transcend time dimensions. He revealed to Kennedy that his "f'amiiy has a background of 

shamans over generations" ("Alootook" 162). In effect, presenting a caricature of himself, 

Ipellie tums himselfinside out to explore his fantasies. 

Ipellie's drawings form an integral part of the text, aiming for what Yang regards 

as a chief purpose ofthe genre: "Autobiography enacts seifby recasting one's own images 

from the past and transmits mernories and ideas fiom the present and even iùture through 

imagery reconstruction" (122). IpeKe empowers himseif through his pictorid 
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representations as weli as his writing. The drawings in the text force the reader to focus on 

Ipellie; they draw fùrther attention to Ipellie the shaman, another metaphor of seîfwhich 

offers a close-up view, an intimate side of his personaiity that he rarely reveals outside his 

work. 

The artwork is visibly influenced by the cartoon genre, but Ipellie attests that he 

did not plan the pichires in the way they tumed out: "Usually they end up interpreting 

themselves, beginning to end. And it happened the same way, 1 found, with the stories. . . . 

If you're going to try and control the final image, 1 mean, it's not going to come out the 

way it should" (Interview). In other words, the artist aliows his imagination to '%ee flod' 

and waits for the results. 

Satiric mockery seems to come naturally to Ipellie; through this device, he 

estabiishes an identity that consists of the marriage of an i ~ e r  and outer selt; an observer 

and a participant, the self pulled in different directions at a site of hybridity. As a child, 

Ipeliie was asked to go to church every Sunday, but, once in Ottawa, he ceased this 

activity and became an atheist (InteMew). This rejection of the Christian faith figures 

largely in many of his taies, as in the fist stoty of his text, "Seff-Portrait: Inverse Ten 

Comrnandments7' (2-9), in which he depicts himseifpropelied from his igloo into an 

inverse hell, Heil's Garden of Nede, in contrast to the Biblicai Garden of Eden. He 

awakens to confkont a devilish incarnation of hirnself; this other self extends his hands, on 

the ends of which are squeaüng little faces, with eyes and tongues protmding fiom them. 

In the grip of terror, Ipeliie remembers that a "so-cded Christian minister" had told him 

that if he remained ccgood-humoured" towards others, he would surely reach Heaven (6). 
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Instead, he is in He& and he lems  that the ten screaming heads represent the Inverse Ten 

Commandments; they begin to shout at him, 'Thou Shalt! Thou Shalt! Thou Shalt!" (6). 

IpeUie reasons that since God could make man in His own image, Satan could have done 

the same; therefore, Ipeüie faces his own image as the Satan of Hell. Cannibal-like, the 

fingers of this Satan attack him, and he is spattered in blood. Ipellie knees the Satanic 

image in the crotch, and t disappears; he later realires that he had gone through Ume and 

space to visit the dark side of hirnseK and to liierate his sou1 from its Satan incarnate. He 

returns Satan's blows and revels in a physicality and violence that d o w  him, 

paradoxically, to escape physical and spiritual limitations. Thus, in superhero fashion, 

Ipeüie prepares the reader for triumph over the horrific underside of the human psyche. He 

fiees himself fiom his body and previous life; through his imagination, he reinvents his 

existence. He refûses to conform to others' ideals and to follow orders imposed upon him 

from outside forces. As he writes, "[ilt felt so wondemi1 to hally be a fiee spirit7' (1 5). 

Throughout this and other stot-ies he implies that Christianity chains the self and that he 

must escape its stnctures. He also borrows imagery and words fiom another tirne and 

philosophy and reworks them fiom his own vantage point, illustrating a type of bricolage 

common to contact zones. He demonstrates, too, a rebellion against the metanarratives of 

the dominant society and implies that Inuit can fiee and heal themselves by fighting back 

and leaving behind the pain of past cultural tunnoil. 

Another story that satïrizes Christianity, '7, Cmcified" (20-25), includes a 

comicaüy homific self-portrait. IpeWe the shaman is mspended on a whalebone cross in a 

snowy landscape, arrows in his hands and a harpoon through his feet, a knife protruding 
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from his ribs, and a tundra woifchewing on his side. He wean a crown of thorns; in the 

background, two other crucified people are visible in the distance. Creating a hybrid and 

unusuai image, Ipeiiie again combines Christian stones and a traditional Inuit setting to 

depict his own "middle zone." A stereotypical primitive northem sening is ironically 

associated with the Biblical tale of the crucifixion. He explains in the story that he has been 

crucified because of the animosity of other shamans, iess powefil and influentid than he. 

He had been tncked by another shaman, Tusujuarluk ("Envious"), into participating in an 

experiment of pooling the resources and spiritual powers of the shamans in order to 

attempt a joumey to the Milky Way. Instead, the other shamans cmcifjr him. Twisting the 

aories of Christianity to suit his own purposes, Ipellie tells how he is resurrected one 

thousand years later as a new physical being on Earth. Establishing a mocking 

juxtaposition of himself and Christ, Ipellie creates a disembodied "1," able to venture 

beyond the bounds of mortality. He reminds the reader of the importance of the traditional 

shaman, but still demonstrates that the sharnan's magic could be used for ill as well as 

good. He does not gioss over happenings of the past, but reveals them so as to benefit 

fiom their lessons. His critical voice is not silenced when he revives memories of ancient 

ways; he does not necessarily romanticize the past, even as he satirizes the beliefs of 

others. Kowever, against cnticism of the violence of some Inuit myths,12 IpeUie portrays 

the violence inherent in Christian tales? again taking a situation and niming it around for 

hÎs audience. 

In "Trying To Get To Heaven," yet another story with a religious element, a group 

of Inuit are tossing a "distinguished looking, older man" in a seaiskin blanket (Arctic 70). 
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IpeUie, in his usual position as curious obsewer, believes that this signifies a celebration. 

Conside~g that others have remarked on the surrealism of his work, his comment seems 

doubly ironic: "It seemed a tittle sumeai to be watching this man being tossed way beyond 

the clouds" (71).13 Just as he interposes himselfinto a traditional setting, he inte jects 

cartoonish contemporary idiom by asking another watcher, '"What's up, Doc?'" (72). He 

is told that sharnan Qilaliaq ("Going to Heaven") is indeed trying to reach Heaven. Ipellie 

laughs hysterically at the suggestion, but then remembers a fellow shaman, Tookeetooq 

("Stupid"), who built a huge igloo with an open top: 

And to make sure that it would be easier for him to ascend 

to Heaven, he discarded al1 his clothing. There he was, stark 

naked, balls and penis thrashing about as he leaped higher 

and higher. He kept at it for a long the .  In the end, he 

coiiapsed from exhaustion. Being a mere mortal, 

Tookeetooq was also a total failure. (73-74) 

The reader may be forgiven for assuming that IpeUie recails a story told by Peter 

Pitseolak of the '%st religious time," 190 1, in the Cape Dorset area. Pitseolak refers to an 

Inuk named Keegak ("the messenger") and a tirne when people "were so mixed up they 

overdid their religion7' (Pitseolak and Eber 40)" The Inuit traveiied to Tooneen, a place 

near Cape Dorset, and built a giant igloo with no roof so that they could use it as a church 

and still see the heavens. Desmihg Keegak's actions, Pitseolak writes: "Once he danced 

naked. . . . His male organs were swinghg al1 over the place. . . . Then he said, '1 am 

going to Heaven! 1 am going up; 1 am gohg up"' (41). Because he becarne too col4 
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Keegak ceased this exercise; Pitseolak comments, "'His penis had goose pimples"' (41). 

In fact, Ipellie adapted his modem myth, not fiom Pitseolak's, but from another 

taie, another interpretation of what was apparently a true story, told by an Inuk ftom a 

dierent community, a story that Ipeliie orighally illustrated for his collaborative work, 

Paper Stays Put. Ipellie drew the shaman stark naked, so that readers were looking at him 

jumping in the air from below. Because the publishers were afhid children might see this 

image, it was ornitted f?om the text (Inte~ew). 

bellie adapts apparently real-life occurrences to his tale, but adds his own mocking 

voice and places himself in a tnumphant position at the end. Ipellie and his dogs are put in 

the blanket toss; they exuberantly reach Heaven and never descend back to Earth. Again, 

Ipellie establishes a hybrid identity as he comments on the mixture of Christianity and 

shamMsm and ridicules the teachings and comptions of Christian ways, as well as the 

naiveté of those who are too easily fooled by the suggestions of others. In doing so, he 

implies that not al1 sites of métissage are productive and positive; those who mixed 

traditional shamanism with Christianity sometimes caused suffering for themselves and 

othen in their cornmunities. Ipellie, however, seerns to have found the right combination 

of identities and autobiographical performances, for he shows himself catapulting beyond 

mundane realiq. What he seems to mggest is that neither the priest nor the traditional 

shaman is ali-powerfllI or dl-knowing; he then takes attributes of both and melds them 

into his own hero-shaman figure." He is not averse to c e n s u ~ g  his own people for 

mistakes of the past, but his mode of communication renders the disapproval less harsh. 

Not oniy does Ipellie cnticize Christianity, but also he introduces characteristics of 
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inteweaves thern with modern mias and tums. It is not uncornmon for Inuit legends to 

descnie humans and animals interacting. As McGrath explains, 

[bleast fables . . . tend to be of two types; stones of animal 

spouses and stones of how anirnals acquired certain physicd 

characteristics. Stones of animal spouses usualiy involve a 

man or sometimes a woman fdling in love with a person 

who is actualiy an eider duck or a fox or some such creature 

in human form. (Canadian 73)16 

Ipellie follows this trend, trying, as he says, to "put a modem twist to these legends and 

see what happens," and to interpret ancient stories himself, instead of leaving them just the 

way they were traditionally told in the cornmunities (Intewiew). Nia writes of IpeUie's 

images in Arctic Dremns and ivightmmes: "A few, such as 'The Wornan Who Manied A 

Goose,' portray ancient Inuit legends" (59). In the accompanying story (Arctic 170-74), 

Ipeliie is out collecting goose eggs with his f d y  in early spring. He becomes again the 

inquisitive onlooker as he sees what appears to be a naked woman stniggiing with a 

gooee. To him, it sounds as ifshe is orgasming: "At least that's how 1 made it out to be 

since 1 had ofien heard the same sounds coming from my own wife when we made love" 

(172). After the goose leaves, Ipeliie approaches the woman and coaxes her to explain 

who she is. Oiqangi ("Wahout a husbandt') had met a castoff âom the flock, Nuliaqangi 

("Wthout a Me") who speaks huktitut. They became inhate, and Oiqangi gave birth to 

chicks every spring. Ipeiiie observes that "it was a linle surreal listening to Oiqangi" (174), 
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but that it made perfect sense that she and the goose had gotten together, since neither had 

a mate. Ipellie includes a drawing depicting two women head to head, one with a goose's 

head and neck protrudiig fkom her vagina, the other with goose wings emerghg from her 

sides. 

This blending of animai and person is certainly not unusual in Inuit myths; neither 

is the idea of a human mating with an animal. Ipellie's story may offend some because of 

its sexuai content. However, as McGrath points out, "Eskirno myths and legends have 

been frequently Msinterpreted by non-Inuit who find them simplistic, pointless, violent, 

scatdogical, bawdy, repetitive or boring" (Canadian 73). Ipellie ignores such disapproval, 

aitering the Iegend with his own intrusion, bringing to it a comic cast and implying that 

salvation is found through adaptation and evolution. He re-works the characters of Inuit 

tales and shows that the old stories are still of value and stiii entertainhg for today's 

audiences, particularly when he adds his own dialogue and artwork that modernize the 

anecdote and bring new perspectives to the narrative. He often contrasts and combines 

gravity with humour: "'In the cartoons and in the stories, humour has been a big part of 

my work fiom the very beginning. But there has always been the underlying message 

about our people and the changes that were happening to us. 1 use humour because it 

attracts the rninds of readers"' (Kennedy, 'Yüootook" 160). Because of the humour, the 

strong contrast between old and new in Ipellie's work seems a less jarring mix. 

Ipellie also recalls Inuit traditional tales of marriage between animal and human. In 

dohg so, he underlines the importance of these legends and of the connection of huit to 

the animal world. He upholds a pnde in the old ways even as he brings a dEerent 
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perspective to them. He sees no need to forget or denigrate ancient tales and customs. The 

legends do not disappear, but instead evolve into present-day forms, interspersed with 

contemporary cornic dialogue.The broad basis of Inuit cultures is not lost, but redeemed 

and rejuvenated through his artistry. 

Ipellie reafnrms his connection to his people by presenting political issues 

pertaining to theû livelihood. He juxtaposes comedy and politics in "mer  Brigitte 

Bardot" (104-13) to speak against outside interference in traditional Inuit hunting 

practices. As he says, he wished to convey a certain message of protest, and to "have a 

little fun with Brigitte Bardot" at the same tirne (TnteMew). The tale begins as so ofien in 

his stories, in an outdoor northem setting, with people and dog teams gathered around 

their seal hunting camp. Ipellie confesses, '"I've never lost that puli to the land"' 

(Kennedy, "Alootook" 157). Modem-day technology intrudes: crowds of video 

cameramen, stiil photographers, and reporters emerge fiom a large group. They converge 

around Brigitte Bardot, who is campaigning against the hunting of baby seals. Ipellie asks 

an oniooker to explain what is happening. He responds, 

"I'm not exactly sure, but it may have something to do with her 

being an animal fie& and feeling the need to identify herself as the 

saviour of ail animal species on earth. Who knows, maybe it's just a 

publicity stunt. She hasn't exactiy been seen on the silver screen 

lateiy." (Arctic 106) 

After Bardot Ieaves, IpeUe is unable to seil his quota of seals because of a ban 

imposed by the European Economic Community Parliament. He reacts: 'The bitch! How 
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could she do this to us?!" (1 10). Ipellie denounces anirnal rights activists: "They have 

dormant mindsets that can oniy see through the eyes of the animal beîngs" (1 12). In the 

drawing that accompanies the story, he envisions Bardot as metamorphosing into a harp 

seal, but with a Christian cross around her neck and a bracelet around one flipper (1 12). 

Animals ofien reverse places with humans in Inuit taies, but Bardot seems to have already 

switched roles and is seen through the eyes of the baby seal. The image may be influenced 

by the violence of some Inuit legends, but Ipellie changes positions and puts an animal in 

the role of hunter: a baby harp seal is about to club open the skull of an Inuk escorting the 

transformed Bardot. Ipellie explains: 

"Some of the images came about because 1 was affected by events 

like Brigitte Bardot going to Newfoundland and protesting against 

the seal hunt. It Sected our people, not only in Canada, but in 

Greenland. 1 went up to Greenland and visited a tannery after the 

Eumpean Cornrnunity refùsed importation of seal pelts. It was sad 

for our people. I used that story ["Mer Brigitte Bardot"] to get the 

message across. I used clippings of the event in Newfoundland and 

took them up to the Arctic where the Inuit couid be close to her, 

even though Brigitte Bardot wasn't up there. 1 wanted to tell her 

what we thought about what she did to our people." (Kennedy, 

caAlootooK' 1 62) 

Once again, Ipellie combines a kind of macabre comedy with the senousness ofhis 

message. Everyday reaiities Mpinge on that humour and tinge it with sadness. Still, Ipellie 
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can avenge himself and his people in his imagination, by transforming Bardot through 

public mockery. He dismantles the stereotypes, calhg into question usual images of the 

seal hunt, putthg the animal in a position of power in the drawing, dressing the Inuk in 

unusual clothing, suit and tie and mukluks. Political cornrnentary emerges once again, with 

the Inuk who befkiends Bardot in the drawing becoming a strange hybnd figure, doomed 

to death. Again, hybridity is not always positive with Ipeilie. Bardot rnay never see his 

story or drawing, but, for Inuit, the healing power of humour emerges again in his 

treatment of her cause. Ipellie is no passive Native; he shows by his example that other 

huit, too, cm speak out against injustice and not remain silent or cowed. 

Through such tales and drawings, then, Ipellie is transformed into a super-self, 

jumping into the pas, altering and iduencing it. He is both self-aggrandizing and self- 

carkahiring. His comedy and satire expedite his effort to adapt to a world that retains 

Inuit cultural values, but values that have been infiitrated by modem-day dialect and 

technology. Through Arctic Dreams and Nighmtmes, Ipellie demonstrates the ability to 

reach beyond marginalization and to comment, mockingiy or seriously, on events of the 

pas6 present, and future. By imaginatively refiguring himself as omnipotent sharnan, he 

grants himselfagency and creates an inverse 'T," a "man-in-the-moon" who is part human, 

part supernaturd being. His is on an "ego trip" of a difEerent kind, celebrating a malleable 

character who stili retains his 'Tnuitness." 

Hulan contends that IpeUie's work "resists the description of Canadian northern 

consciousness by demonstrating the complexity of cultural identity" (1 6). Certainly Ipellie 

sometimes deromanticizes the North; at other tirnes, he reveres it, refenhg to its pristine 
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qualities, endangered by invasion from the outside world. His translation of that North 

may draw many difEerent reactions, but indiierence is not one of them. As McGrath notes, 

'Inuit authors [like Ipellie] are offering their readers the most important and lasting social 

principles of theu culture: tolerance, patience, courage, and the healing power of seK 

criticism approached with a sense of humour" (Canadian 1 1 1). Ipellie resists being 

stereotyped, and he brings the strong sense of an individual personality to Inuit life 

writings; his is not a one-dimensionai, predictable character. He illuarates that the writer 

living at a site of métissage mua be aware of changing conditions and open to fluctuation 

in life. He preaches a kind of endurance, and, because he renders situations amusing, his 

message is not tiresorne; his treatment of Inuit culture is not overly didactic in tone, and 

hence attraas a larger audience than it otherwise might. Ipellie feels he has become a role 

mode1 for Inuit, but that he has had to eam that part over t h e  (Interview). He &rms that 

his work has often been plagiarized by young huit copying or tracing his drawings and 

attaching thek own names to his poetry (Kennedy, "AlootooK7 162). He adds, 

I've had people just copying a lot of my work, in other publications 

and so on. One day 1 was looking at this Yellowknife newspaper 

and this ad in the paper for a tapestry exhibit by an anist in 

Yellowknife, and she had just used one of my cartoon images of 

tbis Inuit mother and child, mother dancing with a caribou. 1 mean 

this is the image fiom my cartoon Weli, 1 didn't do anything about 

it. . . . It was sort ofa compliment. 1 could have done something 

about it, but never did and even like many years ago now, the 



government of the Northwest Temtories in Yeliowknife-they had 

a Christmas message ad in the paper, and someone had traced some 

of my drawings for that Christmas message without my knowledge. 

( In te~ew)  

Despite attracting such a foliowing, Ipellie himself has faced considerable 

dficulties and obstacles; he has endured a dinicult healing process in recent years. Having 

lost al1 his personal papers, equipment, and belongings three years ago, he is only now 

returning to that state of mind in which he can work on a project. He has completed a 

short novel, to which he intends to retum later, and expects a book of poetry to be 

published in two years. Once he obtains a cornputer, he says he will resume writing 

(InteMew). 

Given the scope of his artistic achievement, Ipellie rnay produce still more 

controversial texts in the near future. Belying the sophistication of the artist, drawing on 

icons of popular culture, his work demonstrates another way of presenting life stories and 

art, in a dramatized and farcicd fashion that rnay not sit weli with those versed in the idea 

of a unitary "self' in autobiography. However, a message is transmitted through his work: 

an appeal to others to understand the Inuit and their situation of métissage. He 

demonstrates that the anis in the contact zone rnay not necessariiy be siienced or 

overpowered. The confronthg of stereotypes rnay increase the Unpetus to translate one's 

self and one's art for others, and rnay Iead to positive consequences. The attention 

received in the contact zone rnay bolster the writer's self-esteem and result in more 

creative output, more interweaving of fonns at the site of métissage. Other Inuit 
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and writers may foliow his lead, showing the creative approaches that may be taken when 

the subject occupies an invisible borderland from which he or she endeavours to 

communicate. Ipellie's work offers proof that Inuit voices emerging from diverse contact 

zones may take Life writings in new and surprishg directions, expanding the limits of the 

autobiographical genre even as they arain against the imposed strictures of romanticism. 

Above ali, Arctic Drems and Nzghtmares presents Inuk as individual and suggeas the 

tnumph of creativity over stereotyping. Not necessarily bowing to the perceived niles of 

Native autobiography, at times veering away £tom the idea of a communal self, Ipellie's 

work emphaskes individuaiity, nonconformity, and, as he says, "doing his own thing." His 

mistic personae emerge eom an intellect striving to escape creative limitations and, at the 

same time, to establish a new identity in a changing world. Constant readjustment is 

necessary to meet the demands of a society in transition. Showing that such multiple faces 

ofthe self are necessary to accommodate change, Ipeüie tests the flexibility of the genre of 

autobiography. The mutations of the autobiographicai text reflect a multiple and fluid self- 

image, one that points to fiinher and dserent penonalities developing through Inuit 

autobiography even as new political voices emerge from the Nonh. These new voices may 

overtum previous conceptions of Native autobiography, and open new pathways to the 

understanding of the identities of Inuit in the new millennium. 



Notes 

In a 1980 i n t e ~ e w  wïth Ipellie, Robin Gedalof (McGrath), describes how "quiet 

and resewed" he was in person, but adds that, "according to Ipellie, ifhe weren't 

so quiet in Me, he could never have been so outspoken in his work" (" Alootook" 

283). 

1 am indebted to Michael P. J. Kennedy and Robin McGrath for their articles 

containhg autobiographical information on Ipeliie. 

See Igioliorte, Kenojuak (Blodgett), and Ashoona, for example. 

See Wiget for additional information on the Trickster. 

For additional information on the beginnings of Inuit printmaking, and the 

tendency Yo group Inuit graphic works as examples of collective cultural 

expression" (22), see Marion Jackson, "Personal." 

See McGrath, "The Infiuence," for more information on the impact of cartoons on 

Inuit art. 

See Peter Gelier's dissertation, in which he describes a similar outlook on Inuit 

through photographic representations: "Less important than the identity of the men 

and women pictured, and the particular circumstances of their individual lives, was 

their display as representatives of their race, as anonymous and ideai cultural 

types" (173). 

More information on Baker Lake pMts was desired by the Council in 1970- 

"signatures of the artists, translations in English, print title, edition numbers, date, 

and identification nwnber as weU as the Baker Lake c h o ~  mark" (Gustavison 38). 
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In the 1972 print review meeting, Couneil was urged to include an Inuk member 

(42)' and the cound was also being pressured by Tagak Curley, President of Inuit 

Tapirisat of Canada, to do so. 

9. Prominent artists like Armand Tagoona, Kenojuak, and Pitseolak Ashoona have 

worked with othen in providing details of their lives to accompany their drawings 

and prints. 

10. 1 base these cornments on the remarks of some of rny students in Labrador in 1998 

when 1 included Ipellie's text on the syllabus for a course on North Arnerican 

Abonginal literature. 

1 1. For more autobiographical details, see Ipeliie, "Frobisher Bay Childhood" and "My 

Story." 

12. See McGrath's "Monster Figures" for a counter critickm of this reaction of 

southem audiences to Inuit myths. 

13. Robin McGrath observes that "there are indications that Alootoo k Ipellie's rather 

surreal approach to modem Inuit We has the potentiai to iduence future writers" 

(Canadm 83). Ipellie comrnents that some people who had read his Arctic 

Dremns untiNightmares asked him what drug he was on while he was doing the 

drawings, to which he replied, ''1 was on a naturai hi@'' (Inte~ew).  

14. See Shelagh Grant's description of religious fiuiaticism among the Inuit in a special 

issue of~tude~.~~ltllit/~tudies on sharnanism, Christianity, and possession. See also 

Carol Bnce-Bennett's description ofreiigious mm*a arnong Inuit in Labrador in 

Our Footprints Are Everywhere. 



15. See Rasmussen, The N e t s i l i k f i ~ ~  for more information on shamans. 

Rasmussen visited the Netsilingrniut in the Boothia Peninsula area as part of the 

Fifth Thule Expedition (1921-24); he reported that these Inuit "are very emphatic 

in pointing out that they no longer have great shamans arnong them" (295). 

Nevertheless, his visits to the Caribou Eskimos of the interior reveaied that, though 

some were sceptical, others did feel that the traditional shamans were stiil powerful 

and inspired by "the guiding spirits of the universe" (Observations 60). 

16. See Spalding's "Kiviuq," for exarnple, which tells of an Inuk manying a fox. See 

ais0 Rasmussen's The Netsilik Eskimos (12 1-22), which reports a legend of a girl 

marrying her father7 s dog. 



Conclusion 

Having presented these case studies, I now direct the reader to the diculties in 

pinpointing the audience for Inuit autobiography. Those Inuit who do read memoirs often 

encounter them in seriaiized fom in penodicals such as Imit Today, which contain a large 

number of autobiographical essays and extracts from diaries (McGrath, Canadian 9 1). 

Other Canadians f;uniliar with Inuit life stones may have originaily been interested in 

~ o r k ,  or may have located the books in train stations or airports. This trend seems to 

be changing with some increased interest in Native literature at the university level, and, as 

the introduction to this thesis stated, with more scholan exarnining Inuit texts. New Inuit 

texts are continuing to appear, such as Remembering the Years of My Life (1999), 

recounted by Labrador elder Paulus Maggo and edited by Carol Bnce-Bennett, and 

Saqjnrq: SIonesfrom the Lives of n r e e  Imit Women (19991, told by three Batfin Island 

women and edited by Nancy Wachowich. 

Inuit autobiographies may have a growing influence in northem school and college 

systems. Bone has pointed to the lirnited number of Native role models as a factor in poor 

school performance in the Nonh (199). Although the value of such models could be 

questioned, powerful exemplary figures are offered through Inuit self-representations, and 

Inuit life stories may become part of aii northem school cumcula, as indeed they do form 

part of the programme of Inuit Studies in some parts of the North. Some Inuit 

autobiographies offer role models, and some authors, such as Minnie Freeman and Alice 

French, speak directly to issues of education. Students in Lake Harbour on Baffin Island 

reportedly have shown an excellent and dynamic response to Inuit life wr i~gs ,  for they 
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understand the context of such works (Baillargeon). Those texts, like ïkusher: Skid Row 

Eskirno,' which have gone out of print, may in h r e  be reissued and discussed in 

university classrooms. The inclusion of Inuit works in course cumcula would critique 

stereotypical and romanticking misconceptions of Canada's North and its inhabitants 

Inuit voices increase in importance in light of recent land claims proposais, demands for 

compensation for resettlement, and the creation of Nunavut. 

This dissertation provides a gateway for the entrance of Inuit autobiography into 

the canons of Canadian and Native literature. Knipat refers to his sense of a cal1 to 

polyphony, which he understands as "rging the refiisal of impenal domination, and so of 

the West's daim legitimately to speak for al1 the Rest" (Voice 17). Inuit voices have now 

been added to those of autobiographers speaking fiom the margins, and they offer their 

own critiques of dominant Western societies. Such writen change the public perceptions 

of Inuit and the North. They also trace new directions in autobiography in generai, 

broadening the parameten of Native life writing and questioning long held assumptions. 

h p a t  urges the inclusion of Indian texts in the canon of American literature, "not oniy to 

propose an addition but a reevaiuation of what ' American literature' means" (98). In the 

same manner, Inuit autobiographies prompt us to analyse fùrther the corpus of Canadian 

fiterature. They foreground the perspectives of Inuit themselves, rather than stereotypical 

representations written by outsiders. They aiso reflect new developments in viewpoints of 

Inuit even as they continue to exïst at sites of métissage, these sites themselves altering 

with the progress of time. 

Mitchell has andyzed the changes in Inuit life in the Arctic; she notes that extended 
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families have been absorbed into cornrnunities (From Talking 271). She fûrther aates that 

northem CO-operatives have 

[qostered the ascendancy of the inaividual, cornpetitive ethic or 

dynamic over the cooperativelcornmunal to the point . . . where we 

can begin to talk about a class structure in which some Inuit who 

own and control unprecedented wealth and resources are in the 

position of directing the fortunes of other Inuit, in spite of a 

structure that purports to support equality. (299) 

However, she adds that Inuit have not yet managed to overcome the domination of non- 

huit managers of northem CO-operative federations (3 17), but that they resist this 

domination in three ways: "nonconfrontational," through presenting language and 

traditions; "contiontationai," by protesthg publicly; and by "politicaily organized 

resistance," in land claims negotiations and pan-Eskimo movements (4 13). 

Inuit autobiography encompasses aîi three modes of resistance, as it challenges the 

authority of outsiders and emphasizes the influence of Inuit communities and the 

significance of remembering Inuit traditions. Linda Warley writes of the heaiing aspects of 

reinhabitkg the past. She sees remembenng as a politicai act, a means of "afnrming 

cultural survival and facilitating political selfsetermination" ("Locating" 74-75). 

Pragmatism, strength, adaptation, and endurance in the mida oftrauma and transition 

remain dominant themes of Inuit We writings. While mernories of ancient customs 

continue to be important, Inuit societies have dtered to accommodate change and to 

ensure successful recondiation ofold ways and new. The positive poss%ilities of Inuit 
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autobiography are significant. The actual writing of the text may prove therapeutic for its 

author, as Alice French has aated, and the work may also impact on huit society in 

general. 

As Inuit autobiographers bear witness to suffering, they help deviate some of the 

pain caused by the repercussions of outside Muences on their lives. Because of feelings of 

powerlessness, Inuit once acquiesced in new education and administration policies 

introduced by whites, policies that had profound effects on their families and communities. 

Now, however, Inuit no longer remain passive and uncomplaining; through their life 

stones and public expression by other means and media, they speak out and assert 

themselves. They cal1 for empathy and understanding, and for a dismantling of stereotypes. 

In doing so they may go against traditionai cuaoms of their communities, even as these 

customs are being altered as huit stnve for self-government and political strength. By 

their example, Inuit autobiographers, whether they intend to or not, provide examples of 

self-empowerment and foster pide in Inuit cultures. 

However, as the lie writings of Campbell, Baikie, and Goudie show, identity 

formation at sites of métissage proves compiicated and subject to varying influences. At 

some sites, factors of colonialism and impenalism intervene, and Inuit traditions may 

diminish in significance, aithough they do not, in these cases, fade out entirely. Even 

though early Labrador works may have tended towards endorsement of assimilation, Inuit 

life skius n e c e s d y  remained important. 

The drive for Survival underiies ail the texts examined in this dissertation. In 

contemporary Inuit lEe writings, this force means adaptation to modem Weways, but not a 
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renunciation of customs and traditions. In hct, such traditions regain their importance 

through Inuit texts, which appeal to Inuit pride in a unique culture. Inuit autobiography 

charts a course of change and innovation; it demonstrates a refùtation of stereotypes and 

celebrates identities previously marginalized in the West and even in the genre of Native 

autobiography. It serves also to emphasize the fluid boundaries of the autobiographical 

genre and to challenge narrow perspectives on what actually constitutes an autobiography. 

For these reasons, it is of profound importance to continue a study of emergent Inuit life 

writings, to examine them in the light of recent happenings in the North, and to subject 

them to the carefùl scmtiny of acadernic criticism. 

Often, however, the views of Inuit authors are represented by outsiders or critics 

who have not actually consulted with these autobiographers. Of course, in some cases, 

inte~ewing is not possible, but such consultation may lead to additional needed 

information, surpnsing diierences of opinion, and confiicting views about the 

characteriaics, purposes, and direction of Inuit autobiography, as this dissertation 

demonstrates. Above dl, it is crucial to confer with Inuit authon themselves iffeasible and 

to facilitate a fiee expression of their own voices arnidst the controversy and mystery that 

surrounds the genre of autobiography. 



No tes 

1. 1 have been informed that a west Coast filmmaker is now interested in making a 

movie based on the book, Thrasher: Skid Row Eskirno. 
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